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This study compared the rate of behavioral inhibition
of parents with panic disorder to the one exhibited

parents have no identified psychiatric disorder.

among

children

by children whose

Two groups

of

20 White

children aged two, three or four years old were matched for age, sex, socio-

economic level and ordinal

position.

Group assignment depended on the

parent's diagnosis. In the clinical sample, at least one parent

was

from panic disorder with or without agoraphobia. Neither parent

suffering
of the

children in the comparison group had ever met the requirements for
psychiatric disorder. The Psychiatric Diagnostic Interview-Revised

was used

for the parent's assessment.

The assessment

of behavioral inhibition

obtained in two play situations. In the

was made from

first one,

scoring

involving physically midly

challenging stimuli, three variables were considered: proportion of time the
child

remained proximal

imitated.

to the parent,

The second experimental

number

of tasks initiated

and

situation involved play with an

VII

unlamiliar child of the same age and sex. The
scoring elements included:
latencies to first

comment,

to touch toys

and to approach the other child as

well as proportion of time proximal to the parent, staring

at the

other child

and vocalizing.

No

was

significant difference

a trend for children

inhibited than children

was found between

lifetime.

two groups. There

whose mother had panic disorder

to be

whose father was symptomatic and

more inhibited than boys. The parents
the clinical sample had

the

all

of the

more

for girls to

be

most inhibited youngsters

been severely symptomatic during the

in

child's

Rather than rejecting outright the hypothesis of an increased rate

of behavioral inhibition

among

children of parents with panic disorder, the

How

author suggests some modifications.

was during the

child's lifetime

would be

acutely symptomatic the parent

a modulating factor as well as the

gender of the child and of the symptomatic parent. More
daughters of symptomatic mothers
inhibition.

may be more

These qualifications suggest pathways

specifically,

at risk for behavioral

for

environmental

influence on the course of behavioral inhibition in families where one of the

parent

is

affected

by panic

disorder.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose

of this study

is

to ascertain

whether there

is

an

increased rate of behavioral inhibition among children of
parents with panic
disorder in comparison to children of individuals with no
identified
psychiatric disorder.

It is

the replication and extension, with an improved

comparison group, of a study conducted by Rosenbaum. Biederman, Gersten,
Hirshfeld.

Meminger, Herman. Kagan. Reznick and Snidman (1988).

Behavioral inhibition

is

a term introduced

by Kagan and

his

colleagues from the Harvard University Infant Study Laboratory to depict

children

whose

initial

response to unfamiUar objects, people or events

usually one of withdrawal and wariness.

Commonly described

as shy, these

children tend to decrease their motor activity and vocalization,

from the stimulus and/or seek proximity

to the caregiver

or midly threatening situations. Younger ones
their distress openly.

Kagan and

his

moderately stable behavioral style

may even

when

7 1/2

move away
facing novel

cry and express

team have found that

until the age of

is

inhibition

is

a

(iCagan. 1989).

Behavioral inhibition seems to have a negative impact on school
functioning. Teachers tend to

view behaviorally inhibited children

competent academically (Keogh. 1986) and they tend
intelligence (Gordon

withdraw from
(Billman

k

& Thomas.

as less

to underestimate their

1967). Socially, these children

seem

to

their teachers as well as their peers at the preschool

McDevitt. 1980; Hinde. Stevenson-Hinde

&

Tamplin, 1985) and

2

kindergarten level

{

Gersten. 1989). Children of elementary school age

who

are behaviorally inhibited are more vulnerable to the development of

anxiety disorders iBiederman et
ability to learn.

achievement

1990) which may interfere with their

al..

Inhibited children of that age tend to get lower

test scores regardless of their ratings

(Hegvik. 1984; Korn. unpublished, cited

The

on intelligence

by Thomas k

Chess. 1977).

definition of panic disorder used in this study follows the one

suggested by the American Psychiatric Association
Statistical

tests

Manual

of

in its Diagnostic

and

Mental Disorders (DSM-lll-R) (1987). The recurrence

of unpredictable panic attacks constitutes the essential feature of the

diagnosis. Panic attacks are "discrete periods of intense fear or discomfort"

(p.237) with at least four of the following symptoms:

( 1 )

Shortness of breath (dyspnea) or smothering sensations,

(2) dizziness,

unsteady feelings or faintness,

(3) palpitations or

accelerated heart rate (tachycardia), (4) trembling or shaking,
(5) sweating, (6) choking, (7)

nausea or abdominal

(8) depersonalization or derealization. (9)

distress,

numbness

or tingling

sensations (parasthesias), (10) flushes (hot flashes) or

chills,

(11) chest pain or discomfort, (12) fear of dying, (13) fear of going

crazy or of doing something uncontrolled

The length
hours. To

of the attacks

fit strict

may vary from

(p. 238).

a

few minutes

to a

few

diagnostic criteria, panic attacks should also be frequent

(at least four attacks

within a four-week period) or the dread of their

recurrence should be long-lasting

(at least

one month of persistent

fear).

3

Panic disorder
necessarily.

is

often found in conjunction with agoraptiobia.
but not

Agoraphobia

is

defined by the

DSM-IU-R

as the fear

avoidance of situations or places where escape would be

embarrassingj or help not easily available

if

and

difficult (or

a panic attack occurs

(p.240).

Crowds, tunnels, bridges and public transportation are often cited as

examples of situations typically dreaded but the most
phobia

is

striking aspect of this

probably the wide array of the fears involved.

In their study,

Rosenbaum

rate of behavioral inhibition

el

among

al.

(1988) found a significantly higher

children of parents with panic disorder,

alone (84.6%) or concurrent to major depression (70%). in comparison to a

group of children whose parents exhibited neither panic nor depressive

symptoms (non-MDD)

(15.4%). Children of parents with "pure" depression

did not differ significantly from any of the other groups. The presence of a

diagnosis of panic disorder in the parents allowed a demarcation between

groups whereas depression did

not.

More

specifically,

youngsters whose

parents suffered from panic disorder, concurrent to depression or not.

presented elevated rales of inhibition (75 8%) compared with children of

all

parents with no panic disorder (30.4%). There was no difference in the rate
of behavioral inhibition

between children

(63-3%) and children of

all

No

of parents with

any depression

other parents (50.0%).

controlled study has considered the rates of behavioral inhibition

among matched groups

of children of parents with no identified psychiatric

disorder and parents with panic disorder. This study hopes to provide that

missing piece of information.

4

Rationale

Extrapolation from epidemiological studies (Thompson.
Bland

&

Orn.

1989; Weissman. 1988) indicates that about 2 million individuals
in the

United States suffer from panic disorder and between 4
and 20 million from
agoraphobia. The impact of the disorder
the

number

lives.

not only significant in terms of

of people affected but also in relation to the quahty of their

The diagnosis

of panic disorder

risks of similar or greater

Compared

is

is

associated with social and health

magnitude than those found

to individuals with

in depression.

no psychiatric disorder, those with panic

disorder tend to receive disability or welfare more often, have poorer
marital relarionships, abuse drug and alcohol more, feel worse physically

and emotionally and consult health professionals more often (Markowitz,
Weissman.

Ouellette. Lish

&

Klerman. 1990). Finally, they present with an

elevated risk for suicide attemps (up to 20% of the subjects with panic
disorder had tried to

kill

themselves in the Markowitz et

al.'s

inquiry).

The few studies that have examined the developmental course

of

panic disorder have been retrospective (Parker. 1979; Solyom, Beck. Solyom

&

Hugel. 1974; Solyom. Silberfeld

&

Solyom. 1976). Prospective studies of

high risk groups constitute a more fruitful strategy for the identification of
factors associated with the

with panic disorder are
Noyes, Pauls

U

development

of a disorder. Children of parents

at increased risk for developing the disorder (Crowe.

Sly men. 1983; Harris. Noyes. Crowe

& Chaudhry.

Torgensen. 1983; Weissman. Leckman. Merikangas. Pauls

&

1983:

Prusoff. 1984)

5

and an elevated rale

of behavioral inhibition

that such a temperamental trait

A temperamental

trait

may be

among them would suggest

a precursor to panic disorder.

cannot be equated with psychopathology, but

there are already indications that behavioral inhibition
school functioning adversely.

between

children's

competence by

may

affect children s

There appears to be a significant relationship

temperament and the perception

their teachers (Keogh. 1986).

of their

academic

Adaptability, a concept closely

related to behavioral inhibition, had a strong relationship with teacher-

assigned grades in reading (.55) and somewhat lower in math

(

50) in a

study conducted by Martin. Nagle and Paget (1983). Teachers of
behaviorally inhibited youngsters are inclined to underestimate their
intelligence (Gordon

& Thomas.

1967). This

is

important because the

teachers' perceptions tend to influence their actions and decisions (Keogh.

1986).

It is likely

more vulnerable
al.,1990)

that school age children
to the

development

which may interfere with

who

are behaviorally inhibited are

of anxiety disorders

their ability to learn.

(Biederman et
Inhibited children

of elementary school age tend to get lower achievement test scores

regardless of their ratings on intelligence tests (Hegvik. 1984; Korn,

unpublished, cited in Thomas
risk for separation anxiety

Socially, the

&

Chess. 1977). Finally, they

may be

at greater

and school phobia.

approach/withdrawal dimension defined by Thomas and

Chess (1977), a concept very similar to behavioral inhibition,

is

associated

with withdrawal from teachers (Hinde, Stevenson-Hinde & Tamplin, 1985)

and from peers

(Billtnan

k

McDevilt. 1980; Hinde. Stevenson-Hinde

Tamplin, 1985) at the preschool

level,

while behavioral inhibition

k

is

associated with isolation from peers and teachers at the
kindergarten level
(Gersten. 1986).

As Thomas and Chess (1977. 1984) have so nicely documented
their discussions of the "goodness of

fit"

concept, a temperamental trait can

be amplified, minimized or even incorporated

in a functional

depending on the interaction between the child and
peers, school experience...).

The

in

way

of living

environment (family,

its

identification of behavioral inhibition as a

precursor to psychiatric problems would underline the need for and

may

lead to the development of preventive strategies in a population that
traditionally overlooked because those children do not cause as

"trouble" in the school or

is

much

home environments.

The study carried out by Rosenbaum

et

al.

(1988) supports the

assertion of increased risk for behavioral inhibition for the children of

parents with panic disorder. The value of the project proposed here

is

not

only to verify those results by replicating and extending them but also to

improve on one

limitation.

In Rosenbaum's study, the

non-MDD comparison

group was composed of children whose parents suffered from neither panic
disorder nor depression. Unfortunately, whether these parents had any

other diagnosis remains unclear except for two of them

symptoms

who

presented

of generalized anxiety disorder. Furthermore, a majority of the

children from this group had at least one sibling with attention deficit
disorder. Because of genetic and/or environmental factors (Jacobvitz

Sroufe. 1987; Safer. 1973: Wilier man. 1972). there

&

may have been an

7
increased risk for these children to present
uninhibited behavior, thus
inflating the differences

with the groups of children whose parents had

panic disorder.

In order to rectify the limitations of

Rosenbaum

control group, this study uses a comparison group

et

al. s

non-MDD

where neither parent has

ever met the criteria for a psychiatric diagnosis. This

will allow

precise assessment of the risk for behavioral inhibition

among

a

more

children of

individuals with panic disorder. This study will not be able, however, to
distinguish

whether an increased rate

of behavioral inhibition

children of parents with panic disorder

is

due

among

to the presence of a

psychiatric disorder rather than to the specificity of the panic disorder
diagnosis. Furthermore,

it

would not

clarify

whether the increase

is

due to

heredity, environmental factors or a combination of the two.

summary, panic disorder

In

affects a large

number

of individuals in

the United States and the impact of the disorder on their lives

A

study (Rosenbaum et

inhibition

among

al.,

is

significant.

1988) has found an increased rate of behavioral

children of individuals with panic disorder, a group at

increased risk for developing the disorder. This suggests that behavioral
inhibition, already a risk factor for

school setting,
findings,

if

may

social difficulties in the

also be a precursor to panic disorder in adult

replicated in this study,

development

academic and

would underline the need

of preventive intervention.

life.

for the

These

8

Organizatio n of the Dis'^prt^ ^jni^

Chapter

I

presents the purpose of the dissertation and a
definition of

the essential concepts. The need for such a project

some

is

outlined as well as

of its hmitations.

Chapter
literature

II pulls

together data from the developmental psychology

on behavioral inhibition with research conducted

in the field of

psychopathology, more specifically studies focussing on panic disorder. The
chapter ends with a presentation of the hypothesis to be tested in this
research projea.

The design

of the study

is

detailed in Chapter

III.

This includes

methodological information about the subjea selection, study instruments,

research procedures and data analysis.

The research

Chapter

results are presented in Chapter IV.

V draws

their implications

Chapter VI

conclusions from the research findings, discusses

and includes recommendations

is

a

summary

for future research.

of the dissertation.

CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter first reviews epidemiological data
concerning panic

disorder and agoraphobia. This

is

followed by a presentation of the family

studies showing that children of individuals with panic
disorder constitute a

group

at

this is

due

come

high risk for developing the disorder. Twin studies suggest that
in part to genetic influence

into play.

The developmental course

focus of the chapter.

is

becomes the

Alessi. 1992;

Sheehan.

presented, according to which separation anxiety

and school phobia are the expression
spectrum of disorders found among
is

of the disorder then

A research model (Abelson &

Sheehan & Shaw. 1988)

model

but that environmental factors also

in children of the panic/ agoraphobia

adults.

The evidence supporting such a

explored at length as well as some of the inconsistencies of such a

framework. The hypothesis put forward by Rosenbaum
account for some of the contradictory data.

It

et

al.

(1988) could

suggests that a lowered

threshold for separation anxiety could be part of a more encompassing
"behavioral inhibition" factor. The literature on this proposed

temperamental
relationship

reviewed.

A

trait is therefore

between behavioral

presented and the studies concerning the
inhibition

and panic disorder carefully

discussion of the meaning of temperamental trait in relation to

psychopathology attempts to put the issue in a broader perspective. The
chapter ends with a presentation of the specific hypothesis to be tested in
this research project.
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Epidemiology

The National

Institute of

Mental Health (NIMH) Epidemiologic

Catchment Area (EGA) Survey currently provides the most comprehensive
epidemiological data on adult panic disorder and agoraphobia. This inquiry

was

carried out

between 1980 and 1984.

It

involved the administration of

the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) to more than 18.000 adults from
five

independent United States

sites:

New

Haven. Connecticut (Yale

University); Baltimore. Maryland (Johns Hopkins University); St Louis.

Missouri (Washington University); Piedmont. North Carolina (Duke
University) and Los Angeles. California (UCLA). The inclusion of both
treated and untreated individuals in the sample

seeking treatment

may be

is

important because those

the ones with the most serious difficulties and be

unrepresentative of the majority of individuals with a given disorder.

From the ECA

data,

it

can be concluded that a substantial number of

adults in the general population are experiencing panic attacks. Weiss man

(1988) reports about 10% over a lifetime period. The fuU-blown panic
disorder

is

less

common, but

still

prevalence rate of approximately

presents a six-month and an annual
1

per cent (the rates are fairly consistent

across urban areas studied in the United Stales). The rates for agoraphobia

are significantly higher than for panic disorder and there
variability in their prevalence. Depending

on the

sites,

is

greater

between

2 and 5 per

cent for six-month prevalence rates were noted (Weissman. 1988). These

data are fairly similar to those obtained by Thompson, Bland and Orn (1989)

when

they administered the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) to 3.258

household residents in Edmonton. Canada. They found an overall prevalence

11

rate of 1.2% for panic disorder

and 2.9%

for agoraphobia. Extrapolation

from

these data suggests that about 2 million individuals in the
United States
suffer

from panic disorder and between 4 and 20

Women seem
found to be two

to

million

be predominantly affected by

to four times higher for

agoraphobia (Thompson, Bland

&

women

this disorder: rates are

than

coming

men

in the case of

Orn. 1989; Weissman, 1988) and

higher in the case of panic disorder (Thompson. Bland
of patients

from agoraphobia.

&

two times

Orn. 1989). Studies

for treatment report a similar disproportion in the sex

ratios (Barlow. 1988).

Weissman (1988) found no

consistent relationship to

race and education for panic disorder but noted that prevalence rates of

agoraphobia were two times higher among

less

educated individuals and

non-Whites.

Comorbiditv

Individuals with panic disorder tend to present with a

number

concurrent anxiety or depressive disorders. Sanderson, Rapee

of

& Barlow

(1987) found that only one out of their sample of 56 panic disorder patients
did not exhibit agoraphobic symptoms. Twenty-three percent of that

sample also presented with

social phobia,

43% with simple phobia. 2% with

obsessive compulsive disorder. 12% with generalized anxiety disorder and

28% with depressive

disorder, dysthymic or major.

Sheehan and Sheehan

(1982) collected data on 100 consecutive patients to an outpatient

clinic for

treatment of spontaneous panic attacks and phobic symptoms. Eighty-five
percent of the participants in the study were women. Sheehan and Sheehan

found that

all

100 patients

fulfilled

DSM-III

criteria for panic disorder,

12

generalized anxiety disorder and phobic disorder, conversion disorder and

somatoform disorder. Obsessive compulsive disorder was

atypical

also

diagnosed in 81% of the cases.

The subjects involved

in the

Sanderson, Rapee and Barlow

U987)

study or the one conducted by Sheehan and Sheehan (1982) had seeked

may have skewed

professional help for their symptoms. This

towards pathology and rendered them unrepresentative

the results

of the majority of

individuals with panic disorder. The inclusion of treated and untreated
individuals in the epidemiological data from the EGA sample allows a more

encompassing look

at the

same

Weissman, 1988) support the

issue.

clinical

Those data (Boyd

et

al.,

1984;

experience that individuals with a

given anxiety disorder tend to present with other psychiatric disorders over
their lifetime, especially depression, alcohol abuse or other anxiety

disorders.

In

Weissman

s

analysis of the

EGA data (1988), over 7%

of

individuals with a generalized anxiety disorder, 2% of those with panic

disorder and
their

life.

4%

of those

with phobia had experienced major depression

Using data from four

looked at a sample of

1

sites of

the EGA survey, Boyd et

1,519 individuals.

They found

that

al.

in

(1984)

compared to

those without the disorder, individuals with a major depression had

increased odds of presenting symptoms of panic disorder (about 19 times
disorder
more), agoraphobia (about 15 times more), obsessive compulsive

(about

1 1

with a
times more), and phobia (about 9 times more). Someone

diagnosis of agoraphobia had

1

8 times the

odds

of developing

symptoms

diagnosis and
panic disorder compared to someone without such a

of

13
individuals with obsessive compulsive disorders presented
with agoraphobic
fears about

times more often than those without an obsessive
compulsive

1 1

disorder. Finally, a diagnosis of panic disorder

was

associated with a 4.3

increased risk of alcohol abuse. Unfortunately, the risk of
suffering from a

major depression given a diagnosis of panic disorder could not be calculated

because of the exclusion

criteria of the

DSM-III

classification

system

(i.e..

the diagnosis of depression took precedence and excluded the possibility
of
a "lesser" disorder such as panic disorder).

Qualitv of Life

Epidemiological data suggest that panic disorder has significant
psychological, physical and social implications. In a study using the

probability sample. Markowitz. Weissman. Ouelletle, Lish

compared subjects with panic disorder (with

EGA

& Klerman

(1989)

or without agoraphobia) with

those suffering from major depression and those with neither disorder.
Their data reveal an elevated risk for feelings of poor health (physical and
emotional), for poor marital functioning (as defined by the ability to get

along and to confide in one's partner) and for financial dependency

(i.e.

receiving disability or welfare) for the panic disorder or depression group.

Individuals suffering from either diagnosis tended to consult health
professionals

more often and

to abuse not only drug and alcohol but also

minor tranquilizers and antidepressants.
however, that the risk for

alcohol,

It

may come

as a surprise,

minor tranquilizers and sleeping

pills

abuse, financial dependency, consultation of health professionals and use of
hospital

emergency departments was

disorder group

when compared

significantly higher in the panic

to major depression.
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Most importantly, Markowitz
suicide attempts

was

et

al.

(1989) found that the risk for

significantly increased for both the depression
and

panic disorder groups: fifteen per cent of the
individuals with depression

and twenty per cent

of those

with panic disorder had tried

to kill

themselves. Within the panic disorder group, the risk for
suicide was higher
in the individuals

abusing drugs and/or alcohol. Other studies have also

found significant suicide risk for panic disorder patients
Clancy. 1982; Fawcett. 1988; Johnson.

Coryell.

Weissman &

Noyes and Clancy (1982) did

individuals (37% of

Noyes

(Coryell,

k

Kler man, 1990).

a follow-up study of

them were women) who had been

1

13

hospitalized for panic

disorder between the years of 1925 and 1955. Those patients were

matched with individuals who met

criteria for unipolar depression.

comparison with the expected death rates

in the

A

Iowa population showed an

excess mortality rate in the last decade of follow-up (1965-1974) for males

with panic disorder. A similar trend was noted for
statistically significant.

was

No

significant difference

it

was not

between the matched

women with

was found

to

pairs

be due to suicide for both men

panic disorder as well as subjects with depression.

The Collaborative Program on the Psychobiology
in

but

noted, as the depressed sample also exhibited an excessive death rate.

This increased mortality rate

and

women

1977 and involved 955 patients from

(Fawcett. Scheftner. Qark. Hedeker

&

of Depression

began

five academic medical centers

Coryell. 1987).

These patients were

considered to be at risk for suicide because they carried a diagnosis of major
affective disorder, as defined

the study

was

by Research

Diagnostic Criteria. The goal of

to assess prospectively risk factors for suicide.

A

diagnostic

15

interview was conducted upon admission to the study
and was followed by
interviews every

six

months

for four years.

According to Fawcett (1988).

25 of the 955 patients (about three per cent) committed suicide during
that
period.

A high percentage

of those suicides (52%) occurred in the year

following discharge. One of the factors differentiating the
individuals
killed

themselves from those in the sample

extreme hopelessness

in conjunction

who

did not (n=928)

with a complete or near

pleasure or interest (Fawcett did not specify

how

who

was

total loss of

these variables of

hopelessness and loss of pleasure were assessed except to say that they

were based on

self-reports).

correlated with early suicide.

Severe anxiety was also found to be highly

Two

indicators of this severe anxiety

were

high levels (greater than 10 mg.) of 17 hydrocorticosteroid and a recent
history of panic attacks. Rapid oscillation between depressive, anxious and

angry moods as well as moderate alcohol abuse were other short-term
predictors of suicide.

Neither the Coryell, Noyes and Clancy (1982) study nor the one by

Fawcett (1987) considered the hypothesis that alcohol abuse and depression,
so often associated with panic disorder, might have a more determining

effea on the rates of suicide than the panic disorder

Weissman & Klerman (1990) attempted
analysis of the

to

answer

ECA sample. They compared the

itself.

Johnson,

this question in their

lifetime rate of suicide

attempts among 57 individuals with uncomplicated panic disorder
panic disorder with or without agoraphobia) and

1

14 individuals

(i.e.,

who

suffered from panic disorder with comorbid conditions such as
schizophrenia, schizophreniform, bipolar disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, somatization, dysthymia, cognitive impairment, alcohol
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abuse/dependence or drug abuse/dependence. They made similar
comparisons for depression 1280 suffered from uncomplicated depression

and 469 had

a

comorbid condition). The results indicate that both

in the

case of panic disorder and depression, the rates of suicide attempts are

higher

m their comorbid

than their uncomplicated forms (26.3% and 7%

the case of panic disorder. 19.8% and 7.9% in the case of depression).
difference in the lifetime rates

was

significant

category of no psychiatric disorders (1%),

when compared

in the

in

The

to the

uncomplicated as well as

comorbid form of both panic disorder and depression. Uncomplicated cases
of panic disorder or depression did not

have

a lifetime rate of suicide

attempts higher than the one found in other psychiatric disorders, however.

These data lead the authors to conclude that increased suicide
associated with panic disorder both in

and the

risks are

comparable

One weakness

to those

of the study

is

its

risk

is

uncomplicated and comorbid form

found

in depression.

the lack of information regarding the

timing or the severity of the suicide attempts. For instance, the suicidal
gesture of a teenager

who

developed panic disorder later on

would have been given the same weight

woman
Yet,

to

it is

hang herself

disorder

is

It is

relatively

50 year -old

after experiencing a resurgence of her panic attacks.

unclear that the adolescent

panic disorder.

as the attempt of a

in her life

also

s

suicide attempt

is

at all related to

worth noting that because uncomplicated panic

uncommon,

clinicians are not likely to

of suicidal individuals with such a disorder.

encounter cases

The study, however, has the

merit of counterbalancing the traditional view that panic disorder in

"pure form"

is

associated with minimal suicide risk. The risk

is

its

at least as
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high as the one shown by other psychiatric disorders,
even depression, and
increases significantly in the presence of comorbid
disorders.

In

summary,

a large

number

disorder and/or agoraphobia.

of individuals are affected

Women seem

by both disorders while agoraphobia

is

to be

by panic

predominantly

found more often among

afflicted

less

educated persons and non-Whites. Individuals suffering from the disorder
tend to present with a history of other psychiatric disorders, especially
depression, alcohol abuse and other aniiety disorders. They experience
significant psychological, physical

and

social

problems as well as an

increased risk for suicide.

Familial Transmission

In the case of anxiety disorders, only a few family studies have used

comparison groups, direct interviews and

specific diagnostic criteria

from

either DSM-III or the Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC). These studies tend
to

show

that anxiety disorders "run in families" and that children of

individuals with panic disorder are at higher risk for developing the

disorder themselves. Thus, a closer examination of this group of youngsters

may

reveal risk factors and allow the identification of early manifestations

of the disorder.

Familv Studies

Crowe. Noyes. Pauls and Sly men (1983) collected data on 278

first-

degree relatives of 4 1 individuals with panic disorder (with or without
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agoraphobia) and 262 first-degree relatives of 41
controls (surgical patients

and hospital personnel). Twenty-five (61%)

of those with panic disorder

and 29 (70%) of the controls were females. The mean age was
42.8
first

group and 41.3 in the second. Data on the socioeconomic

Crowe

available.

et

al.

level

in the

were not

interviewed 60% of the relatives directly and

obtained information on the others from the patients. They found
that the
lifetime risk for panic disorder in the first-degree relatives of
individuals

with panic disorder was about 25% as compared
roughly twice as high for
3.4%).

No

women

as for

to 2 % for controls

men (33%

and

+/- 4.4% vs 16.8% +/-

difference in rates of generalized anxiety disorder or other

psychiatric disorders

was

noted. There

was

a trend towards a higher rate of

alcoholism in first-degree relatives of panic disorder patients but

it

was not

significant.

The study by

Harris, Noyes,

Crowe and Chaudhry (1983) included

sample of agoraphobics (n=20) and compared them

to individuals

disorder and no agoraphobia (n=20), and to controls,

were medically
15

women

ill

i.e.

a

with panic

individuals

who

but had no anxiety disorder (n-20). Each group included

and 5 men. The mean ages were 38.5

for the individuals with panic disorder

and 38.1

for the agoraphobics, 41.8

for the controls. Data

on

the socioeconomic level were not available. The panic disorder and control
patients

were the same

were some
from a

subjects described in the previous investigation, as

of the agoraphobics.

local self-help group.

relationship

Additional agoraphobics were recruited

The goal

of the study

between agoraphobia and panic

was

disorder.

to

determine the

Harris et

al.

(1983) found an increased risk for anxiety disorders in

relatives of psychiatrically

ill

individuals

compared

to relatives of controls

(about 30% for both agoraphobics and panic disorder
patients vs 14% for

The kind

controls).

of anxiety disorders for

which

relatives of probands

with panic disorder and the ones with agoraphobia were
more
differed. Relatives of individuals with panic disorder
at risk for panic disorder

whereas

at risk

appeared

to

be more

relatives of individuals with agoraphobia

presented an increased risk for a larger spectrum of anxiety disorders,
including panic disorder and phobias.

disorders

was noted among

No increased

risk for affective

the families of agoraphobics or individuals with

panic disorder. Alcohol abuse

was more frequently

identified

among

families of both agoraphobics and people with panic disorder but only the

difference

between families

significance.

relatives of

male

of agoraphobics and controls reached

Once again, the risk for anxiety disorder among female

ill

probands was significantly higher (twice the

risk

observed for

relatives).

Because symptoms of anxiety are often present during episodes of
depression and symptoms of depression often found in anxiety patients,

Leckman, Weissman, Merikangas, Pauls and Prusoff (1983) examined the
relationship

between panic disorder and major depression

in the adult

relatives of five groups of White probands: individuals with major

depression and agoraphobia (n=10). major depression and panic disorder
(n=22). major depression and generalized anxiety disorder (n=45). major

depression and no anxiety disorder (n-56). and never psychiatrically
controls (n=82).

and 70%

About 80%

of the depression

of the panic disorder

ill

and agoraphobia groups

and panic disorder groups were female whereas
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women composed
in all five

patients

about 60% of the three remaining groups.
The mean age

groups was between 40 and 50 years. Seventy-five
percent

were from middle and lower socioeconomic

classes.

The goal

of the

of the

study was to see whether depression plus an anxiety
disorder would
predict differential rates and/or specific types
of transmission of disorders
in relatives

••

(Weissmanet

al.

1984. p.849). Diagnosis was

made on

1,331

first-degree relatives (parents, siblings and children over
18 years old),

diagnostic hierarchy

was

followed,

A

where agoraphobia took precedence over

panic disorder and panic disorder over generalized anxiety disorder.
For
instance, an individual with depression, agoraphobia and panic disorder
classified as

was

depressed with agoraphobia

According to Leckman et

al.'s

results, relatives of

probands with a

dual diagnosis fared less well (fewer than 50% of them were considered
healthy) than relatives of psychiatrically well and those of depressed
individuals (respectively 75.2% and

60%

of

them received no

diagnosis).

Along with first-degree relatives of probands with depression and
generalized anxiety disorder, first-degree relatives of individuals with

depression and panic disorder were more likely to receive a diagnosis of

depression (about 20% in each group) compared to the relatives of subjects

with depression and agoraphobia

(1 1.5%).

the relatives of probands with

depression but no anxiety disorder (10.7%) and the relatives of never
psychiatrically

ill

individuals (5.6%). Relatives of probands with depression

and panic disorder

also

and they were more

had the highest rate

of anxiety disorders (15.8%)

likely to get a diagnosis of anxiety disorder than the

relatives of individuals with depression and agoraphobia (8.3%). the
relatives of probands with depression but no anxiety disorder (9.2%) or the
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relatives of those with no psychiatric disorder 15.2%).

Finally, relatives ot

probands with depression and panic disorder had relatively higher rates

of

panic disorder or generalized anxiety disorder and significantly higher rates
of alcoholism (21.1%) than

The very high rates

among

any other group.

of depression, anxiety disorders

and alcoholism

first-degree relatives of individuals with depression and panic

disorder led

Leckman

though unavoidable

et

al.

(1983) to argue that the use of "pure" diagnoses,

at times,

may

lead to a simplification of reality.

Had

they followed convention and only considered the 56 patients with
depression but no anxiety symptoms, none of their findings showing a more
complicated relationship between the disorders would have emerged.
Therefore, they caution against studies that simplify the clinical

presentation of the patients in order to
et

al.

also conclude that

make them

fit

categories.

even though major depression and anxiety disorders

are probably heterogeneous diagnostic categories, they
a hereditary predisposition in
of patients

who

suffer

some

cases.

may

partially share

They suggest that the metabolism

from depression and panic disorder may

the metabolism of those

who

differ

from

are depressed but have no anxiety disorder.

The study by Lechman et
relatives.

Leckman

al.

(1983) only considered only adult

In a subsequent investigation, the same research team looked at

the 194 children (from 6 to 17 years of age) of their
individuals (Weissman, Leckman, Merikangas,

initial

Gammon &

sample

of

215

Prusoff. 1984).

Using information obtained from the parents and first-degree relatives, they

diagnosed the children according to DSM-lII

criteria.
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Weissman

et

al.

(1984) found that children whose parents suffered

from depression presented with

significantly

more diagnoses (from 15.6%

42.1%) than the ones whose parents had never been psychiatrically
(8.1%).

The highest rates

of psychiatric diagnoses

to

ill

were noted among

the

children of individuals with a dual diagnosis of depression and panic
disorder (42. 1 %) in comparison to children of parents with depression and

agoraphobia (27.8%), depression and no anxiety disorder (21.1%) and
depression plus generalized anxiety disorder (15.6%). The children

s

diagnoses tended to follow their parents':
1.

Children of individuals with a diagnosis of depression exhibited an

increased rate of depression.
2.

Children of individuals with depression and panic had an increased

rate of anxiety disorders.
3.

Children of individuals with depression but no anxiety disorder

showed no increased
4.

in anxiety disorders.

Children of probands with depression and agoraphobia had an

increased rate of phobia or panic.
5.

There was an increased rate of dual diagnoses

anxiety disorder
especially

if

among

was panic

disorder.

Overall, the results of family studies

disorder. Data

and

the children of parents with both diagnoses,

the second one

with panic disorder are

of depression

show

at increased risk for the

from these studies are

that children of individuals

development

of the

also congruent with the possibility of

hereditary transmission of panic disorder but they cannot be conclusive

because the shared environment may be as responsible
in reaction as the

commonn

genes.

for the similarities

No adoption study has been conducted
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but twin studies provide a greater
opportunity

for teasing out the relative

contribution of heredity and environment.
Monozygotic (MZ) twins have an
identical genetic

make up whereas

dizygotic (DZ) twins are no

more

similar

genetically than regular siblings. Therefore,
a higher concordance rate

would be expected

in

MZ

twins in comparison to DZ twins

when

a disease

is

genetically determined.

Twin Studies

Torgensen (1983) studied 85 subjects (32 MZ and 53 DZ) who were
part of a national Norwegian research project conducted
in the 1970s. The
investigation involved adult same-sex twins treated for neurotic
and

borderline psychotic disorders. Blood analysis of ten genetic markers

determined zygosity in nearly three-fourths of the sample. A questionnaire
about physical similarity in childhood was used to determine zygosity when
blood samples were not available. Agreement between the blood analysis

and the questionnaire had previously been found

The subjects

in

Torgensen

based on DSM-III

criteria:

s

to

be very high (95%).

study were assigned one of

six diagnoses, all

panic disorder, agoraphobia with panic disorder,

agoraphobia without panic disorder,

social phobia, obsessive

compulsive

disorder, generalized anxiety disorder.

Looking at the
pair in

results,

Torgensen was surprised to find no

which both twins had the same anxiety

he considered

all

twin

disorder. Furthermore,

when

anxiety disorders probands together, the concordance for

anxiety disorder in co-twins
difference that

MZ

was not

was 34%

in

MZ

pairs and

statistically significant.

It is

panic disorder, possible panic disorder (a category

17%

only

in DZ pairs, a

when he grouped

made up

of people

whose

24

number
fulfill

of panic attacks within a three

DSM-III

criteria)

week

period

was not

sufficient to

and agoraphobia with panic attacks together

group of "anxiety disorders with panic attacks
significant difference of 3

1

',

as a

that he obtained a

% of anxiety disorder with panic attacks in

twins (4 out of 13) and 0 of the 16 DZ twins.

When

M2

he considered the group

of probands with anxiety disorders without
generalized anxiety disorder,

the concordance for anxiety disorder was three
times as high in
in

MZ

pairs as

DZ pairs, a significant difference. Torgensen concluded
that transmission

of anxiety disorders

was

hereditary, with a stronger genetic contribution in

panic patients than in generalized anxiety patients. The high
number of
discordant

MZ

environmental

pairs also demonstrated to him. however, the importance of
factors.

One serious limitation
conducted

The use

all

of the study

was

that Torgensen himself

the diagnostic interviews without being blind to the zygosity.

of structured interviews, specific diagnostic criteria and computers

may have minimized

this bias, as

argued by Torgensen, but there

certainly a need for a replication study.

A discrepancy

also

is

remains

to

be

explained: the risk in first-degree relatives in the Crowe, Noyes, Pauls and
Sly men

( 1

983) study was 24.7% and in Torgensens.

risk rate should be the

same

for dizygotic twins as

relatives in family studies, since they share the

the probands. Methodological differences

but further investigation

Taken

is

may

it

was

it is

15%. Yet. the

for first-degree

same genetic

relationship to

account for this discrepancy

required.

as a whole, family

and twin studies demonstrate the potential

importance of genetic factors in the transmission of anxiety disorders, more
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specifically panic disorder.

They

also underline that heredity

account for the whole difference between
individuals.

Different models of genetic transmission have
been proposed. The
single major locus

(SML) model assumes that

a single

involved, leading to three possible genotypes: AA.

model, each genotype

presumed

to

two-form gene

Aa and

aa.

is

Following this

associated with a vulnerability to the illness

is

be normally distributed according

to

environmental variance.

Therefore, both genotype and environmental influence
determine the
individual's likelihood of

the disorder manifests

panic disorder,

it is

becoming

ill.

itself clinically.

If

the Uability exceeds a threshold,

Given the difference in sex ratio in

hypothesized that the threshold for females

is

lower

than the one for males.

The
single,

multifactorial polygenic transmission

normally distributed

liability resulting

model (MFP) proposes

"a

from multiple genes and from

environmental influence each of some additive

effect.

As

in the

SML

model,

individuals exceeding a threshold of liability will manifest the disease
clinically"
fit

(Crowe et

between the

al..

1983. p.l068). Statistical analysis of the goodness of

clinical data

and these two models does not allow the

exclusion of either one at this point.

In conclusion, children of parents with panic disorder have an

increased probability of developing the disorder as a result of both

hereditary and environmental factors.

youngsters

may

A

closer examination of this group of

reveal risk factors and allow the identification of early

manifestation of the disorder.
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Developmental Course

Onset

Data on onset of panic attacks vary but tend to indicate that

most often rather

late in

adolescence or early in adult

it

occurs

In their study of

life.

agoraphobia with panic attacks. Marks and Gelder (1966) found a bimodal
distribution with peaks in late adolescence and early thirties. Reporting on

patients with panic disorder and agoraphobia. Sheehan. Sheehan and

Minichiello

(

1981

)

found

between 23 and 29 years

a

unimodal distribution with

of age. Forty-four of the

they investigated had experienced their
of

20 and 29 and

The mean age

sixty-six of

of onset in

them had

Sheehan

et

first

it

al.'s

its

highest incidence

one hundred patients

panic attack between the ages

between 13 and 29 years

of age.

study was 24.1. Considering

epidemiological data from three sites of the National Institute of Mental

Health Catchment Area Program (ECA),

unimodal distribution similar

in

but the modal age of onset was

There seems

to

Von

Korff and Eaton (1989) found a

shape to the one reported by Sheehan et
in the

13-19 year age group.

be what Von Korff and Eaton (1989)

"incubation period" following the

first

al

call

an

panic attack and before the

expression of a full-blown panic disorder. Once again, the length of this
incubation period varies with the studies. Sheehan. Sheehan and MinichielU
(

198 1 ) report

Von

a

mean

of three

months with

a range of

one day

to

two years.

Korff and Eaton (1989) indicate that the incubation period might be

more prolonged but do not specify the length

of time.
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Panic Diso rder

among

Children

In the DSM-III-R classification system, separation
anxiety

is

one of

three anxiety disorders of childhood, along with
avoidant disorder and

overanxious disorder.
separation from and

It is

characterized by excessive anxiety concerning

harm happening

to

major attachment figures. These

children often refuse to attend school, go to sleep alone
or

even

visit friends'

clingy,

home. They often

resist staying alone

away from home,

and can be very

"shadowing" their parents around the house. They have complaints

of physical

symptoms (headaches, stomachaches, nausea

excessive distress

when

attachment figures.

or vomiting) or

facing or anticipating separation from major

When

separation occurs, they

may

experience panic.

According to DSM-III-R, however, true panic attacks are mostly found

among

adolescents.

Avoidant disorder of childhood
contact with unfamiliar people that

peer relations. This

is

is

is

characterized by an avoidance of

sufficiently severe to interfere with

coupled with a clear desire for social interactions with

family members. The essential feature of overanxious disorder

is

a long-

standing "excessive or unrealistic anxiety or worry" (p.64). The anxiety
usually concerns future events, past behavior and competence.

It is

often

associated with somatic complaints and a difficulty relaxing.

Until recently, children

were not thought

to

have panic disorder even

though retrospective studies of adults with panic disorder have reported
onsets in childhood and early adolescence (Sheehan, Sheehan
1981). This point of view

was challenged

in the last

&

Minichiello,

few years with the

publication or a

number

of clinical reports of panic disorder

among

children

and adolescents (Alessi & Magen. 1988; Ballenger.
Carek. Steele k CornishMcTighe. 1989; Biederman. 1987; Black & Robbins.
1990; Moreau.

Weissman
some

Warner. 1989;

cases, the age of onset

Vitiello.

was

as

Behar. Wolfson

young

& McLeer. 1990)

In

as three years old.

In a majority of these studies, most of the children
with a panic

disorder were also diagnosed as suffering from an affective
disorder
(usually major depression) or separation anxiety disorder
studies

who

refusal,

but not

In the

few

considered the issue, several of the children exhibited school
In their clinical report of cases found in pediatric clinics.

all.

Garland and Smith (1990) hypothesize that children

may have

difficulty

describing the "cognitive and emotional aspects of anxiety (p.786) and

present with somatic complaints. As a consequence, uncomplicated cases of
panic disorder
disorders)

(i.e.,

in relative

may be more

likely

absence of separation anxiety or depressive

found

in pediatric clinics rather

than

psychiatric services and be diagnosed as "hyperventilation syndrome" or
"irritable heart".

If

these cases are not investigated with direct questions

involving the possibility of a panic disorder diagnosis, they

may even be

referred to cardiology, neurology or gastroenterology clinics for long and
frustrating investigations.

In their clinical report on seven children with panic disorder, Moreau,

Weissman and Warner (1989) were the only ones

to consider the

in

which the symptoms appeared. Their subjects were part

of

220 children, from 6

for age

and

sex.

The

to

first

23 years of age.

classified in

group was comprised

sequence

of a larger study

two groups matched

of children at high risk lor
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depression because their parents had been
diagnosed as depressed and the
second was thought to be at low risk for
depression because their parents

had never been psychiatricaily
children they described, the

ill.

Moreau

symptoms

et

ai.

found that for the seven

of panic disorder

were

either

concurrent to those of separation anxiety disorder or
major depression or

they appeared at least several months after the
emergence of separation
anxiety.

The

lack of epidemiological data has

made

it

difficult to assess the

importance of the phenomenon of panic attacks among youngsters.
An
investigation of 95 ninth graders conducted

(1989) found that

1

1.6% of

by Hayward.

them had experienced

(1

and Taylor

in their lifetime at least

one four-symptom panic attack as defined by DSM-III-R.
nine

Killen

Noting that only

%) of 343 adult anxious patients and 560 first-degree relatives

reported having experienced spontaneous panic attacks in childhood (with
or without panic disorder), Klein. Mannuzza,

dismiss

it

fact that

attacks

as a rarity.

Chapman and Fyer (1992)

As Abelson and Alessi (1992) remark, however, the

DSM-III and DSM-III-R do not mention the

among

children has meant that the

explored. The question

is

possibility of panic

phenomenon has

just not

been

not even raised in most versions of structured

diagnostic instruments for children.

As a

result,

it is

not currently possible

to say anything with confidence about the frequency of panic attacks

among

children.

The empirical basis
disorders in childhood

justifying the

is still

DSM-III-R

classification of anxiety

limited, especially in the case of avoidant

disorder since there are no reports of

it

in the literature (Gittelman

&
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Koplewicz. 1986).

Some authors (Abelson and

Sheehan & Shaw. 1988) have proposed

Alessi. 1992;

a research

model

in

Sheehan.

which

separation anxiety and school phobia (with or
without panic attacks) are the
"expression in children of the panic/ agoraphobia
spectrum of disorders in

adulthood (Abelson
•

sense. School phobia

&
is

Alessi. 1992. p.l 15).

a

Such a parallel makes

common symptom

of separation anxiety

intuitive

and

children with separation anxiety often present with a
wide range of phobias,

many
(e.g.

of

which are reminiscent

of the fears

found among adult agoraphobics

fear of travelling independently, of being

major attachment figures,
in children

Panic attacks

etc.).

because of developmental

away from home and from

may be

manifested differently

issues.

Empirical evidence consistent with this model will be reviewed in the
following pages and the inconsistencies will be highlighted as well. Because

the diagnosis of panic disorder

was only accepted

as a distina category with

the publication in 1980 of the DSM-III. several of the studies focussed on

agoraphobia and will be included

in this review.

School Phobia and Agoraphobia

In his survey of 786 female

members

of the

Open

Door, a

correspondence club for agoraphobics, Berg (1976) found a 14% incidence of
school phobia

among

their children aged

number than expected
was

1 1

to 15. This

in the general population but

used. The possibility that this

was due

was

a greater

no controlled group

to to psychiatric illnes rather
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than agoraphobia in particular could not
be excluded. Twenty-two percent
of the

same sample

of agoraphobic

phobia (Berg. Marks. McGuire
different

&

women

also reported a history of school

Lipsedge.1974). This was not significantly

from the rate shown on the same questionnaire by
58 non-

agoraphobic

women who were

psychiatric outpatients for neurotic disorder.

Berg and his colleagues concluded that childhood
school phobia was related
to adult neurotic illness rather than specifically
to adult agoraphobia.

Tyrer and Tyrer (1974) adopted the same conclusion
retrospective study of school attendance problems

in their

among 60

phobics. 60

anxious and 120 depressed adult patients, against a control group of 120

matched orthopedic and dental

patients.

They found

that school refusal

occurred more frequently among the patients with psychiatric disorders but
that there

was no

significant difference

The studies conducted by Berg

et

between the diagnostic groups.

al.

(1974) and by Tyrer and Tyrer

(1974) present the inherent vulnerability to distortions of retrospective
research and suffer from a lack of clarity in the diagnostic
specifically, since

attention

More

they were conducted before the publication of DSM-III. no

was paid

to the presence or absence of panic attacks. For instance,

the control group in the Berg et

agoraphobic neurotic patients.
attacks.

criteria.

al. s

We

In the Tyrer and Tyrer

s

study was comprised of non-

do not know

if

any

of

them had panic

study, chronically aniious individuals and

phobics were assigned to different groups. Given the lack of data about
panic attacks in these patients,

were

it is

truly different or overlapped.

difficult to assess

whether these groups
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In
is

far

summary, the

from being

found no direct

clear.

link

relationship

between school phobia and agoraphobia

The few studies that have considered the

issue have

between the two. school phobia appearing more
related

to adult neurotic illness than to agoraphobia
specifically. These results

must

be considered with caution because of the methodological
weaknesses of the
studies but they

would be consistent with the view

that both school phobia

and agoraphobia are heterogeneous disorders.

SghQQl Phobia and Agoraphobia as He terogeneous

DSM-III-R nosology

reflects the

avoidance found in agoraphobia

view
is

that, in

nif^nrrf p r*'

The

most cases, the phobic

a consequence of panic. According to this

perspective, after having experienced one terrifying spontaneous panic
attack or a series, a person develops an anticipatory anxiety and avoids
stimuli (places or situations) that have been associated with the attack.

It is

possible for an individual to develop a panic disorder without ever

experiencing agoraphobic symptoms. However. DSM-III-R suggests that the
opposite, agoraphobia in individuals

who deny

a history of panic disorder,

most likely results from the fear of an attack with a

number

of

symptoms, such

as

becoming dizzy or

single or a small

falling,

depersonalization or

derealization, loss of bladder control, vomiting or experiencing cardiac
distress.

As Eaton and Keyl (1990)

note, however, individuals afflicted

by

a

combination of panic disorder and agoraphobia are more likely to seek help
than the ones suffering from either condition alone. This may result

in

an

overestimation of the degree of overlapping of the two conditions" (p.8l9)

on the part

of the clinicians.
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Findings from epidemiological studies
are especially interesting since

they include both treated and untreated
individuals and they provide some

evidence that agoraphobia can occur independently
from a history of panic
disorder or panic attacks. Looking at the data
from the EGA Survey.

Weissman (1988) found

that nearly 44 percent of the agoraphobics in

Baltimore and 53 percent in Piedmont. 23 percent in

and 37 percent

in St-Louis

in Los

ever having a panic attack. In

New

Angeles reported agoraphobia without

fact,

the individuals with both agoraphobia

and panic disorder represented the smallest percentage
all

five sites.

They ranged from

Haven. 34 percent

of agoraphobics in

6 to 13 percent. Another epidemiological

study also found significant rates of subjects suffering from agoraphobia
without a history of panic disorder (Thompson. Bland
investigation of the

New Haven

&

Orn. 1989).

A

closer

Epidemiologic Catchment Area findings by

Weissman, Leaf. Holzer and Merikangas (1985) revealed that

of the 144

subjects with agoraphobia and no history of panic disorder, 67 (47%) had

experienced some panic symptoms, but the panic symptoms were either of
insufficient

number

or magnitude to be classified as panic disorder. Such

data support the DSM-III-R classification. However, 77 (53%) of the subjects

reported never experiencing any symptoms of panic. Of these, 29 (40%) had
at least

one other psychiatric disorder, depression and alcohol abuse being

the most

common

symptoms

ones. But 48 of the 144 (33%) had agoraphobia with no

of panic disorder or other psychiatric diagnosis.

It is

possible

that these individuals will develop panic disorder later on in their lives, but
if

they do, the agoraphobia will not result from fear of a panic attack.
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Another epidemiological study used

Keyi(1990) evaluated

1

1.756 individuals

a prospective design. Eaton

who had never

agoraphobic fears and they reinterviewed
them a year

new

the 260

experienced

later.

Only 2 1 % of

cases of DIS/DSM-III agoraphobia they
diagnosed during the

follow-up session had reported symptoms of
panic

at the initial interview.

One interesting finding was that "general nervousness",
based on
and not defined further, often preceded the development

symptoms.

It is

it

raises the possibility that agoraphobia

a general state of arousal, anxiety

this

if

self-report

of agoraphobic

not possible to ascertain the exact meaning of this

nervousness, but

even

and

and vigilance

in a

was preceded by

number

of individuals

there were no specific panic attacks. Retrospective studies can
study

hypothesis with difficulty because an intense emotional experience

a panic attack

is

more

easily

remembered than

like

a mild discomfort.

Several conclusions can be drawn from these different studies and
are relevant to the understanding of the developmental course of the
disorder:
1

.

Cases in clinical praaice are most likely to present with a

combination of panic disorder and agoraphobia but the DSM-III-R

assumption that both disorders are inevitably linked

is

not substantiated by

epidemiological findings.
2.

found
or

by

Agoraphobia seems to be an heterogeneous disorder that can be

in conjunction
itself.

with panic disorder, with another psychiatric disorder
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3.

Contrary to the DSM-III-R assumption,

it

seems possible that

phobic avoidance precedes the emergence
of the panic symptoms for a
sub-

group of individuals. A retrospective study
to support this position. Lelliott. Marks.

of panic disorder patients tends

McNamee and Tobena (1989) found

that 13 out of 57 (23%) panic disorder
patients exhibited phobic fear and

avoidance of situations such as crowds, tunnels, shops
and public
transportation for a

mean

before the onset of their

of 5.4 years (range

first

from

1

month

to

1 1

years)

panic attack. Follow-up of the group of

agoraphobics with no panic attacks in the Eaton and

(Ceyl's

sample would be

especially useful in testing this hypothesis.

4.

Whether some individuals experience

become more

vigilant prior to the

development

significant "nervousness" or

of generalized anxiety

disorder or the occurrence of their first panic attack deserves further
attention. Prospective studies will be better able to

A number
school phobia

is

of studies

symptom

have also given credence

a heterogeneous disorder.

years ago (Berg. Nichols

&

Pritchard. 1969)

of conduct disorder

addition, depressive

refusal (Berstein

&

answer

A

this question.

to the notion that

distinction

was

first

between school refusal

made
as a

and school refusal that was anxiety based. In

symptoms have been described

in children

with school

Garfinkel, 1986). In the sample of 24 children used for

their comparative study of

pharmacotherapy for school

refusal. Bernstein.

Garfinkel and Borchardt (1990) found that ten of them suffered from

depressive disorder only, four from anxiety disorder only (separation
anxiety and/or overanxious disorder) and ten from anxiety and depressive
disorders.
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There are indications that even anxiety-based
school refusers
constitute a heterogeneous group. Last
and Strauss (1990) assessed 63

anxiety-based school refusers with the
Kiddie-SADS interview. They found
that the majority of

them could be assigned one

of three diagnoses:

separation anxiety disorder (38.1%). social phobia
(30.2%) or simple phobia
(22.2%).

children

In the simple phobia category, these investigators
included the

who were

example of

this is

reacting to

some aspects

of the school

An

environment.

an excessive fear of being harmed by other children.

Social phobia involved an excessive fear of being
criticized, ridiculed or

teased by teachers or other children. In a previous study.
Last. Francis,
Hersen. Kazdin and Strauss (1987) had combined the social phobic
children

and the simple phobic ones

in

one category they called "simple phobics".

Using the Interview Schedule for Children, they diagnosed 48 children with
separation anxiety disorder and

1

9 with a phobic disorder.

When

they

considered the responses to the revised Fear Survey Schedule for Children,

they found that the fears and avoidance of the children

who exhibited

a

simple phobia of school were relatively well circumscribed whereas the
children with separation anxiety tended to be fearful and avoid numerous
situations involving the

theme

of separation. Moreover, children with a

separation anxiety disorder were more likely than children with school

phobia to receive an additional DSM-III diagnosis (92% vs 63%). which
suggested to Last et

al.

(1987) that children with separation anxiety

disorder might be more disturbed than children with a school phobic
disorder. Finally, the analysis of demographic variables
of significant differences

showed

betweeen the two groups, suggesting

a

number

that they

might represent distinct populations. Children with separation anxiety
disorder tended to be prepubertal girls from families of lower socio-
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economic status where children with school phobic disorder tended

to

be

postpubertal boys and from a higher socioeconomic background.

In conclusion, the relationship between agoraphobia and school

phobia

is

not clear but the likelihood that both are heterogeneous disorders

argues against a simplistic and direct

link.

Separation Anxietv and Panic Disorder

Studies concerning the relationship between separation anxiety and

panic disorder are interesting but remain controversial. The
suggest a relationship between the two

was

Klein,

who

first

one to

reported in his 1964

study that half of 32 female patients with agoraphobia experienced marked
degrees of separation anxiety and

difficulties adjusting to school as children,

including school phobia. Klein's (1981) separation anxiety hypothesis

is

rooted in his understanding of the attachment theory developed by Bowlby
(1969. 1973).

Individuals are born with a repertoire of behaviors at their disposal.

Bowlby's theory suggests that attachment, defined as the constellation of
behaviors which promote proximity between the offspring and the
caregiver,

is

behaviors in

as

fundamental as aggressive, reproductive or feeding

many

species.

It

increases the chances of protection and,

ultimately, survival for the newfledged. Crying

is

probably the most

noticeable signal for stimulating the caregiving response
beings, but smiling can also be included in that category.

among human
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Attachment behaviors are simply emitted by the

inf ant at first,

not directed toward a specific person. Gradually, the baby begins to
distinction

between individuals and

to

respond

differentially.

and

make

a

As the child

develops a capacity for locomotion, reaching and grasping, s/he becomes
progressively able to seek proximity to the caregiver actively, effectively

and purposefully. Distress
the caregiver

when

has emerged but

become

attached.

is

is

experienced at the moment of separation from

the capacity for internal representation of the caregiver

not soUdified. This

is

Bowlby describes the

separation as one of protest.

If

an indication that the child has

initial affective

no satisfaaory response

response to
is

provided, protest

turns into despair and eventually detachment.

Using Bowlby

s

analysis as

frame

of reference, Klein (1981)

views the

protest stage as similar to the anxiety attack and the despair stage

analogous to depression. Klein thinks that the despair stage also had an
evolutionary advantage since continued protest and
is

calls for a

mother

who

not returning could put a youngster in danger of being noticed by

predators. The occurrence of panic attacks or depressive episodes in an

individual would then result from a lowered threshold in the protest-

despair mechanism.

"If

the threshold

is

lowered

in that portion of the

regulatory mechanism that controls protest, then spontaneous anxiety
attacks occur, whereas

if

the lowered threshold occurs in the segment that

regulates despair, then a phasic depressive episode results' (Klein, 1981,
p.248). This

would explain

why

the treatment of panic disorder.

antidepressants have been found useful in
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Klein

s

theory hypothesizes a vulnerability to
separation experiences.

Within that framework, childhood separation
trauma does not constitute a
necessary condition for the development of the
disorder.

theory, however,

is

Implicit in the

the suggestion that normal events such as a
move, a

divorce, death and possibly a change of job
might trigger panic
a predisposed individual.

It

symptoms

in

should also be added that, according to this

model, disruptions in the biological protest-despair
regulatory mechanism
could occur without environmental influence and lead to
panic attacks.

In Klein's first study (1964). the information regarding childhood

symptoms

of separation anxiety and school phobia

was gathered during

unstructured interviews and through the review of patients' charts. No
objective instrument

was used and no comparison with

control groups

was

made. Furthermore, the agoraphobic patients Klein investigated were
hospitalized, raising the question of bias towards

since hospitalization

is

more severely

ill

cases

a rather infrequent treatment for agoraphobia.

The

evidence supporting a relationship between childhood separation anxiety

and panic disorder has since been investigated on several fronts and
presented in the following pages.

Retrospective studies of

is

symptoms

of

separation anxiety experienced by agoraphobic adults during their
childhood, school phobics' response to medication useful in the treatment of

adult patients with panic disorder, family studies of children of anxious

parents and one prospective follow up of school phobic children are

summarized. Despite interesting findings, the evidence remains
controversial.

I
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SetrmeecliveStud^ Gitlelman and

Klein (1984) considered rates
of

separation anxiety in childhood of
66 outpatient agoraphobics and compared

them

to the

ones obtained by 66 simple phobics.
The patients they studied

were involved

in

an outcome study of different combinations
of treatment

modalities and medication (Klein. Zitrin.
Woerner

Woerner &

Ross. 1983).

&

Ross. 1983; Zitrin. Klein.

Separation anxiety in childhood was determined

from information obtained during

clinical interviews.

Gittelman and Klein

(1984) found that separation anxiety in childhood was
reported by 50% of
the agoraphobics, a rate significantly higher than
the one obtained in the

simple phobics group (27%). Agoraphobic patients also
experienced more
separation anxiety during their adult

life

(47% vs 22%). However,

greater rate of separation anxiety of childhood

this

among agoraphobics was due

mostly to the disproportionate rate of separation anxiety among women,
not

men (59%
last

vs 31%). In

observation

is

fact,

the difference

was not

significant for

men. This

important in view of other retrospective studies that

contradict the finding of increased rates of childhood separation anxiety

among

agoraphobics.

Van der Molen, Van den

Houl.

Van Dieren and

Griez (1989)

compared

responses to a questionnaire regarding symptoms of separation anxiety
childhood by three groups of subjects. The

first

in

group was composed of 41

patients with panic disorder or agoraphobia while the second one included

83 nonpanicking patient controls and the third one. 50 normal

controls.

The

group of nonpanicking patients included individuals suffering from eating
disorder (n=25), obsessions and compulsions (n=l7), simple phobia (n=7),
social

phobia (n=7), depression (n=7), personality disorder (n=5) and other

41

(undefined by the authors) (n=15). Van der
Moien et

between normal controls and patient

difference

found

al.

controls,

a significant

with the

agoraphobia and panic disorder group in between
the two and not
significantly different

from the patient

controls. Thus, they concluded that

separation anxiety does not specifically predispose to
agoraphobia and panic
disorder.

When

discussing their study Umitations. they mentioned
that the

three groups differed significantly in their sex distributions,
with the

agoraphobia and panic disorder group having the highest percentage
of
males (50%). To have such a high number of males

is

unusual and not

representative of the ratios usually reported in epidemiological studies
or
clinical

samples of agoraphobia and panic disorder.

(1984) are right

women
small in

when they

et

Gittelman and Klein

say that separation anxiety

agoraphobics, the fact that the

Van der Molen

If

al.'s

number

is

of females

found mostly

was

in

relatively

study could account for the contrary data.

Thyer. Nesse, Cameron and Curtis conducted two retrospective studies
using a 14-item questionnaire regarding some of the symptoms of childhood

and adolescence separation anxiety. In

compared the responses

their first investigation (1985). they

of 44 agoraphobics with panic attacks and 83

simple phobics. The two groups did not differ in their gender distribution or

mean

ages.

Thyer

et

al.

found no significant differences

in the reponses to

the questionnaires. In their second investigation (1986), Thyer et

compared the responses
phobics.

of

al.

23 patients with panic disorder and 28 simple

The group with panic disorder was

significantly older

(mean age

of

34.6 vs 29.8 for simple phobics) and included a significantly higher

proportion of males (15 females and 8 males in the case of panic disorder vs

26 females and 2 males for simple phobics). The panic disorder patients
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scored significantly higher than the
simple phobics on two of the items:

"Were there any medical problems

for

you or your mother

at the time of

your birth" (Item 2) and "How scared were you
when you started school?"
(Item
mild,

7).

In both cases, the agoraphobics rated their
responses as relatively

which did not suggest

to the authors either

disturbance. These results led Thyer et

al.

moderate or severe

to question the

assumption that

separation anxiety might be a predisposing factor to
panic disorder or

agoraphobia.

Beyond the concern about the
study conducted by Thyer el

al.

sex ratio of the groups in the second

(1986).

lies a

more fundamental one about

the value of the instrument they used. The content of their questionnaire

covered a series of issues that appeared unrelated and the result of
arbitrary choices. Only nine of the questions pertained to specific
of separation anxiety.

from parents (time

in

Two

symptoms

questions centered on actual time spent

nursery school,

how

away

often left with babysitters) while

others asked about mother's physical health during pregnancy with the
subject and shortly after the delivery.

It is difficult

to

draw any conclusions

about childhood separation anxiety symptoms from such a poorly designed
questionnaire.

In

summary, data from retrospective

that childhood separation anxiety

is

studies are limited.

It

may be

related to the panic disorder and

agoraphobia of a sub-group of patients, especially females.

Response to Medication. Similar response
disorders can point to

common

to medication

by two

underlying physiological processes. There
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are

few placebo-controlled studies involving
medication

successful in the

treatment of panic disorder and used for the
treatment of separation
anxiety symptoms. The

and Klein (1973).

first

one has been carried out by Gittelman-Klein

involved a six-week

It

200 mg/day (mean daily dose

who had

phobic children

imipramine

at termination 159

in doses

all

of

them exhibited symptoms

anxiety but specific diagnoses were not

made

they were. Rating scales were

up

to

mg/day) with 35 school

resisted previous therapeutic efforts to

school attendance. Almost

how depressed

trial of

resume

of separation

at the

time and

filled

out by the mothers, the

it is

unclear

children themselves and the investigators to obtain information
about mood,
anxiety, ability to separate

from mother, physical complaints and

fears.

Gittelman-Klein and Klein found imipramine to be better than placebo in
facilitating a return to school after a six -week period (there

significant difference at the

investigators

all

was

a significant lessening of depressive and anxiety

the children had

symptoms and

Overall, there

was

a

become more adventuresome. Both

fears before going to school decreased as well.

marked amelioration

The second study, by Berney
clomipramine

The mothers, children and

children and these improvements were not related to

school return. There

physical

point).

reported significantly greater improvement in other areas

among imipramine

symptoms and

three-week

was no

trial in

el

al.

of separation anxiety

(

198

1 )

symptoms.

consisted of a twelve-week

doses of 40-75 mg. Both the medication and the

placebo groups exhibited very limited improvement in school attendance

and lessening

of the separation anxiety

symptoms.

Klein (1984) consider that inadequate dosages

Giltel man -Klein

were the cause

and

of the

treatment failure in this later study. Clomipramine and imipramine have
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Similar potency and in their

own

no

a

child

improved on

as

low

study, Gitteltnan-Kiein and Klein found
that

dose of 75mg/day. which was the highest

dosage prescribed in the Berney et

al.

study.

In their double-blind placebo controlled study
of alprazolam versus

imipramine. Bernstein. Garfinkel and Borchardt (1990)
considered the

response to treatment of 24 school refusers, ten of
suffering from a depressive

mood

disorder, four

whom were

diagnosed as

from an anxiety disorder

(separation anxiety disorder and/or overanxious anxiety
disorder) and ten

from both depressive and anxiety

disorder. School attendance

was

considered and rating scales of depression and anxiety symptoms
were
administered. Because of dropouts, there were
in

six subjects left to

evaluate

each group (alprazolam, imipramine and placebo).

In both medication groups. Bernstein et

al.

found that subjects

returned to school with improved attendance: in the placebo group,

one did the same. There were no differences on the rating

all

but

scales at the

four-week point but by the eigth week, the alprazolam group did
significantly better

on the Anxiety Rating

for Children (ARC), followed

the imipramine group and. finally, the placebo one.

It

was not

by

possible,

however, to exclude the possibility that the significant difference between
treatment groups was the result of the difference
than due to treatment

effects.

on the three depression

The alprazolam group

scales but not

may

also

tended to do better

on the Revised Children's Manifest

Anxiety Scale (RCMAS). The small sample
deviations

in baseline scores rather

sizes

and the large standard

account for the lack of significant differences on the other

rating scales. Dosage of alprazolam

was

conservative, also raising the
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possibility that the differences might

have been more

significant

if

a

more

aggressive treatment had been initiated.
Since the groups were not broken

down

along diagnostic hnes (because the samples
were too small),

it is

unclear whether the medication had a specific
effect on separation anxiety

even though

it

seems

The most
investigation

is

to

have helped

in a general fashion.

striking observation

that placebo

is

from the Bernstein

et

al. s

so effective in the treatment of school phobia

that medication effects need to be very strong to exceed

it.

This

may

explain the discrepancy between their results and the ones obtained
by

Gittelman-Klein and Klein (1973). The samples used in the two studies
differed in an important way:
Klein and Klein'

the children included in the Gittelman-

study had been refractory to previous intervention. This

s

was not the case

all

in the Bernstein et

al.'s

study. Therefore, the children

involved in the Gittel man-Klein and Klein
resistant subgroup of children.
differential action

is

more

If

s

study constituted an especially

medication has a unique

likely to

effect, its

be evidenced among treatment-resistant

children than in a group of youngsters for

whom

a wider range of

intervention can be useful. Whether that sub-group of resistant children
physiologically different

is

unknown. Whether

their parents exhibit a

higher rate of panic disorder and/or agoraphobia

In conclusion, data on medication are

Dilferences in responses

may be due

still

is

also

unknown.

Umited and unclear.

to differences in dosages.

There are

indications that separation aniiety and school phobia, especially in a sub-

group of younglers resistant to other interventions, may respond to

is
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medications that are successful in the
treatment

of panic disorder

and

agoraphobia.

Family Studies

Indirect support for Klein

Weissman. Lechman. Merikangas.

Gammon and

s

theory

is

provided by the

Prusoffs study (1984) of

194 children (from 6 to 17 years of age) with depressed
and anxious
parents. These investigators relied on reports
from the parents and first-

degree relatives of the children to make their DSM-III
diagnoses. The

youngsters themselves were not interviewed. Weissman
of

1

1

et

al.

found a rate

% of separation anxiety disorder among the children of individuals with

a dual diagnosis of major depression and agoraphobia and

children

whose parents had depression and panic

37% among the

disorder.

When

data from

these two groups were combined, they showed an elevated rate of 24.3% in

comparison to children of adults with depression and children

of

normal

controls (0%). Differential rates of separation anxiety disorder did not
to

seem

be associated with the gender of the child or of the symptomatic parent

but the small-sized samples warrant caution about this

With a smaller sample

of youngsters

last observation.

between the ages

of

seven and

twelve, Turner, Beidel and Costello (1987) also found that children of

parents with anxiety disorders (n=16) were

problems, including separation anxiety,

at

increased risk for psychiatric

when compared

to children of

parents with no identified psychiatric disorder (n=13) and a sample of

normal school children (n=16). They could not
risk

was

distinguish,

however,

if

the

specific to anxiety disorders or associated with having a parent

with emotional problems since there was no
rates of psychiatric problems

significant difference in the

between children

of parents

with anxiety
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disorders and parents with dysthymic disorder
(n=14). Diagnoses were

made with

the use of a semi-structured interview schedule,
the Child

Assessment Schedule (CAS).

Prospective Study of School Phnhir.

Prospective studies provide the

most valuable information regarding the relationship between
child and
adult disorder. Klein
Last.

& Mannuzza

(unpublished, summarized in Klein

&

1989) are conducting a follow-up of 54 school phobics treated about 20

years ago. The children were between the ages of 6 and
of treatment
significant

1

5 at the beginning

and a majority of them (no number reported) presented

symptoms

were applied

of separation anxiety (no formal diagnostic criteria

at the time).

A semi-structured interview was used

diagnose DSM-III-R childhood and adult disorders among

all

to

adult subjects

(including an undefinied control group of 60 individuals).

Preliminary results suggest that there

is

no

significant difference in

rates of major depression (31% vs 18%) or anxiety disorders (numbers not

provided) between patients and controls. However, there was an elevated
rate of panic disorder with agoraphobia

symptoms

among

the adults

who

exhibited

of separation anxiety in childhood (7% vs 0%). Social phobia

observed two times more often

in the patients but the difference

was

was not

significant.

In

summary, no

relationship

definitive statement can be

between separation anxiety

made about

in childhood

the

and panic disorder

in

adulthood. Data from retrospective studies are mixed. The only study that

found higher rates of childhood separation anxiety among adult patients
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with panic disorder (Gitteltnan-Klein

may be

k

Klein.

that childhood separation anxiety

and agoraphobia

of a

is

1984) was not replicated.

It

related to the panic disorder

sub-group of patients, especially females.
Subsequent

studies (Thyer et al. 1986;

Van der Molen

et al..l989),

larger percentages of males in their samples,

which included

were therefore unable

to

replicate the results.

Data on medication are also mixed. One study
(Gittelman-Klein
Klein,

&

1973) found that medication helpful in the treatment of panic

disorder can also be successful in the treatment of school
phobia and

separation anxiety symptoms. This study was not replicated.
Differences h

dosages

may

account for these contradictory data as well the fact that their

sample was constituted

The

of youngsters

effect of medication

who had

resisted prior interventions.

may be more dramatic

in that group, raising the

possibihty of physiological differences.

Children of individuals with depression and panic disorder exhibited

higher rates of separation anxiety in one study (Weissman et

although another study (Turner et
the difference

was due

al.,

al..

1984)

1987) could not distinguish whether

to psychiatric illness rather than specifically to panic

disorder. Finally, preleminary results of a 20 year follow up of school

phobic children (Klein

& Manuzza.

unpublished, in Klein

greater rate of agoraphobia and panic disorder

suffered from separation anxiety as children.

&

Last,

among those
It is difficult

1989) find a

adults

who

to assess the

value of this investigation since no details are provided about the control
group.
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The hypothesis advanced by some investigators
(Rosenbaum
1988) that a lower threshold for separation anxiety
could be part

encompassing 'behavioral inhibition" factor provides
sense of some of these contradictory data.
will therefore

be presented

A

a

et

al.,

more

of a

framework

to

make

discussion of this hypothesis

in the following section.

Behavioral Inhihi^jnn

Some
is

children's initial reaction to unfamiliar places, people
or events

consistently one of vigilance, withdrawal (often to the caregiver)
and

decrease of exploratory behavior;
vocalizations

may be

when

younger, their motor activity and

severely curtailed and they

may

express their distress

with crying. Some children, on the other hand, typically respond

to novelty

with spontaneous interactions. Which events are defined as unfamiliar vary
with the age and the experience of the

child, of course.

Separation from the

caregiver could be a challenge to the young child because

it is

an unusual

occurrence. Separation might be especially stressful for behaviorally
inhibited youngsters because their sensitivity and their tendency to be
easily

overwhelmed augment

A

large

body

their

need for reassurance from the caregiver.

of the literature

on behavioral inhibition

to the

unfamiliar comes from ongoing longitudinal projects at the Harvard Infant

Study Laboratory. Cambridge. Mass. This program

is

interested in

developmental issues of children, without a focus on psychopathology per
se.

Two independent

groups of White children were selected

al

age 2

1

and

31 months according to their stylistic responses to novelty. Fifty -four

youngsters were classified as inhibited and fifty-three as uninhibited. Boys

50

and

girls

were

in

equal numbers in each group. Follow up
assessments of

the two cohorts of children

were carried out

at 4. 5 1/2

and 7 1/2 years of

age.

In the first experiment (Garcia-Coll. Kagan
of inhibited
(a)

and

Reznick. 1984), the index

and uninhibited behavior was based on the

modeling of three play situations,

toys,

&

(d) separation

(b)

an unfamiliar

from the mother

child

s

reaction to

adult, (c)

for three minutes.

The

unfamihar
signs of

behavioral inhibition were long latency to approach or retreat from
the
unfamiliar stimuh, clinging to the mother, facial expressions and
vocalizations of distress, as well as inhibition of play. The procedure
similar for cohort 2 at 31 months.
Clarke.
1

and

Snidman &

inhibition

The second experiment (Kagan. Reznick.

Garcia-Coll. 1984) took place at 4 years of age for cohort

1/2 years for cohort

at 3

was

2.

In this investigation, the index of

was based on the behavior

exhibited during a 90-minute testing

situation with an unfamiliar examiner and during a play session with an

unfamiliar peer of the

same age and

for the classification of the children
child

and some of the

and staring

toys,

sex.

were

Some

of the variables considered

latencies to approach the other

time spent in the physical proximity of mother

at the other child.

At 7 1/2 years of age, the children were

placed in a play situation consisting of a group of seven to ten unfamiliar

youngsters. This was followed

by

a testing situation with an

unknown

female examiner.

Data from these different studies support the notion that inhibited

and uninhibited
correlation

styles are moderately stable, at least until age

between the

original index of inhibition (21

months

7 1/2. The
for cohort

1
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and

3

months

1

and the aggregate index

for cohort 2)

•r-OOl) for cohort

1

and

(^ 01)

.39

three-fourths of the children

tor cohort 2 (Kagan, 1989).

who were extremely

confronted with novelty appeared the same

years

later.

A

7 1/2 was .67

at

when

About

timid and quiet

when

they were evaluated

similar percentage of sociable todlers

became

six

talkative,

socially interactive school children.

To investigate whether

of

them had been

proportion of

in the laboratory

of these youngsters

ma

setting at a later age, Gersten (1989) observed 39 of the 58

children from Kagan's

two

toward inhibition

had implications on the behavior

at a preschool age

more natural

a tendency

girls

first

cohort in their kindergarten classroom. Twenty-

classified as inhibited

and boys

in the

and 17 as uninhibited. The

two groups was

similar.

Two

visits

were

conducted, one in the Fall and one in the Spring. Whether the child was

proximal to peers or to teacher or physically isolated from them, the

amount

with peers

of vocalizations, staring, interaction

requests for help, offers to help,

etc.)

were

all

(i.e.

to the "Spring inhibition

score from these

two

"

"Fall

one

inhibition" factor

(r=.42, £<.0l

factors and labeled

was

in the Fall

and

in

positively correlated

Gersten derived an average

),

it

approaches,

behaviors considered.

Composite inhibition scores were obtained for each child
the Spring. Noting that the

child's

"

school inhibition

".

Gersten (1989) found a correlation of .39 (£^05) between behavioral
inhibition at 21
(a<.05)

months and

between the

first

Fall school inhibition

and a correlation

one and the aggregate index

of .34

of school inhibition.

Nineteen of the 20 subjects with the highest scores on the inhibition factor
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were

was

a

classified as inhibited at 21

months

of age.

She concluded that there

moderate cross-situational and longitudinal consistency average
i

£= -40) for behavioral inhibition and lack of inhibition in unfamiliar settings
(p.85). This

is

remarkable given the differences between the laboratory and

school environment and the fact that the children attended very different
schools.

Behavioral Inhibition and Related Concepts

The dimension

of

temperament characterized by cautiousness and

been extensively

restraint has

investigated.

When

they compared

behavioral inhibition to similar construas elaborated by other researchers,
Reznick. Gibbons, Johnson and

number

A
14.

McDonough (1989) found

correlations with a

of them,

significant correlation

20 and 32 months

was found between behavioral

(r= .41. .33

and

.52 respectively)

inhibition at

and the construct

approach/withdrawal from the Todler Temperament Scale (TTS) (Gary and
McDevitt 1978; FuUard, McDevitt and Garey, 1978). The correlations were

even higher

for 15 % of the children on the extremes

The construct approach/withdrawal on the TTS
offered by

Thomas and Ghess (1977)

temperament.
displayed

by

It

r= .57. .51 and .56).

based on the definition

is

in their longitudinal

concerns the kind of responses

a child.

(

to a

new

study of children

stimulus generally

Approach responses are characterized by the

expression of a positive

mood

(smiling and verbalizations) or motor aaivity

towards the stimulus. The child might swallow new food or reach for
for instance.

s

a toy,

Withdrawal reactions are characterized by the expression

of a
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negative

mood

(crying, fussing, grimacing)

activity to take distance

and verbalizations or motor

from the stimulus. This could be expressed

variety of ways, such as retreating from
the stimulus, spitting
or pushing a

new

sudden changes and latency

(Rothbart. 1981).

months

The fear

in the Reznick et

A number

food out

toy away.

In the Infant Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ), fear
at

new

in a

of items

of response

toward

is

defined as distress

a novel object

scale correlated .34 with inhibited behavior at

al.'s

1

(1989) study.

from the

Bates' Infant Characteristics

Questionnaire (1986) correlated with behavioral inhibition at 14 months
(

L= 33). These items addressed the child's response to

places and experiences and

"unadaplability

'.

were labeled under the

new

foods, people,

factor of

At 20 months, behavioral inhibition correlated with the

shyness scale (behavior with people

who

from the EAS Temperament Survey

for Children (Buss

the other hand, there

was an absence

are acquaintances or strangers)

of correlation

&

Plomin. 1984). On

between behavioral

inhibition and Bates' "unsociable factor (enjoyment of social interactions
"

with parents)
affiliate

at 14

months or the EAS

with others vs being alone)

against an easily

made assumption

at

sociability factor (the

tendency

to

20 months. This might caution

that timid children are less interested in

relationships.

These results suggest to Reznick

et

al.

that the concepts of

approach/withdrawal (Thomas & Chess, 1977). fear (Rothbart, 1981).
unadaptability (Bates, 1986), shyness (Buss and Plomin, 1984) or behavioral
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inhibition

all

reflect

more or

less the

same

constellation of behaviors

observed by parents. Rothbart (1989) argues,
however, that one theoretical
difference resides in whether behavioral
inhibition and uninhibition are

conceptualized as two poles of one dimension, as
Kagan and his colleagues
propose, or whether they are two separate
dimensions, as in Rothbart

s

views.

Rothbart (1989) thinks that the tendency towards inhibition
and

towards approach are two different dimensions and that the
onset
approach occurs before

by

Schaffer.

inhibition.

Greenwood and Parry

infants eight

of

In support of her thesis, she cites a study
( 1

972)

in

which only the reaching

months old or older was influenced by

familiarity.

of

Until then,

the reaching had an almost compulsory quality. But "impulsiveness gave

way

to wariness" (Rothbart. 1989, p.l40) at eight months,

when

latency

before approach or withdrawal behavior was noted.

Stability of

Temperamen t

in

Other Studies

Bronson and Parkey (1977) observed 40 babies (20 males & 20
females) repeatedly throughout their second year in a variety of mildly
challenging situations and then again in a series of follow-up assessments at

age 3 1/2. They found that individual differences in fearfuhiess to
unfamiliar events during the second year of

life

were related

to the degree

of fearfulness in a social situation at 3 1/2 years of age.

Broberg,
at 16

months

Lamb and Hwang (1990)

of age (range

1 1

to

looked at 144 firstborns (72

24 months), one year

later

girls)

and two years
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The investigation was conducted

later.

in the

home. Broberg et

al.

used

rating scales to judge the abiUty of the
child to play alone and to score the

youngster

s

behavior during the

first five

minutes of

from an

a visit

unfamiliar adult as well as during a 30-minute
play with a familiar peer.

They

also administered the Infant Behavior
Questionnaire (IBQ) developed

by Rothbart (1981). They found
time (£= .38

&

.42, p

that inhibition

was moderately

stable over

.001 respectively).

<

In their investigation of the offspring of depressive parents.
Mufson.

Fendrich and Warner (1990) looked at 221 children between the
ages of 6

and 18 years

old.

One

of the instruments they used

form and the parents' form

of the Dimensions of

was the

self-report

Temperament Survey

(DOTS) developed by Lerner, Palermo, Spiro and Nesselroade (1982). The

DOTS

is

a

34 item instrument based on the nine dimensions

considered by Thomas and Chess (1977) in their
Study.

Among

New York

the five factors of significance Lerner et

al.

of

temperament

Longitudinal
identified

through their factor analysis, the dimension of adaptability/approach-

withdrawal seems

fairly similar to behavioral inhibition. Other dimensions

include activity level, attention span/dislractibility. rhythmicity and
reactivity.

Mufson

et

al.

looked at the stability of these temperamental

dimensions over a two-year period. They obtained Pearson correlations

from

.27 to .52 for child report

and from

indicating moderate stability for

all

.45 to .58 for

mother report,

five dimensions. However, they found

that the adaptability /approach -withdrawal dimension

showed consistently

better stability than the other dimensions both in the self -reports and the
parents" reports.
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Gender

Difrerf^nr?!^

Whereas Kagan
of

boys and

girls,

s

cohorts

1

&

2

were

selected to obtain equal

numbers

the sample gathered by Reznick. Gibbons,
Johnson and

McDonough (1989) was normative. These
were more inhibited than boys

at

investigators found that girls

20 months (1(89)

= 2.86.

.01).

Ten

of

the 14 most inhibited children were girls but only
three of the 14 most

uninhibited ones (X2 = 7.04.

but did not reach

than boys

<

.0

The trend was

1 ).

statistical significance.

Girls

et

al.

similar at

seemed

32 months but the difference was not

at

and Reznick

£

1

4 months

slightly less inhibited

statistically significant

think that the context of measurement can account for this

reversal. At 32 months, the peer play session involved triads of children
of

the

same

were

sex.

Because

girls

tend to play more cooperatively, inhibited

less likely to feel threatened

girls

than inhibited boys exposed to more

aggressive play.

No

sex difference in inhibition

was noted

Sweden by Broberg. Lamb and Hwang
finding

by the tendency

study conducted in

(1990). The authors explain this

Swedish society

of the

in the

to

be

less

sex-stereotyped

than the American culture.

Birth Order and Behavioral Inhibition

Later-born children tended to be more inhibited

in the

groups

followed by Kagan and his colleagues (Kagan. Reznick and Snidman. 1987).

Reznick et

al.

was noted

at

(1989) replicated

20 months but

it

this finding at 14

was not

months. The same trend

statistically significant.

There were
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also indications that the order of birth affected

(Reznick et

al.,

boys more than

girls

1989).

Qualitative or Quantitative Difference?

As mentioned previously, the children from the two groups studied

by Kagan had

been selected because they were extremely

originally

inhibited or uninhibited.

When

Reznick et

al.

(1989) considered a normative

sample, they found that behavioral inhibition was on a continuum, with "no
clear

break point defining inhibited versus uninhibited versus normal

behavior (p.34).
'

When

they considered the preservation of behavior from

14 to 20 and 32 months, they found that inhibition
the

two extreme groups,

stable

among

was more

less stable in the entire population,

stable

among

and the least

the children in the middle 70 % of the distribution (not an

unexpected finding

statistically).

children, they realized that

who were more

it

When

they looked at the individual

was the children who were

likely to preserve their behavior.

in the

extremes

Are these children

at the

extreme of the curve qualitatively different from the other ones or do they
simply differ in the magnitude of their reaction?

Kagan and

his colleagues conceptualize inhibited children as unique

individuals not only psychologically but also physiologically. As an example,

Kagan and Snidman (1991) note that even though the IQ scores
with

Down s syndrome

of children

can be considered on a continuum with the ones

obtained by normal youngsters

"...

psychologists regard these two groups as

qualitatively different because of other features that distinguish

Down s
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syndrome children from normal

children, including the trisomy that
indexes

a unique biological origin for the

More

specifically.

Down

Kagan and

s

syndrome

(p.857).

his colleagues think that inhibited

children have lower thresholds of reactivity
in the limbic system, especially
the

amygdaha and hypothalamus

(Kagan. 1989). Exposure to a novel event

that cannot be assimilated or a threat that
cannot be
to

an augmentation in the production of

Cortisol

removed usually leads

through the activity of the

anterior pituitary gland and the adrenal cortex.
Increase in hypothalamic
activity also affects skeletal motor tracts, including
muscles of the larynx

and vocal

folds.

These muscles contract under

stress,

producing changes in

both the frequency and the variability of the pitch periods of vocalizations.
Activation of the sympathetic nervous system also follows encounter with
unfamiliarity. threat or challenge. This leads to increased production of

epinephrine and norepinephrine. As a

result, there is

an increase

in the

heart rate, blood pressure and contractibility of the heart, as well as dilation
of the pupil.

A person might experience

tightness in the throat, sweaty

palms, tense muscles, or a racing heart. The intensity or duration of these

responses vary with the individual.

The physiological variables quantified during the Harvard
have included pupillary
levels, heart rale

dilation,

Project

muscle tension, norepinephrine and

and heart-rate variability (HRV). HRV

is

Cortisol

defined as

"periodic fluctuations in heart rate that involve regular changes in the

duration of successive beals...These oscillations can be linked to changes
respiratory, vasomotor, or thermoregulatory factors" (Snidman, 1989.

in

p. 55).
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Heart rates and heart variability were the only variables considered
for all ages ot the evaluation.

Kagan and

his

team found that those two

variables were always inversely correlated, under both relaxed conditions

and cognitive
and

Inhibited children from cohorts

activity.

less variable

heart rates

when compared

I

and 2 had higher

to uninhibited children at

every age even though the differences between the two groups were larger
during the preschool years than at age 7 1/2. The highest heart rates were

found among the consistently inhibited children

at all

ages and the lowest

ones among the consistently uninhibited ones (Kagan et

1990). The

al..

inhibited children with the highest heart rates

were more

remained consistently inhibited throughout

four assessments than the

inhibited youngsters

who had

lower heart

Snidman (1987) considered the increase
stress,

all

When

rates.

in heart rate

likely to

have

Kagan, Reznick and

under mild cognitive

they also found that inhibited children were more likely than

uninhibited ones to

show an increase (about ten beats per

minute).

In both cohorts, pupillary dilation during cognitive tasks was
significantly larger in inhibited children than in uninhibited ones. But this

variable did not allow as good a discrimination between the two groups as

heart rates and heart rate variabihty. At 5 1/2 years of age, samples of
saliva

were

collected

from children

and three times before breakfast

at

in cohorts

1

and 2 once

home, when

stress

in the laboratory

was assumed

to

be

minimal. These samples were analysed for unbound Cortisol and a
signif icant correlation

with the index of inhibition was found

Moreover, Inhibited children with high levels of

in

both groups.

Cortisol exhibited

more

tears and somatic

sympioms than

values. Finally, a urine sample

each 5
Its

1

was

12 year old child in cohort

derivatives.

activity

inhibited children with low Cortisol

A modest

collected at the end of the evaluation of
1

correlation

and assayed for norepinephrine and

was found between norepinephrine

and behavioral inhibition iKagan

An index was computed based on

et

a

between

this

1990).

mean standard

physiological variables quantified on cohort
correlation

al..

1

at 5

score tor the eight

1/2 years of age. The

index and the behavioral one was high lr=.70,

.001 at 21 months and r=.64 at 7 1/2 years). Furthermore, inhibited

children with the highest values on this index were more hkely to remain
inhibited than

were the children with low values iKagan, 1989).

In her investigation of the heart rate of 66 subjects (32 males and 34

females)

31 months and 43 months, Snidman (1989) found that the

at

inhibited children and the uninhibited ones did not differ in either heart
rate or heart rate standard deviation during the baseline periods.

inhibited youngsters

showed

a significant heart rate acceleration

mild stress, however, and this increase
baseline.

Spectral analysis of the

the increased heart rate, whether

HRV
it is

was independent

The
under

of the heart rate at

allows the location of the source of

due

to an increase in

activity or a decrease in parasympathetic activity.

sympathetic

Snidman

1

1

989) found

that for a great majority of the inhibited children (70%), the heart rate

changes were the consequence of increased sympathetic aaivity. This was
true for only 30% of the uninhibited youngsters.
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From these

data.

Kagan and

variable could result from a

his colleagues conclude that (a)

number

of factors but that the

composite index dilutes the influence of these factors
and
reflect activity of the

hmbic system, and

any

single

computation of

is

more Ukely

a

to

(b) inhibited children are

physiologically unique and that they most likely have
a lowered threshold
of arousal of the limbic system. This renders
inhibited children

more

sensitive to stress in the presence of novel or challenging
stimuli. Data from

infant studies further reinforce the conviction expressed
by Kagan and his
colleagues.

StUdieg from Infant}?. In their 1991 investigation, Kagan and Snidman

presented 94 four-month old infants with three dimensional visual stimuli

and

a tape of a

human female

voice pronouncing three nonsense syllables at

three different levels of loudness. The infant

her child in silence but with a smiling face.

s

mother was

Scoring

told to look at

was concerned with

motor activity (limb movement, tongue protrusion, arching of back) and
irritability (fretting

the ones in group

and crying). Infants were categorized

H were

in four groups:

characterized by high motor activity and high

crying (23%); infants in group L exhibited low motor activity and low aying
(37%); infants included in the third group

showed low motor

activity

and

high crying (22%) and the ones in the fourth group scored high on motor
activity but
1

4 and 2

1

low on crying (18%).

months

All the infants

were assessed again

at 9.

in situations designed to elicit fear to unfamiliar events.

Fretting or crying, failure to approach an unfamiliar object or adult despite

friendly invitations to do so

were considered

to be indications of fear.
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Kagan and Snid man (1991) found that infants
from Group H displayed
significantly higher levels of fear in
comparison to infants

from Group L

at 9

and 14 months, whereas infants from the other two
groups exhibited
intermediate levels of fear

F(3.90)
at 21

= 7.8,

months

(£ (3.90) = 2.7. ^< .05 at 9 months,

.001. at 14 months).

of age.

A

and

similar difference in fear

was noted

At both 14 and 21 months. 40% of Group H infants, but

not one Group L infant, showed high fear (four or more
fears). On the other

hand. 52% of Group

two fears

at

L.

both ages

but only 10% of Group H infants, showed zero, one or
i)<.01.

(

by Fisher

s

As indicated previously. Kagan and

exact

his

test).

team hypothesize that

inhibited children have a lower threshold of reactivity in the amygdala and
its

projection to the hypothalamus, the sympathetic chain and the

cardiovascular system. Noting that taste information travels from the

gustatory nerve to these circuits, they suggest that increased heart
accelerations

upon exposure

lower thresholds in these

to certain tastes should be associated with

circuits.

Because research with animals suggests

that sour and bitter tastes produce larger heart accelerations than other

substances. Kagan and

Snidman presented the 14-month

sweet and sour

They found no

on the sweet
trials.

liquids.

trials

1 ).

difference in the rate of acceleration

but a significant one between groups H and L on the sour

Seventy-five percent of the Group H infants exhibited large

accelerations in comparison to 3
£<.0

old infants with

This suggests to

likely to

become

them

inhibited,

circuits that involve the

1

% of the Group L infants

that infants from Group H,

have a lower threshold

(

2

who

( i

)=

are

9

0,

more

of aaivation in the

amygdala and the sympathetic nervous system.

Consistent with these data

and

Lipsitt

is

the study conducted by LaGasse,
Gruber

(1989) on the relationship between avidity

at 2

days of age and

inhibition at 18 months. Their rationale
for hypothesizing such a

relationship

is

that both constellations of behaviors
reflect individual

differences in reactivity to changes in the
environment and that both are

associated with physiological signs of sympathetic
arousal. Lagasse et

even suggest that both avidity and

inhibition

may

al.

constitute attempts at

reestablishing equilibrium in the face of a challenge.

In their research. Lagasse et

al.

(1989) defined avidity as increased

sucking and shorter times between sucks in response to an increasingly

sweet

liquid.

Proximity-seeking behaviors to the mother, avoidance of

strangers in the Stranger Situation and avoidance of doctors or equipment in

the Doctor Situation were considered indicative of inhibition. They found
that high levels of avidity at
levels of inhibition at 18

In

two days

months

summary, behavioral

characterized

(

old

£-.40),

were
Sl<

inhibition, a

significantly related to high

003).

temperamental

by cautiousness and withdrawal when

facing

trait

new and

challenging situations, appears to be a moderately stable style from the

second year of
characterized
to

life til

age 7 1/2. The complementary

trait of uninhibition.

by spontaneous approach towards novel

be moderately

stable.

Both behavioral styles seem

stimuli, also

appears

to generalize to the

school setting, at least at the kindergarten level. Later-born children and, in

the American culture at least,

behavioral restraint.

girls,

display a greater tendency towards
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Kagan and

his

team

at the

Harvard Infant Study Laboratory have

extensively investigated this dimension of
temperament. They conclude
that inhibited and uninhibited children
constitute two distinct groups and

are different physiologically.

More

specifically,

they propose that inhibited

children have lower thresholds of reactivity in the
limbic system.

If

behavioral inhibition

risk for adult panic disorder

the

same underlying anxiety

is

a predisposing characteristic in children at

and agoraphobia or the childhood expression
disorder, one

would expect

of

a higher prevalence

of behavioral inhibition in the children of adult patients with
panic disorder

and agoraphobia. This assertion would hold true whether
style

is

this behavioral

genetically based, as Kagan and his colleagues assert, whether

the result of environmental influence

or,

most

likely,

it is

an interaction of the

two.

Behavioral Inhibition and Panic Disorder

Rosenbaum

et

al.

(1988) designed a study to

increased rate of behavioral inhibition

among

test the hypothesis of

children of parents with panic

disorder and agoraphobia. The subjects were White children between the

ages of 2 and 7 whose parents were being treated for panic disorder at the
Clinical

Psychopharmacology Unit of the Massachusetts General

The NIMH Diagnostic Interview Schedule

(DIS)

Hospital.

and the Anxiety module

of

the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III (SCID) were used to confirm

the diagnosis of the parents. The same protocol

was used

to evaluate the

spouses. Thirteen of the children had a parent with panic disorder and

agoraphobia (PDAG) alone; ten children had a parent with an affective
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disorder (MDD) alone (nine unipolar,
one bipolar); twenty children had a

parent with

MDD

classified as either

(n=l 1) or primary MDD/secondary

parent
last

PDAG and MDD.

who had

DAG

not been diagnosed as PD.

primary PDAG/secondary

(n=9). thirteen children

AG

or

MDD. The parents

had

a

in this

group were either suffering from generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD)

(n=2). seeking behavioral treatment for obesity
(n=l) or tobacco

dependence

(n=l) or had another child treated for attention deficit
disorder (ADD) (n=9).

The parents

of the children in the fourth

group did not have panic disorder,

agoraphobia or an affective disorder and were assigned the label

of

non-

MDD.

In order to provide age appropriate tasks, an experimental protocol

was designed
(n=8),

for three age groups: children

from 2 1/2

to 4 years of age (n=16)

from 2

and from 4

(n=32). Only analysis of pooled data for children of

because of the small sample
sex,

sizes.

no mention was made of the

The evaluation

to 2 1/2 years of age

all

to

7 years of age

ages were conducted,

Although the groups were matched for

ratios.

of the children

was

carried out at the Harvard

University Study Laboratory mentioned previously for other studies on

behaviorally inhibited children. Children were presented with mildly
challenging cognitive tasks in the presence of an unfamiliar adult.

A

long

latency to begin to speak spontaneously to the examiner and total frequency
of spontaneous

were

criteria

comments

to the

examiner along with the age of the child

used to dichotomize children

in

categories: inhibited and not inhibited ones.

two mutually exclusive

More

specifically, children

who

took longer than the median value of their age group to speak and made
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fewer than the the median number of comments
were
inhibited.
(i.e.

mean

Assignments

of the children

latencies to speak and

were done

mean numbers

of

classified as

blindly. Continuous data

comments) were

also

considered.

Rosenbaum

et

(1988) found that children of parents with PDAG,

al.

alone or with MDD. had a significantly higher rate of
behavioral inhibition

(84.6% and 70% respectively) than the

The children

in the

MDD group

non-MDD comparison group

(15.4%).

did not differ significantly from any of the

other groups. The presence of a diagnosis of panic disorder in the parent

allowed to distinguish between groups whereas depression did
specifically,

More

not.

youngsters whose parents suffered from panic disorder,

concurrent to depression or not, presented elevated rates of inhibition
(75.8%) compared with children of

There was no difference

all

parents with non-PDAG (30.4%).

in the rate of behavioral inhibition

between

children of parents with depression, concurrent to another disorder or not

(63 3%), and children of

From these
of parents with

data,

all

other parents (50.0%).

Rosenbaum and

his colleagues conclude that children

PDAG, whether or not secondary

to depression, are

more

likely to be behaviorally inhibited than children of parents without panic

disorder.

They suggest three

in rales of inhibition

children

between children

whose parents

suffer

one, behavioral inhibition
disorder.

possible explanations for the lack of difference
of parents

with depression and

from panic disorder. According

would be a precursor

The second one views

MDD

to the first

for later affective or anxiety

and PD sharing a common etiology
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While the third one offers that behavioral inhibition could be a
non-specif ic
precursor of later psychopathology.

Anxiety

in Inhibited

Biederman

et

Children and Their FamiliP^

al.

(1990) compared the rates of pathology

in inhibited

children to the ones exhibited by uninhibited youngsters and by normal
controls.

The Diagnostic Interview

for Children

and Adolescents-Parent

Version used in the interviews with the mothers assesses children for
anxiety disorders (obsessive-compulsive disorder, avoidant disorder,

overanxious disorder, phobic disorder and separation anxiety disorder),
major depressive disorder, attention -deficit disorder, oppositional disorder,
enuresis and encopresis.

Two

who met

criteria for

or

suffering

from severe anxiety" and the presence

was

indicative of

two

additional categories

were

created: children

more anxiety disorders were considered

more "severe

of four or

overall psychopathology

.

to be

more disorders

Because the

diagnostic instrument did not include questions about adult disorders such
as panic disorder or agoraphobia,

no data on those disorders were

The two samples were composed
had been assessed

in prior studies.

of children

The

first,

whose

collected.

level of inhibition

from the Massachusetts

General Hospital (MGH), included 30 of the older children (four to seven

years old) involved in the Rosenbaum et
inhibition described previously.

Among

al.

these children, 18 had been

assigned a label of behavioral inhibition and

comparison group
clinics

who were

in that

(1988) study of behavioral

1

2 of

non -inhibition. Another

sample consisted of twenty children from pediatric

slightly older

(mean

of 7.8 years of age vs 5 4)

and had no
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known medical
Biederman

et

or psychiatric disorders.

al.

The second sample

in the

study consisted of 22 behaviorally inhibited
children and

19 uninhibited children followed since age 21 months at
the Harvard

Laboratory (Cohort

draw

a distinction

cohort,

was

8 years old.

Biederman

between the unhibited children from the Kagan

who had been

situations

Their average age

I).

et

et

al.

al. s

selected for their daring behavior in unfamiliar

and the unhibited ones from the

MGH

at-risk

sample

who would

be better described as not inhibited. Data from the Massachusetts
General
Hospital and the Harvard Infant Laboratory were analysed
separately and

no comparisons between the two

MGH

In the

sites

were conducted.

sample, significant differences were found between

inhibited and healthy controls for four or
respectively),

two

or

more disorders (27.8% and 0%

more anxiety disorders (22.2% vs 0%) and oppositional

disorder (33.3% vs 5%). The rates obtained by the not inhibited children in

these three categories of disorders (0%,0% and 8%) were similar to the
controls',

but the authors argue reasonably that the small

cell

numbers

prevented them from finding significant differences with inhibited
youngsters. There
to be higher

was

among

also a trend for the rates of

inhibited children

and healthy controls but
overanxious disorder

The higher rates

when compared

statistical significance

when compared

for

all

individual disorders
to not inhibited ones

was reached only

for

to healthy controls (27.8% vs 0%).

two or more anxiety disorders (18.2% vs 0%) and

four or more disorders(13.6% vs 10.5%)

among

Harvard Laboratory sample did not reach

inhibited children of the

statistical significance.

Higher

rates for each anxiety disorder translated in only one significant difference:
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inhibited children had higher rales of
phobic disorders (31.8% vs 5.3%),

Rales of major depression (0% vs
10.5%)

ADD

(18.2% vs 31.6%) and

oppositional disorder (0% vs 21.1%) were
lower
but, once again, the differences

were not

The authors' conclusion that there

among

significant.

an association between

is

behavioral inhibition and childhood anxiety disorders
rates of multiple anxiety disorders

inhibited children

which they view

is

an indication of

as

more severe or psychopathoiogic anxiety (Biederman
'

The

fact that the children

obtained from the mother

s

was based

diagnosis

is

solely

based on the higher

et

al.,

1990, p.24).

on information

a serious limitation of this study, however, due

to the risk of bias.

A subsequent

study, conducted

the rales of psychopathology
selected for their inhibition
rates

were compared

among

by Rosenbaum

et

al.

(1991

)

looked

the parents and siblings of 22 children

by Kagan

at 2

months

1

of age (Cohort

by the first-degree

to the ones exhibited

1 ).

Those

relatives of

19 uninhibited youngsters from the same group and the first-degree
relatives of

20 normal children,

disorders. Parental diagnoses

without

i.e.

known

psychiatric or medical

were based on responses

to the National

Institute of Mental Health Diagnostic Interview Schedule (NIMH-DIS)

(Robins. Helzer, Croughan

&

Ratcliff,

1981

)

during face-to-face interviews.

For identification of past childhood diagnoses, the Parent- Version of the
Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents (DICA-P) (Herjanic
Reich. 1982)

was

utilized.

Mothers were interviewed with the same

instrument for the diagnosis of the

at

siblings.

k
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Rosenbautn

et

al.

(1991) found no significant differences

in the case

of the siblings but recorded significantly
higher rates for multiple (>2)

anxiety disorders, continuing anxiety disorder

(i.e.

disorder which

experienced both as a child and as an adult by the same
parent),
phobia, childhood avoidant and overanxious disorders
inhibited youngsters. There

was no

was

social

among parents

increase in panic disorder

of

among

those

parents, however. Such findings support the hypothesis
of a relationship

between behavioral

inhibition and anxiety disorders, but not panic disorder

specifically.

Stabilitv of Behavioral Inhibition, a Variable for Psvchonathology

Further analysis of the data presented in the two previous studies

(Biederman

et

al.,

1990; Rosenbaum et

al.,

1991) revealed that

it

was

symptomatology found among consistently inhibited children and

the

their

parents that could account for most of the increase in anxiety symptoms

when

inhibited children and their parents

were compared

to uninhibited

youngsters or normal controls. In their study, Hirshfeld et

compared the rates

identified as consistently inhibited at 2

with the ones obtained by those
inhibited at the

same

The subjects

al.'s

who had been

months, 4 years, 5

who were

1

II and 7

1

II

not found to be consistently

for this study the children in the Cohort

had already been calculated
et

1

children

(1992),

ages.

Laboratory. Rates of pathology

Rosenbaum

among

of psychopalhology

al.

among them and

for the

Biederman

1

at the

Harvard

their first-degree relatives

et

al. s

(1990) and the

(1991) investigations. For the purpose of their analysis.

ri

Hirshfeld et

al.

(1992) created four categories. In the Stable
Inhibited group

(N=12). children had been labeled
behaviorally inhibited at 21 months and

remained so during the subsequent assessments.
The Unstable Inhibited
(N=10) group was constituted of children
inhibited but did not

who were

meet the requirements

originally considered

for that label during at least

one of the subsequent assessments. The Stable
Uninhibited children (N=9)

had been

classified as inhibited

throughout

all

the assessment

where the

Unstable Uninhibited (N=10) ones were considered
uninhibited at 21 months

but not uninhibited during one of the subsequent evaluations.

Significantly higher rates of
(>2) anxiety disorders (33.3%)

among

any anxiety disorder (66.7%). multiple

and phobic disorders (50%) were found

the Stable Inhibited children. Rates of anxiety disorders

among

Unstable Inhibited, Stable Uninhibited and Unstable Uninhibited did not
differ significantly.

The Stable Uninhibited children presented

significantly higher rate of oppositional disorder 33.3%)

a

when compared

to

the three other groups. Consistently inhibited children accounted for the

higher rates of multiple anxiety disorders (>2) and phobic disorders among
inhibited children in the Biederman et

Again,

it is

al.'s

(1990) study.

the parents of the Stable Inhibited children

who

presented

elevated rates of multiple (>2) childhood anxiety disorders (25%) and

avoidant disorder in childhood (25%) and of continuing anxiety disorder
a childhood and adult anxiety disorder in the

anxiety disorders

among the parents

same parent) (35%). Rates

of children in the other three

categories did not differ significantly. Once again, Parents of the Stable

Inhibited children

were

(i.e.

of
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responsible for the higher rates of multiple
(>2) anxiety disorder found in

parents of inhibited youngsters in a previous
study (Rosenbaum. 1991).

Parents of Stable Inhibited children were also more
depressed than
parents of Unstable Inhibited youngsters but the
difference was not
statistically significant. Finally,

it is

noteworthy that

comprised the

girls

majority of the Stable Inhibited group of children whereas
the gender of the
inhibited and uninhibited children had not differed originally.

In their discussion of the results. Hirshfeld et

al.

(1992) suggest that

there might be two forms of behavioral inhibition. In the

temperamental

trait of

first case,

the

behavioral inhibition would be stable and associated

with an increase risk of anxiety disorder for the child and a continuing
anxiety disorder" in at least one of the parents. In the second case, there

would be more variations

in the course of the inhibition,

for anxiety disorders in childhood

no increased

risk

and only a weak association with anxiety

disorders in the parent.

In

summary, one study (Rosenbaum

of behavioral inhibition

among

et

al.,

1988) found higher rates

children of individuals with panic disorder

and agoraphobia (whether or not secondary

to depression)

when compared

to children of parents without panic disorder or agoraphobia. Subsequent

studies provided support to the hypothesis of a relationship between

behavioral inhibition and anxiety disorders but not panic disorder
specifically. Behavioral inhibition

was

associated with increased rates of

multiple anxiety disorders in children (Biederman et

al..

1990) as well as

in
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their parents

(Rosenbaum

et al. 1991). Parents of behaviorally inhibited

children also tended to present with a history of anxiety disorders
as

children and social phobia (Rosenbaum et

al.,

1991).

Further analysis of the same data (Hirshfeld et
that the results

al..

1992) revealed

from the children consistently inhibited and

their parents

could account for most of the increases in anxiety symptomatology in

comparison

to uninhibited

and normal controls and their

to the hypothesis that there are
in the first

group tend to

two forms

families. This leads

of behavioral inhibition. Children

alter their behavioral style

and become more

outgoing as they grow older. They do not seem lo preseni an increased risk
for anxiety disorders

and there seems

that one of their parents will exhibit

to be only a slightly increased risk

symptoms

of

an anxiety disorder. For

children in the second group, however, the inhibition response becomes a

more

stable style

and

is

more

likely to be

accompanied by an anxiety

disorder. Their parents also present with anxiety disorders

As indicated by the authors themselves (Biederman
Hirshfeld et

al..

more

et

al..

often.

1990;

1992; Rosenbaum et al..l991). the small-sized samples invite

caution. Furthermore, the fact that the procedure to establish the children

diagnoses only involved interviews of the mothers and did not include
direct interviews of the youngsters or the fathers render

sensitive to bias. Consultation with the schools could also

them

especially

have offered

valuable information. Yet, according to the evidence presented by these
four studies, children of individuals with panic disorder would be at

increased risk for the kind of behavioral inhibition more likely to remain
stable and be associated with anxiety disorders in childhood.

Whether the

s
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different courses of behavioral inhibition
are influenced

environmental factors or both

is

by

genetics,

unclear and the following section addresses

such issues.

Temperament

Assuming that the hypothesis
verified,

it

them

two forms

of behavioral inhibition

is

cannot be excluded that "stable inhibited" children are not only

at risk for anxiety disorders

for

of

in ConteTt

to

but for depression as well.

overcome or incorporate

It is

also possible

their style into functional

ways

of

Indeed, about 40% of the original group of inhibited children in the

living.

Harvard study became
half (Kagan, Reznick

factors

may

changes

less inhibited

& Snidman,

between the ages

two and

five

and a

1987), suggesting that environmental

influence the course of this behavioral

may even be

of

trait.

These behavioral

associated with physiological ones (Kagan. Reznick

Snidman, 1987). As Kagan and Snidman (1991) note,

it is

a bias of

k

Western

civilization to believe that "psychological characteristics originating in

biology are less subject to personal control than are those that originate
solely in past experience" (p.861).

Temperament
Oberklaid, Pedlow

&

at best, a

moderate predictor of outcome (Sanson,

Prior, 1991).

Three classes of variables appear to be

is,

significant in determining risk status for an individual: (1) variables such as

temperament and physiology which

originate in the child; (2) environmental

variables such as socioeconomic status, family structure and history; and (3)
significant relationships in the child's life

grandparents, therapists,

etc.)

(i.e.

with parents, teachers,

(Garmezy, 1985).
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It

may be

that the genetic loading

children at the ends ot the continuum

is

or constitutional characteristics ot

ot

such magnitude that they are

almost impervious to outside influence and that children

in the

middle

range of a temperamental charaaeristic are more subject to environmental
variations.

It

may

also be that the actual

the child are less important than the

fit"

temperamental characteristics

with the environment, as Thomas

and Chess (1977) have proposed. According
fit

'

optimal development

individual

s

is

possible

capacities, motivations

when

and

of

to their concept of "goodness of

there

style

is

consonance between the

and the demands and

expectations of the outside world. Dissonance between the two leads to

conlTia and more likely to maladaptive functioning.

A temperamental

could thus be amplified, minimized or incorporated in a functional
living

way

trait

of

depending on the interaction between the child and the environment.

In this context, the notion of environment extends beyond the nuclear or

extended family, to include the school (Keogh. 1986). the peer group and

any other

institution or individual

A symptomatic

may be

less

with a significant impact in a child

s life.

parent, regardless of the specificity of the disorder,

responsive to a child's needs, or the stress induced on the

couple and the family

may

interfere with adequate parenting. This might

contribute to the full expression of inhibition. Kagan (1988) notes that
marital quarrels constitute a risk factor for the development of behavioral
inhibition, not an

unexpected observation given the literature showing the

detrimental effect of interparental conflict on children

lEmery. 1988). The presence of a an older sibling

s

level of functioning

who teases and

is
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dominating

may

also

be detrimental, adds Kagan (1988). without
providing

supportive data.

Kagan

et

al.

(1987) attribute changes

learning and think they

may be

facihtated

by the perception

American families that fear and avoidance
characteristics.

The interviews

in behavioral inhibition to

of challenge are undesirable

of mothers conducted

suggested that inhibited children

most

in

who changed

by Gersten (1989)

tended

to

come from

where autonomy was promoted and children were encouraged
their timidity. Parents enrolled these children in

day

to

families

overcome

care, for instance,

and

introduced peers into the home. Yet. their demands and expectations

matched the children's

abilities

and showed that they were sensitive

to their

youngsters' cautious style.

Kagan. Reznick and Snidman (1987) noted a gender asymmetry in the
direction of change: inhibited boys tended to alter their style

than inhibited
inhibited

were

girls.

And

the few uninhibited children

typically girls

from working

rates of inhibition of both sexes

52.6% female, not a significant difference)

who became

class families.

had been the same

Even though the

originally (68.2% male vs

in the Hirshfeld et

study, a majority of the Stable Inhibited children

more often

were

girls

al.

(1992)

(83.3%) and a

majority of the Stable Uninhibited were boys (77.8%).

This observation about the
interesting

when one

asymmetry

of

change

is

especially

considers the epidemiological data showing higher

rates of panic disorder and agoraphobia in

women

than men. Although the

possibility that genetics influence a different expression of a disease

according to the sex of the individual
affected cannot be excluded, these

data suggest strongly that sociological and
psychological factors come into
play in the development of the disorder.

can be found in Quadrio
alTects the

development

s

An

illustration of

such influence

(1984) hypothesis that sex-role stereotyping

of agoraphobia.

families with an agoraphobic

According to

member shape

this hypothesis,

different adjustments to

separation difficulties and dependency conflicts for males
and females.

More

specifically,

autonomy would be discouraged

promoted and the outside world would be viewed
In contrast, self-reliance and drive

Whether families where
a

marked tendency towards

But these families

may

in girls, caretaking roles

as dangerous for them.

would be reinforced

a parent suffers

in males.

from panic disorder exhibit

sex -role stereotyping has not been verified.

not need to be different from normal ones for the

interaction effect to occur in a child with a sensivity towards separation

anxiety or behavioral inhibition.

The sex-role stereotyping hypothesis

as proposed

by Quadrio (1984)

goes on further to suggest that males tend to respond to the conflict with
separation-individuation issues not only by adopting a hardworking selfreliant role but also

by abusing

alcohol or drugs.

The few studies that have

considered the variable tend to confirm the hypothesis of increased alcohol

problems among male first-degree relatives
disorder (Crowe et

Some

al..

of individuals with panic

1983: Harris et al..l983).

of the data

from the Hinde. Stevenson-Hinde and Tamplin

(1985) study are consistent with the sex-stereotyping hypothesis. In that
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investigation, shyness

was rated from questions regarding

approach/withdrawal response

showed
mother

that, for girls,
s

to strange people

and

the

places.

initial

The

results

shyness was positively correlated with items such
as

responsiveness to and enjoyment of the

child, joint activities

with

parents, a good relationship with the older sibling,
and good communication

with mother.
hostility

It

was negatively

correlated with the child's expression of

towards mother or peers

comments from peers and
were found

for

in

nursery school, and negative

adults about the child. The opposite correlations

50 month-old boys. During interviews, some mothers

expressed their disappointment that their son had not outgrown
while others shared their pleasure that their daughters

home with them

loved staying

(Stevenson-Hinde. 1989). This suggested to the

investigators that shyness
for girls

still

his timidity

and boys.

It is

conducted by Broberg.

may have

a distinct

impact on

social interactions

interesting to note in that context that the study

Lamb and Hwang

(1990) in Sweden, a country

generally regarded as less sex-stereotyped, did not find a different rate in

behavioral inhibition between boys and

A

truly interactionist point of

girls.

view would not only emphasize the

importance of the sensitivity and responsiveness of the environment

temperamental

trait,

however, but also the influence of the child

to a

s

constitution in shaping the behavior of the caregivers. As Goldsmith,

Bradshaw and Rieser-Danner (1986)
children

may have

a

suggest, temperamentally fearful

lower threshold for activation of comfort-seeking

behaviors. Or the greater sensitivity of their limbic arousal system

may

facilitate the conditioning of fear reactions to specific objects (Kagan, 1989).
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This, in return,

may have

impact on the parent

a strong

s

perception of the

child

Parents negative perception of a child
identified as a strong single risk faaor

k

1991

Prior,

response to

it

).

s

temperament has been

m infancy (Sanson, Oberklaid, Pedlow

Parents perception of the child's behavior and their

are of course inl'luenced

by

their

own

lile

experiences. One

can imagine that a parent alTected by panic disorder will be especially
sensitive to signs of panic or general reluctance to get involved in

challenging situations on the part of the child. The parent

one of over protection and the
challenges

may be

fears in the child

may

ability to provide

s

hmited. Over protection

mind

may

s

new and

reaction

may be

modeling for facing
lead to conl'irmation of the

as well as give credence to his or her self-doubt.

also diminish the exposure to the

It

dreaded stimuH, therefore lessening

the possiblity of praaice and limiting the opportunities to have the fears
disconfirmed. This

may

further reinforce the avoidant style and lead or

maintain a lower threshold for challenges. The children witnessing their
parent

s

own fears may

also

have

a

profound impact.

Alternate responses on the parent' s part are also possible. For
instance, the parent

may

try to

overcompensate by pushing the

beyond what s/he can accomphsh.
possibility that the parent will

Finally,

be able

more daring behavior on the part

child

one cannot exclude the

to gradually facilitate the adoption of

of the child

who

is

behaviorally inhibited.
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Pr esent Study

in

Contpy t

As the body of literature regarding the relationship
between
behavioral inhibition and anxiety disorders

is

developing,

it

becomes

important to closely examine the original study by
Rosenbaum et
to see

if

these results can be replicated and to address some
of

limitations.

The study carried out by Rosenbaum

an increased rate

of behavioral inhibition

among

al.

(1988).

its

which found

et al.(1988).

children of individuals

with panic disorder and agoraphobia, included several comparison
groups.
Children of parents with panic disorder and agoraphobia (PDAG) were

compared

to children of parents

with major depression (MDD), panic

disorder and agoraphobia along with depression

(PDAG/MDD

or

MDD/PDAG)

and parents with neither panic disorder or depression (non-MDD). The use
of

groups allowing the comparison with children of depressives.

in

combination or with no panic disorder, was of special value given the
difficulties in sorting

groups. The

out the relationship between these two diagnostic

non-MDD comparison group

presents some difficulties,

however.

The

criterion to be included in the

non-MDD group was

parent suffered from panic disorder or major depression.

whether the parents who sought behavioral treatment
ones with ADD children had no disorder

that neither

It is

unclear

for obesity

at all or suffered

and the

from one that did

not meet the exclusion criterion. The inclusion of children whose parents
carried a diagnosis of

GAD

is

problematic given the debate over the

classification of generalized anxiety disorder

entities (Barlow. 1988;

and panic disorder as separate

Sheehan & Sheehan. 1982-83).
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The use
13)

Some

also troubling.

is

ADD

of siblings of

children in a majority of controls (9
out of

studies have suggested that heredity

may be

in

part responsible for the development of the
disorder. Others have

emphasized the influence

of the parenting style. Therefore,

it is

difficult to

exclude the possibility that, due to genetic,
environmental factors or both,
majority of the children from the

non-MDD comparison group had an

increased probability of exhibiting behavioral uninhibition.
case,

it

If

that

was the

would have accentuated the difference with the other groups.

Whether the development
genetically influenced
dilTicult

1983).

a

by the poor

Two

is still

of an attention deficit disorder

debated in the

reliability

and validity

is

the task rendered more

field,

of the

syndrome

itself (Rutter.

studies have looked at siblings and are of special relevance

here.

Using the Werry-Weiss-Peters Activity Level Questionnaire.

Willerman (1973) examined hyperactivity levels

mean

age of 50 months and a range of

1

in

93

sets of twins

with a

1-156 months. Fifty-six pairs were

male and 37 female. Willerman found that monozygotic twins exhibited
high concordance (.85 for

concordance but

it

was

girls.

.94 for boys). Dizygotic twins also

foster care children with ADD.

out 19

When

The

possible and likely cases
full siblings

had a high

significantly lower (.64 for girls. .60 for boys). Safer

(1973) examined both the half and

When

a

full siblings in a

siblings

were

all

small (n=17) group of
in foster care as well.

were considered, ADD was diagnosed

in 10

but only 2 out of 22 half-siblings, a significant difference.

only likely cases were considered, the incidence of

ADD

fell to

4 out of

82
19 full siblings and 2 out of 22 half-sibling, not a
significant difference.

These results suggest that the possibility
increased risk for siblings of

of genetic influence

ADD youngsters

to

and the

demonstrate similar

characteristics cannot be disregarded at this
point.

In their prospective study of

267

families at risk for caregiving

problems. Jacobvitz and Sroufe (1987) compared 34 children
with attention
deficit disorder

and hyperactivity

to

34 matched

They considered

controls.

three environmental variables likely to influence the development
of the
capacity for arousal modulation"
1.

Mother

(p.

1496):

intrusiveness at six months. This

s

was assessed from

the

observation of two observed feeding and play situations and scored on the
Ainsworth's Cooperation/ Interference Scale.
2.

Maternal seductiveness, assessed on a scale from direct

observation of an interaction between mother and child
3.

Maternal overstimulation

at

at

24 months.

42 months observed directly during

four teaching tasks between mother and child and scored on a

Jacobvitz and Sroufe found that caregivers of
significantly higher

on the

first

ADD-H

and third variable. The

scale.

children scored

possibility that the

parenting style might influence the developement of hyperactivity
question the use of

ADD

siblings in the

likely that those children

have an increased

were

Rosenbaum

affected

risk for hyperactive

by

in the

al.'s

study because

it is

similar parenting practices, thus

and uninhibited

Data from the studies conducted by Kagan et

15% of the children

et

calls into

al.

style of behavior.

indicate that about

normal population present with behavioral
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inhibition (Kagan. 1989).

No

study, however, has

compared

rates of

behavioral inhibition between matched
groups of children of parents with
panic disorder and children of parents with
no psychiatric diagnosis. This

study proposes to carry out such an investigation
and hypothesizes that
significantly higher rate of behavioral inhibition
will be found

children of parents with panic disorder and
agoraphobia
a

matched comparison group

of children of parents with

a

among

when compared
no identified

psychiatric disorder.

I

to

CHAPTER

III

METHOD

Reserving the detailed examination of the sample
characteristics for
the Results section, this third chapter focusses instead
on the procedure

involved in the subjects' selection. This

is

followed by the introduction of

the Psychiatric Diagnostic Interview Revised, used for the
assessment of the
parents, and the elaboration of the procedure developed to
assess the

presence of behavioral inhibition in the

child.

The chapter ends with

a

presentation of the interrater reliabilities obtained in this study and a
description of the different statistical analyses conducted.

Subjects

Two groups

of

20 White children whose ages ranged from two

years were compared in this study. Subjects were matched for age.

to four

sex,

socio-economic level and ordinal position. All children from the comparison

group lived on the North Shore of Boston, mostly the Cape Ann
this

was

true of

1 1

New

Hampshire, three in the Boston area and one

Western Massachusetts. The group assignment
parents' lifetime and current

first

While

children from the clinical group, four youngters in that

group lived in Southern

The

area.

(

i.e.

within the

of the child

last

in

depended on the

two years)

diagnosis.

group (PDAG) was composed of 20 White children whose

parents (mother, father or both) had been diagnosed as suffering from panic
disorder with or without agoraphobia. Because disorders such as
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depression, alcohol abuse and other anxiety
disorders

H e. somatization

disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder
and generalized anxiety disorder)

are often found in conjunction with
panic disorder (Sanderson. Rapee

Barlow, 1987; Sheehan
to exclusion

from

this

k Sheehan.

&

1982; Weissman, 1988). they did not lead

study as long as panic disorder remained the focus
of

treatment.

Neither parent of the children in the comparison group
(ND) was

assigned a current or lifetime diagnosis on the Psychiatric
Diagnostic

Interview Revised (PDI-R). Of the 78 families

who

expressed an interest

in

the study, 64 couples were interviewed because their child
presented a
possible match for one of the children in the clinical sample. In only
22 of

these 64 cases, neither partner in the couple met the criteria for a diagnosis
(lifetime or current)

on the PDI-R.

Procedure

The names
obtained from the

of children of individuals with panic disorder
files of a psychiatric

were

private practice specializing in the

treatment of panic disorder. All parents

who had

children of the designated

ages and had been diagnosed as suffering from panic disorder by the
psychiatrist

were contacted. The

the study. This

was done on

first contact

was

to explain the

the phone or in the office

was described

by the

purpose of

psychiatrist.

The research

project

development

of children of parents diagnosed with panic disorder.

as a study of the social

and psychological
It

was

explained that the hope was to increase our understanding of the

development

of the disorder

and

its

impact on peoples'

lives.

To increase
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motivation and promote greater follow-through,
parents were offerred the

sum

of

twenty

dollars

and an hour of free consultation with the
main

investigator at the completion of the study.
The consultation

parenting issue of concern to them.
study, a permission form

If

was mailed

was about any

they agreed to participate

to

them

(see

Appendix

in the

This

A).

was

followed by an interview with both parents
for confirmation of the diagnosis

with the PDI-R. the obtainment of demographic
data and the administration
of the Hollingshead Scale. This interview

home

or in

my

office,

was done on the phone,

in their

according to the parents' preference. All but three of

the 17 patients contacted agreed to take part in the study.

Children of parents without psychiatric diagnosis were found using

opportunity samples such as nursery schools, day care centers and
preschools of the area where the private psychiatric practice was located.

The study was discussed during parents' meetings
Appendix

B).

It

development

was offered
dollars.

was described

of children.

A

or in a letter (see

as a study of the social

and psychological

free consultation regarding parenting issues

in return for their cooperation as well as the

The PDI-R and Hollingshead

in the child's

home

or in

my

office,

scale

sum

of

twenty

were administered on the phone,

according to the parents' preference.

Seventy-five families agreed to take part in the study. Three parents

had

originally

who

been considered for the comparison group were diagnosed

as

suffering from panic disorder during the interview and their children were

included in the

first

group.
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Instrument?^

The Psychiatric Diagnostic InterviewRevised (PDI-R) was used
conl'irm the diagnosis of

PDAG by

the psychiatrist

comparison group, rule out the presence
administered by the author,
child.
III

The PDI-R

is

who was

or, in

the case of the

of a psychiatric disorder.

It

criteria.

was

not involved in the scoring of the

a semi-structured psychiatric interview
based on

and DSM-III-R diagnostic

to

DSM-

The individuals were evaluated

for

the presence of alcohol and drug abuse, depression,
mania, antisocial

personality disorder, schizophrenia, somatization disorders,
anorexia

nervosa, buhmia, post traumatic stress disorder, obsessive
compulsive
disorder, phobic disorders, panic disorder, generalized
anxiety disorder and

adjustment disorder. Most childhood disorders were not considered.
Characteristics of the clinical sample will be

examined

in detail in the next

chapter.

Rehability and validity of the PDI and the PDI-R have usually been
tested with small samples because

it

was designed

to assist clinicians in

diagnosing individuals. Interraler and intrarater were found to be excellent

Examination of lesl-relesl

kappa

of .93 (a<.0

diagnosis,

1 )

reliability

found a correlation of

for current diagnosis

and

which demonstrated short-term

(Olhner. Penick. Powell. Read

&

.85 (ji<.0

1 )

1 )

for lifetime

stability of the

Othner. 1981

ii=.75 (ii<.0

instrument

).

Validation studies demonstrated that the original PDI could
distinguish psychiatric from non- psychiatric groups and inpatient from

outpatient groups (Powell, Penick

&

Othner, 1985); there

was very good

and

8»

agreement between the PDI and

were

criteria

used: in

matched one
cases.

It

80%

a psychiatrist

first

the

same diagnostic

of the cases, the PDI current
or lifetime diagnosis

of the diagnoses assigned

matched the

when

by the

psychiatrist and in

diagnosis (Othner et

77%

of the

1981); the PDI correctly

al..

identified the diagnosis used to define each
of eight external criterion

groups

in

more than nine out

of the compatibility of the

were administered

to the

of ten cases (Othner et

al..

1981).

In one study

PDI-R with the original PDI. both instruments

same group

was found. Current diagnoses and

of patients

and substantial agreement

lifetime diagnoses

and 79% of the cases respectively (Othner

et

al..

were the same

compared

its

to

81%

1981).

The PDI-R was chosen over the Diagnostic Interview Schedule
because of

in

(DIS)

shorter length of administration (average of 60 minutes

80 minutes

for the DIS).

The information provided by both

instruments was comparable. A kappa of .72

(fi<.00

agreement rate

the Diagnostic Interview

of

79% was obtained between

1 )

and an overall

Schedule (DIS) and the PDI in vaUdation studies (Weller. Penick. Powell.
Othner. Rice

&

Kent. 1985).

The Four Factor Index

of Social Status (1975).

used for the determination of the socioeconomic

level.

the two groups were well matched. The parents of

were assigned

to the first

two

remaining three (one in the

levels

clinical

by Hollingshead

all

group) were assigned to the third one (see Table

but three of them
scale.

in the

1. p.

was

The children from

on the Hollingshead

sample and two

A.

95).

The

comparison
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Assessment

The assessment
author

ot

the Children

of behavioral inhibition

was

The procedure used by Rosenbaum

s office.

modil'ied to include

two play

situations developed

m the

carried out
et

(19881 was

al.

by Kagan and

his

colleagues and considered particularly sensitive to inhibition (Kagan.
1991,

personal communication). The material and procedure used
Inlant Laboratory

was done
session.

in the

were

at

the Harvard

replicated as closely as possible. The evaluation

presence of the parent accompanying the child to the

That parent was usually the mother except for one child

m

each

group, accompanied by the father.

In the first part of the assessment, each child
for eight

minutes in what was called the risk room

slightly challenging stimuli.

Upon

was seen
'.

entering, the child

This

was

with whatever you want and the parent was invited to

individually

room contained

told:
sit

You can play

on a chair

in a

corner of the room. The parent had been instructed not to engage in the
play but to feel free to comfort the child

For the 2 year olds, the
face, (b) a black
(f)

a chest

olds, the

if

room contained:

box with a hole,

with a hole,

contained: (a) the

(c) a

mask

big bell, (d) a 2x4

child could

the mask of a threatening

two-step

stool,

of a threatening face, (b) a black

beam

jump on

(e) a

a mattress. For the 3 and 4 year

four inches off the

foot ladder horizontally strapped to the floor,

from which the

(a)

chimes, (d) a ramp,

(c)

from which s/he could jump on

room

s/he became upset.

(f )

a mattress.

floor, le) a

box

four

a two-step stool and a chest
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The purpose
objects the child

of this first part of the

would touch and the

physical proximity of the parent (at

experiment was

total

arm

s

how many

to see

time s/he remained within
length).

The

child

was allowed

to

play in the risk room for five minutes. After the five- minute period, the

examiner (my assistant) entered the room and
close to her.

Whether the

child

came

tried to get the child to

come

or not. the examiner then invited the

child to imitate different tasks in the following order: for the two-year olds,

the examiner put her hand in the box, touched the chimes, walked over the

ramp, chmbed the two-step

stool,

jumped

off the chest,

and put on the

mask. At each step, the child was invited to do the same and was praised
s/he did.

If

the child did not do

it,

the demonstration

was repeated

if

once,

giving the child about five seconds between demonstrations.

For the 3 and 4 year-olds, the tasks the child

were the

following: the examiner put her

hand

on the mask, hopped on the right

spun around, did a jumping

jack,

and

fell

invited to imitate

in the black box, hit the

chimes, walked the beam, walked the ladder on
chest, put

was

foot,

all

fours,

jumped

hopped on the

off the

left foot,

backward on the mattress. The

procedure was the same as the one described above.

In the second part of the experiment, called the

peer play

children of the same sex and age played in the same room.

'.

two

The parents

sat

ones
next to each other in the room, with instructions similar to the

provided during the

first part of

included: (a) tunnel, (b) kitchen,
bears, (e)

two

trucks,

(f)

the experiment. The toys provided
(c)

two drums,

and one construction worker

hat. (h)

easel and magic markers, (d)
(g)

two cowboy

two

balls, (i)

hats,

two

two teddy

one firefighter hat

horses,

(j)

one
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punching

ball, (k)

one Fisher-Price Main

Street' toy.

(I)

one

doll house,

and

(m) large cardboard bricks.

The peer play session lasted 25 minutes and was
videotaped. Scoring
was done live by the examiner. Elements to be
scored were the following:
1
.

Latency to

first

comment.

2.

Latency

3.

Latency to approach the other

to touch toys.

that invited a response from the other child

(handing a toy. taking a toy. saying "bring

responding to the other

The

Any verbal

child.

or physical action

was considered an approach

me

that horse

'.etc.)

but

child's overtures did not qualify.

rest of the scoring occured

every ten seconds for each child and

focussed on three elements:
1.

Whether the

child

was proximal

2.

Whether the

child

was

child

was verbahzing

more than three
3.

comment

Whether the

staring at the other child

a distance of

or vocalizing. This included any

of the children for the peer play
clinical

was not made

at

random.

sample played with the child with

they were matched for the study. For the remaining seven, no match

available at the time the child

score

from

to the parent, the other child or oneself.

Thirteen of the children in the

was

arms' length) to the parent.

feet.

The pairing

whom

(at

was not used was found.

was examined and

a playmate

whose

The playmates were matched with the

subjects for age, sex, socioeconomic level and ordinal position. The parents
of the playmate had

been assigned

a diagnosis

on the PDI-R, thus rendering
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their child uneUgibie for the study.

The children who were matched with

these seven youngsters in the study
were assessed for inhibition at a later
time.

A

similar

method

to the

one just described was used

to find those

matches a playmate whose score was not taken
into account for the
purposes of this research project. Except

were within four months

Scoring of the child

in

one case,

all

paired children

of age (or less) of each other.

was

my

by

carried out

assistant,

who was

blind lo

the diagnosis of the parents. The scoring was done
live except for three
children

where

it

had

to

be done from videotape due to technical

difficulties.

Reliability

Interrater rehability

the children
gave.

Two

by my

was determined by comparing

scores assigned to

assistant (the actual score of the child) with the one

reUabihties

were computed

for the risk

room and

six for the

I

peer

play.

Because no videotaping was done
assistant's

and

my

score

were based on

perfect (1.00) for tasks initiated
imitated.
risk

room

computed

Due

room, both

live observation.

by the children and

to logistical difficulties

to provide the child

in the risk

(i.e.

my

my
was

Rehability

.91 for the tasks

assistant having to go in the

with tasks to imitate) no

reliability score

was

for the time proximal to the parent.

Reliabihty for the peer play

awarded by

my

was determined by comparing

assistant during the session with the one

I

the score

assigned

when
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reviewing

all

the videotapes. The first reliabilities
concerned latencies:

latency to first comment, to touch toys,
and to approach the other child.

Following the procedure adopted by
Reznick et

had

to

was

.85 for first

(1989). a disagreement

al.

be greater than 7 seconds to be counted
as such. The agreement rate

to approach.
Reliability

comment.

.90 for latency to touch toys

The few disagreements were

was

also

computed

and

.90 for latency

easily resolved with discussion.

for the behaviors scored every ten seconds:

proximity to parent, staring and vocalization.
The agreement between the

observers had to be perfect to be counted as such.

Two

children were not

included in the calculation of this reliability because
of technical

A median

of

.8

1

and a mean

of .82

range of scores varying from .67 to

difficulties.

agreement rates were obtained, with a
.97.

Data Analvsis

To ascertain that the two groups were well matched,
comparison

from

test

was

used. Because the children

a chi-square

were well matched, data

age groups were collapsed together for the analysis of the variables

all

from the

risk

room and the peer

play.

There were two pairs of siblings

in

each group and they were treated as independent subjects.

In the first analysis,

number

t

tests

were conducted

of tasks initialed in the risk room,

for

number

all

9 variables,

i.e.

of tasks imitated in the

risk room, proportion of time proximal to the parent in the risk room,

latencies to vocalize, to touch toys and to approach the other child during

the peer play, proportion of time proximal to the parent, staring and
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vocalizing during the peer play. Given the small sample sizes, the

Whitney U-Wilcoxon Rank sum

tests

were

For the second analysis, each child

Mann-

also used.

was awarded

a point for each

variable s/he had scored above the median of the entire sample (except for

amount

of verbalization

where the

child got a point for less utterances than

the median). Therefore, each child had nine opportunities to be awarded a
point towards an

inhibition index

'.

A

t

test

was then conducted

children of individuals with panic disorder had a higher

number

to see

if

of points

than children of individuals with no diagnosis.

The inhibition index was
All the children

The number
compared.

who

also used for

comparison of categorical data.

scored seven points and above were labeled inhibited.

of inhibited children

found

in

each of the two groups were then

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

This chapter presents a detailed examination of the results of the
study. After the demographic characteristics of the sample are reviewed,

the clinical sample

is

The analysis

scrutinized.

of the

outcome variables

brings the chapter to an end.

Demographic Characteristics

of the

Sample

As the following table indicates, the two groups of children were well

matched

Table

for age, sex. socioeconomic level

and ordinal position.

1

Demographic Characteristics

of the

Sample

Mean
(SD)

Parents

N

Age

of Child

Sex

(months!

Diagnosis

Ordinal

Mother

Position

SES

Rate

Father s

No. of

Age

Age

Children

of

(years)

(years)

in Faxnily

Divorce

s

No. (%)

PD«

20

24-35- 10
36-47- 4
48-59-

20

*

F-

8

1-

8

2-12

34.95
4.44)

(

2.30

36.63
(

5.20)

(1.30)

6

24-35- 10
36-47- 4

48-59-

M-12

M-12

1-

F- 8

2-15

5

6

One parent has panic disorder

^ Neither parent has a psychiatric diagnosis

35.25
(

4.85)

2.20

36.35
(

5.55)

(

-52)

1-

9

l(5X)

2- 10
3-

1

1-

8

2- 10
3-

2

0
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The sex

ratio in

each group was 2:3

in favor of males.

It is

noteworthy that these children came from advantaged socioeconomic
backgrounds. The parents of

two

levels

level.

all

but three of them were assigned to the

on the Hollingshead scale and the remaining three

Except for one,

significant difference

all

children

was found

came from two-parent

in the

number

Families with only one child were more

disorder and families of two children

X2( 2.M=

40,£<.0l). There

were no

to the third

families.

The only

of children per family.

common when one

when

first

parent had panic

parents had no diagnosis

significant differences in the ages of

the parents. In both groups, half the children were attending day care or

nursery school.

Description of the Clinical Sample

As described previously,

all

the parents in the

PD group

qualified for

a current diagnosis of panic disorder on the PDI-R. Nine (45%) of

them

also

presented with current symptoms of agoraphobia. Twelve (60%) of the
parents were on medication and the same number (but not always the same
ones) had experienced only minimal symptoms in the

mother was symptomatic
remaining

eight.

had been the

in

last

two years. The

twelve of the twenty cases and father

in the

For three children, including one pair of siblings, the father

original identified patient but the semi-structured interview

revealed that mother had also experienced

signii'icant

symptoms

of panic

attacks in the past.

Following a suggestion from Barlow (1988), an additional diagnosis

was given each time an

individual met the criteria for a diagnostic category.
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A

hierarchical system,

where

leads to their exclusion,

PDI-R.

a disorder takes

was not

used. With the time profile questions
of the

symptoms could be dated

(lifetime) or within the last

When

precedence over others and

as having

two years

been experienced

in the past

(current).

only current disorders were considered, two of
the parents

presented with panic disorder only. One of these two
parents had suffered

from agoraphobia previously while the other had experienced
agoraphobic
fears for years along with her panic attacks but had been
able to control

those fears and face the dreaded stimuli in the last two
years.

Only two

parents received no other diagnosis than panic disorder with
agoraphobia.

As shown

in

Table 2 (p.98). depression was the most

additional diagnoses. Half of the parents reported

magnitude and number
depression, whether

it

common

symptoms

of the current

of sufficient

two years

to

meet the

was major depression

or

dysthymic disorder.

in the last

criteria of

Generalized anxiety disorder was diagnosed in seven parents (35%) and
obsessive compulsive disorder in five of them (25%). Seven parents (35%)
fulfilled the criteria for

simple phobia and 4 (20%) for social phobia. Alcohol

and drug abuse were diagnosed

in

only one of the parents. These numbers

are consistent with previous studies (Sanderson. Rapee

Sheehan & Sheehan. 1982; Weissman. 1988) showing
panic disorder tend to present with a

number

&

Barlow. 1987;

that individuals with

of concurrent anxiety

and

depressive disorders and /or alcohol abuse.

The picture

50%

for lifetime diagnoses remains essentially the same, with

of the parents having experienced

symptoms

of depression,

45%

generalized anxiety disorder, 25% obsessive compulsive disorder. 10%
alcohol abuse and a similar percentage drug abuse.

9«

Table 2
Additional Diagnoses in the Cliniral <;ampu

Mothers
Diagnosis

Fathers

Current Lifetime Current

Current Lifetime

Overall

Current

PD Sample

Current Lifetime Current

and

and

and

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Note. Current - fulfilled criteria for a given disorder within the last two years. Lifetime-

fulfilled criteria for a given disorder

more than two years

ago.

Current and lifetime

criteria for a given disorder more than two years ago and within the last two years.

-

fulfilled
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When

current and lifetime diagnoses are
considered together,

noteworthy that 15 (75%)
depression

of the

20 parents have experienced symptoms

one point or another

at

it is

in their life

of

and 10 (50%) have

experienced symptoms of generalized anxiety
disorder.

Nineteen of the spouses were interviewed and ten
of them never met
the criteria for psychiatric illness on the PDl-R.
Five of them fulfilled the
criteria for a current diagnosis,

been

a lifetime

spouses.
Finally,

Two

problem

which was depression.

Depression had also

for three of these five spouses as well as four
other

spouses had had symptoms of panic disorder

two had met the

criteria for obsessive

in the past.

compulsive disorder

in the

past but not in the last two years.

Analysis of the Outcome Variables

When
difference

each variable was considered individually, no significant

was found between

the two groups except for time proximal to

the parent in the risk room. The

comparison group stayed close
the

Mann Whitney U

Table 3

(p.

variables.

1

test

t

test

found that children

in the

to the parent longer (i (38) - 2.09, £<.05) but

would be considered

at best borderline (fi-.0530).

00) provides the means and standard deviations for

The second

analysis,

all

nine

which considered continuous data on the

overall "inhibition index" did not find a significant difference between the

two groups

either.
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations

of Out c ome Variables for Diagnostic

Group s

and Group X Gender

Mean
(SD)

Outcome Variables

PD

ND

PD

ND

PD

ND

Girls

Girls

Boys

Boys

Risk room;
Initiated taslcs

4.200
(1.508)

Imitated taslcs

2

proximal

of

to

time

0

parent

222

(0.238)

A nnn
J.UUU

600

(2.062)

tat

(2.652)

Proportion

3

(1.506)

(1.927)

1.UUU
(1.288)

(2.132)

700
\I\J
1

12.672)

0 411

(0.327)

(1.832)
0

(2.828)

(2.440)

(2.680)

(0.322)

(.198)

(.342)

95.083

^06

(0.280)

Peer Dlav:

Latency to first

194.200

148.150

156.625

227.750

219.250

comment (sec)

(356.535)

(350.091)

(148.290)

(517.916)

(451.509)

17.250

138.000

95.583

33.250

(26.450

(195.643)

(323.935)

(85.016)

Latency to touch

64.250

toys (sec,)

Latency to approach
other child (sec)

75.150

(1

82.551)

(250.118)

(145.115)

620.800

554.700

593.250

686.625

639.167

^66.750

(541.082)

(518.082)

(601.381)

(607.713)

(524.049)

(455.524)

Proportion of time

.179

.156

.201

.206

.163

.123

proximal to parent

(.230)

(.206)

(.247)

(.280)

(.228)

(.143)

Proportion of time

.114

.127

.105

.124

.120

.128

(.115)

(.115)

(.091)

(.148)

(.132)

(.095)

.154

.156

.096

.168

.193

.148

(.128)

(.108)

(.088)

(.127)

(.138)

(.098)

staring

Proportion

of

time

verbalizing

Note.

None

of these values

Looking

and above

is

reached statistical significance.

at categorical data,

and assuming that scoring seven points

indicative of inhibition, one finds that five (25%) of the
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children whose parent had panic disorder and seven
(35%) of the ones in the

comparison group are inhibited. This

As indicated in Table

4.

not a significant difference.

is

children whose mother had panic disorder

tended to be more inhibited than the ones whose father had the disorder.

The

differences, however,

were not

statistically significant.

Table 4

Outcome Variables

whose Father

is

for Children

whose Mother

is

Symptomatic vs Children

Symptomatic

Variable

Mother

Father

Mean
Risk room:

Mean

SD

Initiated tasks

3.750

1.357

4.875

1.553

Imitated tasks

3.208

2.775

4.125

2.532

0.258

0.295

0.168

0.107

Prop,

of

lime

proximal
Peer play:

SD

to

Latency to

1

parent

st

comment
(sec.)

290.417

438.432

49.875

57.377

(sec.)

104.500

321.862

3.875

8.219

approach (sec)

606.750

567.810

641.875

535.886

.239

.274

.088

.097

Prop, of time staring

.135

.135

.083

.073

Prop, of time verbalizing

.135

.111

.183

.153

Latency to touch
Latency

to

Prop, of time

proximal

to

parent

Note. None of these values reached statistical significance.

Gender differences were investigated by looking

at variables

sample
individually as well as the score on the inhibition index. The overall

was

considered. Table 5

(p.

1

02) shows that there was a trend towards

girls
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being more inhibited but only one
significant difference was found. On
tasks initiated in the risk room> girls
performed fewer tasks than boys
(

Mann Whitney U

i (38) = 2.12, ii<.05.

risk room, the probability that girls

boys was borderline

(t

test.

were

(38) = 2.04. £< ,05.

£< .05).

On

significantly

tasks imitated

m the

more inhibited than

Mann Whitney U

Test. i»=,05).

Table 5

Outcome Variables

Bovs vs

in

Girls

Variable

Boys

Girls

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Risk room; Initialed Tasks

4.375

1.765

3.188

1.682

Imitated Tasks

3.813

2.702

2.125

2.335

0.299

0.305

0.343

.029

Prop,

ol

time proximal
to

Peer play:

Latency

parent

comment

(sec.)

157.167

342.722

192.188

369.849

Latency to touch

(sec.)

64.417

233.786

77.625

148.583

Latency to approach

(sec.)

552.958

488.199

639.938

586.043

.143

.187

.204

.255

Prop, of time staring

.124

.112

.114

.119

Prop, of time verbalizing

.170

.120

.132

.112

to 1st

Prop, of time proximal
to

a Significant difference

(t

parent

(38)

-

2.12. fi<.05)

Finally, to explore the hypothesis that the

two groups might exhibit

similar rates of behavioral inhibition at a younger age and vary later on,
results

were broken down

to allow age comparisons.

When

considering

all

nine variables, no significant differences were found between the two year
olds or

between the four year olds

of

each group (Three year olds were not

considered in this analysis because of the small

cell

numbers).
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In conclusion, the two groups of children
were well matched. Each

was composed

of 20

White children

who were

predominantly boys and from

socioeconomically advantaged backgrounds.
Their ages ranged from two to

four years.

A

majority (60%) of the parents diagnosed with panic
disorder

had experienced only minimal symptoms

in the last

two years but only one

received no other diagnosis than panic disorder with
agoraphobia.

All the

others were assigned at least one additional diagnosis, whether
current or
lifetime.

These additional diagnoses tended to be depression, other anxiety

disorders or substance abuse and they were consistent with previous
reports in the literature. The mother

was symptomatic

cases and the father in the remaining eight.

in

twelve of the

When outcome

variables

were

considered, individually or in the form of a behavioral inhibition index for

each

child,

no

significant difference

was found between the children whose

parents had panic disorder and those whose parents had no disorder. There

was

a trend for girls to be

mother was symptomatic

was

affected

by the

more inhibited than boys and
to

for children

whose

be more inhibited than children whose father

disorder.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
To provide

a better perspective

on the results of the study,

chapter begins with a brief review
of the context

in

project originated. Given the difference
in outcomes

investigation carried out

by Rosenbaum

et

al.

which

this

this

research

between the

(1988) and the current one.

the chapter then focusses on the
differences in method which could account
for the discrepancy. Differences in the
procedures used for the children's

assessment are

first

addressed. This

is

followed by a discussion of the

different instruments administered for the
evaluation of the parents. The

ways

in

which the use

of the

PDI-R may have influenced the sample

selection in the present study are considered carefully.

concerns

itself

The chapter then

with the analysis of what constitutes the core difference

between the two

studies: the

drawn. According

sample composition. Two conclusions are

to the first one. the hypothesis of

an increased rate of

behavioral inhibition among children of parents with panic disorder

is

rejected outright. The second conclusion suggests that the hypothesis

remains valid but with

qualifications.

More

specifically, the severity of the

parent's symptomatology during the child's lifetime as well as the gender of

the child and of the symptomatic parent

may have

a significant impact

on

the course of behavioral inhibition. The chapter ends with a presentation of
the implications for clinicians and questions for future research.

Studies investigating the relationship between childhood separation

anxiety and adult panic disorder have produced mixed results and are

summarized

in Table 6 (p. 105).
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Table 6
Relationship between Childhood Separation AnviPt
v and Adult

Study

Subject groups

Data considered

P.mr ni.nr^.r

Results

A. Retrospective studies

Gittelman

& Klein
(198-^)

Van der Molen, Van
den Hout. Van Dieren
&Grie2(1989)

Agoraphobic pts

Self reports of

Higher rate

(with panic attacks)

anxiety for agoraphobics

vs

childhood separation
anxiety sxs during

simple phobic pts

clinical interviews

true for women, not men.

Panic disorder pts

Sxs of childhood

vs nonpanicking pts

anxiety disorder

vs normal controls

assessed from a

of

separation

in childhood.

Mostly

No difference

questionnaire

B.

Medication studies

Gittelman-Klein

School phobic

Sxs

&

children with sxs of

anxiety assessed

Imipramine had less

separation anxiety

from rating scales;

separation anxiety

rates of return to

sxs and higher rates

Klein (1973)

of

separation

school.

Children taking

Two different

of

return to school

medication regimen:

Imipramine vs placebo

Berney et

al

(1981)

School phobic

children with sxs

No difference, Poor

Separation anxiety
of

separation anxiety

sxs assessed from

results with

rating scales: rates

Clomipramine

of

retrun

and placebo.

to school.

Two medication
regimen: Clomipramine
vs placebo

anxiety

&

Bernstein. Garfinkel

School phobic

Sxs

&Borchardt(1990)

children with

depression from

anxiety and

rating scales; return

depression sxs

to school.

of

No difference betweem
alprazolam Jmipramine
or placebo. Tendency

Three

for

Alprazolam

to

be

better

medication regimen:

Alprazolam,

Imipramine

&

placebo

Continued, next page
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Table 6- Continued
C.

Family studies

Weissman

et al.

Children

(1984)

of

Rate of

parents with

assessed from

2-

AG&

for children of

structured clinical

PD

*

interviews of parents

AG

+

and relatives

than depression (0%
or never ill (0%)

depression

never

psychiatrically

Children

1-

Cos tello (1987)

anxiety disorder

PD & depression

•i-

&

More separation

anxiety disorder

1-

3- pure depression

Turner. Beidel

separation

of

ill

parents

depression (37%)
depression (11%)

Rate of separation

Higher for children

with anxiety disorders
b) with dysthymic

anxiety disorder

of

assessed from semi

anxiety disorders

<lisor<<er

structured

in

comparison

interviews

to

children whose

a)

never psychiatrically

c)
ill

parents with

parents were never

ill

or to normal controls;

2- normal school

no difference between
children of parents

children

with anxiety disorders
and those whose
parents had dysthymic

disorder

D.

Prospective study

Klein

& Manuzza

(1989)

children with

Rates of depression,

No difference

school phobia

anxiety disorders,

depression or anxiety

with separation

agoraphobia with

disorders but higher

anxiety sxs

panic disorder

rates of agoraphobia

in

&

&

undefined

among adults who had

control group

separation anxiety as

of

children

Note> Pts is an abbreviation for patients. Sxs

panic disorder

children

is

an abbreviation for symtoms.

Convincing arguments can be made to account for the disparities

between the

studies.

The

inability of

Van der Molen, Van den Hout and Van

Dieren (1989) to replicate Gittelman and Kleins (1984) retrospective work

can be explained by their high male ratio since Gittelman and Klein found
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that the association between
separation anxiety and panic
disorder applies

mostly to women.

Discrepancies in medication studies
can be accounted for by
differences in dosages.

It is

also possible that a

number

of youngsters

suffering from school phobia and
separation anxiety respond to a wider

range of interventions. Medication useful
for the treatment of panic
disorder in adulthood

may have

a dramatic impact on only a subgroup
of

them

Results from the family study conducted by

Weissman

et

al.

(1984)

suggest that children of parents with panic disorder
and. to a lesser degree

agoraphobia, have a higher rate of separation anxiety

when compared

children of depressed individuals or never psychiatrically

ill

to

One

parents.

other study, carried out by Turner, Beidel and Costello (1987).
did not
refutate those data but could not really distinguish

the disorder or related to mental

illness.

if

the risk

was

specific to

The only prospective study

of

children with school phobia and separation anxiety found a greater rate of

agoraphobia and panic disorder among them but the lack
the control group makes

it

difficult to assess the

of details about

value of the investigation.

In summary, no definitive statement can be

made about

the

relationship between separation anxiety in childhood and adult panic
disorder. Yet, there seems to be

The suggestion by Rosenbaum

et

enough data
al.

constitutes only one dimension of a

to justify further inquiries.

(1988) that separation anxiety

more encompassing

factor, behavioral

inhibition, offers an interesting hypothesis to account for

some

of these
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contradictory data. Their findings
of increased rates, in fact very
high rates
of inhibition (almost

76%) among children

of individuals

with panic disorder

strongly support such a
hypothesis. This, coupled with data
that inhibited

children present higher rates of
childhood anxiety disorders (Biederman
et
al..

1990) and that parents of inhibited children
from a non-cUnical sample

have higher rates

of anxiety disorders

(Rosenbaum

et

al..

1991

).

offers a

compelling argument in favor of the
relationship between inhibition and
anxiety disorders,

if

not specifically panic disorder. Hirshfeld
et

al. s

(1992)

data indicating that most of the differences
can be accounted for by children

who

are consistently inhibited only serves to
modify the original hypothesis

by suggesting
conclusion

that

two forms

of behavioral inhibition might exist.

drawn from these four

studies

is

The

that children of individuals with

panic disorder are at increased risk for the second form of behavioral
inhibition, the

one associated with increased rates of anxiety symptoms

in

childhood. Whether this would lead to the development of panic disorder in

adulthood

is

of course

undetermined

at this point

obtained by Rosenbaum and his colleagues

Yet. data

is

but the evidence so far

consistent with that scenario.

from the present research are not consistent with those

obtained in the original study conducted by Rosenbaum et

al.

(1988). The

hypothesis of a higher rate of behavioral inhibition among children of
individuals with panic disorder

when compared

have no psychiatric diagnosis

rejected in this investigation.

is

to children

whose parents

A

closer

examination of the differences between the two studies might help explain

why

such different outcomes occurred. Table 7

essential

components

of

both investigations.

(p.

109) summarizes the
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Comparison

Study

Two

of

^NturiiP'^

Sample

Current

PDAG

Study

vs

Instfutnenls

PDI-R

Experimental

Outcome

Rate

Situation

Variables

Inhibition

Risk room

No

Tasks initiated

oi

PDAG

Tasks imitated

Diagnosis

Time proximal

to

iMD

parent

Peer play

Latency

to

speak

No

Latency

to

touch

significant

toys

statistically

difference

Latency to

approach

Amount of speech
Amount of staring
Amount proximal
to

Rosenbaum
et aL
(1988)

parent

PDAG

DIS

Cognitive

Latency to speak

PDAG

vs

&

tasks

spontaneously

PDAG/MDD-70X

PDAC/MDD
vs MDD

Anxiety

vs

module

Non-MDD/
non

to

of

PDAG

DSM-Ul

interview

MDD

examiner

•Total

-85%

frequency

non-MDD

of spontaneous

Significant

comments

difference

-50%
-15%

PDAG
(with MDD or
not) & non-MDD

between

All

PDAG

(with or

without

MDD)

D1S&

Cognitive

Latency to speak

Rate higher

Anxiety

tasks

spontaneously

PDAG
& PDAG/MDD

module
DSM-111

vs

of

nonPDAG
(inc. MDD)

interview

All

to

examiner

Total frequency

(76%

spontaneous

to all

of

comments

There were differences

in the

in

)

compared

nonPDAG

(30%)

experimental tasks facing the children

and the outcome variables considered. In the Rosenbaum

et al's study,

children were presented with a series of age-appropriate cognitive tasks by

an unfamiliar examiner. The cognitive tasks included perceptual and
recognition

memory

tests.

The only two outcome variables considered were

no
the latency to speak spontaneously
to the examiner and the total
frequency
of spontaneous

comments

to the

challenge in the presence of an

examiner. Therefore, the ability to
face

unknown

adult

a

was the main dimension

investigated.

In the present study, two play
situations
of nine

outcome variables considered. At

first,

were presented and

a total

the child faced physically

challenging stimuU just in the presence of
the parent. The abihty to relate
to

an unknown adult was challenged when the
child was asked

to imitate

tasks performed by an unfamiliar examiner.
The peer play introduced

another kind of social stimulus. One would assume that
taking nine outcome
variables into consideration would allow a more comprehensive
assessment.
It is

interesting to note in that regard that

all

the children

who were more

inhibited in this study (>7 on the overall inhibition index) had a longer

latency to speak and spent less time verbalizing in the peer play. Thus, they

would

all

have been considered inhibited

in the

Rosenbaum

et

al. s

(1988)

study. Three more children (two in the panic disorder group and one in the

comparison group), however, would

Rosenbaum and

his colleagues

also

and were not

they were awarded respectively two,
inhibition index.

It

may mean

have been considered inhibited by

six

in the current

and five points on the overall

that the experimental situation in the present

study was more discriminant and better able
this

is

study because

to reject "false positives".

If

the case, lower rates of inhibition would be expected in the current

study.

The use

of a self -report instrument such as the

about the kind of individuals

who

PDI-R raises questions

present with no diagnosable condition.

Ill
First, difficulties recollecting

may have

occurred, especially

m the case of

lifetime diagnoses. Similar
concerns can be raised about the
use of the DIS

and the Anxiety module

Rosenbaum

in the

et

al. s

investigation, however.

Second, the possibihty cannot be
excluded that parents in the comparison

group may have denied, wanted
less
is

to

appear healthier than they were or were

observent than some of the comparison
parents

worth

noting, in that regard, that most
of

difficulties in at least

who were

rejected.

them reported past

or current

one area even though they asserted that
these

problems were not severe enough

to interfere with their ability to function.

This would suggest that the parents from the
never psychiatrically

were aware

It

of past difficulties

One particularity

of the

and may not have been

PDI-R

is

that

it

ill

group

in a state of denial.

allows a diagnosis of panic

disorder without the use of the DSM-III-R frequency criterion.
According to
that criterion, an individual must have experienced at least four
panic

attacks within a four-week period or dreaded the recurrence of a panic
attack during a period of at least one month. Three parents in this study did

not meet that criterion, raising questions about the severity of their
pathology. Arguing against the impact of that factor, however,

is

the fact

that one of the three children involved scored the highest on the inhibition

index

(9).

Two
symptoms

of the parents in the

no diagnosis group had experienced

of depression respectively fifteen

them even had some agoraphobic

and seven years

ago.

One

of

concerns. She did not like tunnels, small

places and elevators. These concerns

made her avoid

these places

if

possible but she denied ever panicking in the presence of the stimuh and
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did not consider that

it

neither case were the

enough

to

warrant

wonder about

ever interfered with her

life at

work

or at home.

symptoms experienced by these parents

a psychiatric diagnosis

In

significant

on the PDI-R. However, one might

possible genetic vulnerabiUty
towards depression or even

agoraphobia and the possible effect

might have had on the rate of

it

behavioral inhibition. Such a concern

is

further reinforced by the fact that

the children of those two parents were
more inhibited in this study (scores
of 9

and 7 respectively on the inhibition

index). Therefore, statistical

analyses of the nine outcome variables as well
as the behavioral index were

repeated after the exclusion of these two youngsters
scores. Once again, no
difference

It

was found between

may be noteworthy

the groups.

that this study did not use the category of

"undiagnosable psychiatric disorder" of the PDI-R. For an individual to be
included in that category, s/he only needs to experience sufficient distress
to consult a mental health professional

the

symptoms experienced

even

if

the range and the severity of

are not sufficient enough to warrant a DSM-III-R

diagnosis. Given the fact that the DIS does not include an undiagnosable

psychiatric disorder category and that such a category seems too broad to be
useful,

it

A

was not used

final caveat

in this study.

is that,

except for antisocial personality disorder, both

the PDI-R and the DIS only include Axis

Whatever impact such
clinical

a limitation

and non-clinical samples.

1

diagnoses from the DSM-III-R.

may have

had,

it

applied to both the
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The most essential difference between
Rosenbaum
the current study

on the outcome
presents a

is

al.

sample composition and the impact

in the

is

et

discussed at length in the following pages.

summary

of the

demographic characteristics

1

1988) and

of this factor

First,

Table 8

of the subjects

involved in both investigations.

Table 8

Compariso n

of

Two

Studies-Demographic Characteristics of

Samp les

Mean
(SD)

Parents

N

Sex

Diagnosis

Parent

Age

Ordinal

Mother

affected

of

Position

Age

Father s

s

SES

Divorce

Age

Rate

Child

This study

Panic

Disorder

No

20

20

Diagnosis

M-12

Mo.- 12

F- 8

Fa.-

8

3.30
(

M-12
F-

0.95

)

3.26

8

(

0.94

PDAG
& MDD

Non-MDD

13

20

13

No

No

data

data

(1.60

No

No

4.40

data

data

No

No

data

data

4.44

(

)

)

4.30

(

0.44

et al.

)

(

(1.60)
3.90

(1.10)

5.20

(

4.85

1.30

(

)

36.35
)

)

2.20

5.55

(

5 %

2.30

(

.52

0

%

)

(1988) study

31.20

1.50
)

)

35.25

1.75

Rosenbaum

PDAG

0.50

(

36.63

34.95

1.60

(0.50

(3.60)

)

2.00

(1.40

)

)

(10.60

)

35.70

3.40

(5.80)

(7.70)

(0.90)

35-50

38.70

2.50

(

4.80)

(

4.90)

7.77.

(1.50)

31.70

2.60

(1.20

2.20

36.80

(.1.30)

40.0%

23.1%
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The
the

first issue of interest
is the

Rosenbaum

et ai

s

composition of the

non-MDD group

study because the only significant
differences

investigation involved that
comparison group.

in

in that

As mentioned previously,

a

majority of the children in this
group were siblings of Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) children. Due to
genetic and/or environmental factors
(Jacobvitz

k

Sroufe. 1987: Safer. 1973: Willerman.
1972). there

was an

increased probability that these children
might exhibit uninhibited
behavior. This might have accentuated
the differences with the other

groups and led to the conclusion of increased rates
of inhibition among
children of individuals with panic disorder.
of higher rates

compared
this
It

among

The rejection

of the hypothesis

children of individuals with panic disorder

to children of parents

who have never been

when

psychiatrically

ill

in

study could therefore be explained by an improved comparison
group.

casts serious doubts on the hypothesis advanced

colleagues that children

by Rosenbaum and

whose parents have panic disorders

his

are at increased

risk for behavioral inhibition. Ultimately, the idea that behavioral inhibition
is

a precursor to panic disorder

is

also put into question.

Examination of other differences

in the

sample composition suggests

modifications or qualifications to the original hypothesis rather than

outright rejection. In the present investigation, the sex ratio

was two

to

three in favor of males. Girls were significantly more inhibited on tasks
intiated in the risk

inhibited on

all

room and there was

the other variables. This

(Reznick, Gibbons, Johnson
girls to

a trend for
is

them

to

be more

consistent with a prior study

k McDonough. 1989) which found

be more inhibited. Rosenbaum and

his colleagues

a

tendency

for

(1988) make no
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mention

of the sex ratio in their study,
except to

were well matched.

ratios

that their groups

According to Kagan (1992, personal communication),

however, they were predominantly composed of

gender

comment

The difference

girls.

between the two studies may have had

a significant

in the

impact on

the results.

by Hirshleld

In the study

two kinds

et

al.

(1992) which led to the hypothesis of

of behavioral inhibition, the children

who

tended to remain

consistently inhibited over time tended to exhibit more anxiety

symptoms

and

et

to

have a parent with an anxiety disorder. In the Hirshfeld

sample, that group was composed of a majority of

Rosenbaum

et

al.'s

style.

The children

girls.

in the

study (1988) tended to be older than the ones included

in the present study, thus they

behavioral

al.'s

had more opportunity

number

This coupled with a larger

to

change their

of girls

may have

increased the chances for children of individuals with panic disorder to
exhibit behavioral inhibition. This

where

a majority of the children

inhibition in a child

was not

the case in the present study,

were boys.

It

may be

whose parent has panic disorder

is

that behavioral

more

of a risk factor

for girls.

This observation about the sex ratio of the children involved in the
different studies

is

of special significance in light of Gittelman

investigation (1984)

where the

association

and Klein

s

between separation anxiety and

women

and epidemiological data reporting

are predominantly affected

by panic disorder and agoraphobia.

panic disorder applied mostly to
that

women

This

may be due

to genetic factors.

for girls in families

where

It

may

also be that this increased risk

a parent has panic disorder only reflects the
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tendency

for girls to be

more inhibited

in the

general population.

Psychological dynamics particular to families where one
parent has panic

disorder and socialization factors could then affect the
course of this

The

clinical status of the

raises interesting questions.

mention that the parents

MDD) were

parents involved in the two studies also

In their article.

in the three clinical

either in treatment or

new

Rosenbaum

of the child. Except for

one new

et

al.

(1988)

groups (PDAG. PDAG/MDD,

referrals.

the length of treatment or whether the parent
life

No data are provided on

was symptomatic during

referral, the parents

Some had even

the

with panic

disorder in the present study had been involved in treatment for a
of years.

trait.

number

terminated. No systematic checkhst was used, but

the PDI-R inquires about the first and last time the individual had a panic
attack and

when

the most difficult period occurred. Therefore,

it

became

possible to sketch a picture of the course of the disorder and see whether

the parent had been symptomatic during the child's lifetime.

In the present study, the

controlled

symptoms

by the medication or minimal during the

twelve of the parents. The parents of
of

all

seven or more on the inhibition index)

severely symptomatic during the
severity of the parent

s

life

life

s

were

either

lifetime for

the more inhibited children (score
in the

PD group had been more

of the child. This suggests that the

inhibition.

the parents in the Rosenbaum et

symptomatic during the

child

symptomatology during the

have an impact on behavioral
if

of panic disorder

al.'s

If this

child's lifetime

may

assumption holds true and

investigation

of their child, this could

were very
have contributed

higher rate of behavioral inhibition in that investigation.

to the
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This information about the severity of the parent's
illness during the
child's lifetime

on the course

is

consistent with the hypothesis of environmental influence

of a

temperamental

trait.

It is

unclear, however,

influence would have been through exposure to the parent
to the overall increase in stress

It is

and lessened

ability to

interesting to note in that regard that there

s

this

fear or related

respond

was

whether

to the child.

a trend for

children of symptomatic mothers to be more inhibited than children whose
father

was symptomatic although the

difference

was not

statistically

significant.

One wonders how many mothers were involved

Rosenbaum

et

al. s

in the

study (1988) since no mention of that factor

is

made.

If

there were mostly mothers (which would not be unusual given the higher
ratio of females

who

consult for panic disorder (Barlow. 1988) and

hypothesis that children whose mother

is

symptomatic tend

to

if

the

be more

inhibited holds true, higher rates of behavioral inhibition would be expected
in the

Rosenbaum

et al's investigation.

Given that the severity of the parent's symptomatology during the
child's lifetime

was not

given the small sample

systematically investigated in the present study and
sizes, all

three issues

(

gender of the child and the

parent, severity of the parent's symptomatology) are best considered as

questions to be addressed in future research. They suggest pathways for
the environment to influence the course of behavioral inhibition in families

where one

of the parents

is

diagnosed with panic disorder.
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summary,

In

ones obtained

in the

this investigation did not find data
consistent

Rosenbaum

rates of behavioral inhibition

disorder

when compared

Two

diagnosis.
first

one leads

et

al. s

among

to children

conclusions can be

study (1988).

Rosenbaum

investigation

was because

et

al.

did not find higher

children of individuals with panic

whose parents had no

drawn from such

to the rejection of the hypothesis.

likely reason

It

with the

It

psychiatric

different outcomes. The

suggests that the most

(1988) found a significant difference

their

in their

comparison group (non-MDD) was composed

of a majority of sibhngs of atlention-deficit-disorder children. Due
to

genetic and/or environmental factors, this group
uninhibition, thus inflating the differences

was more

likely to exhibit

between the groups. This

problem may have been compounded by the procedure they
assessment of the children which

may have

utilized for the

led to the overdiagnosis of

inhibition.

An

alternate conclusion

is

possible, in

remains valid with some modifications.
is

more

It

of a risk factor for girls in families

which the

may be

original hypothesis

that behavioral inhibition

where one

of the parents has

panic disorder. The severity of the symptomatology of the parent during
the child's lifetime and the gender of the parent affected

may

also be

influential factors.

It

cannot be excluded at this point that the impact of the child

the parent

s

gender on behavioral inhibition may be due

But the gender

effect,

s

and

in part to genetics.

coupled with the impact of the severity of the parent

symptomatology during the

child's lifetime, also bring to light

pathways

for

s
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the environment to influence the course
of behavioral inhibition

where one

of the parents

Finally,

Rosenbaum

et

fof inhibition

is

diagnosed with panic disorder.

it is

worth noting that

al, s

investigation to distinguish whether this increased
risk

would be due

this

study

is

no more able than the

to the presence of a psychiatric disorder rather

than the specificity of the panic disorder diagnosis

What

m families

are the implications for clinicians?

A

itself.

cautious attitude

regarding the relationship between behavioral inhibition and panic
disorder

needs to be adopted since no definitive statement can be made
Because behavioral inhibition
inhibition in itself

intervention

is

may be

may be

at this point.

a precursor and because behavioral

associated with social or academic difficulties,

recommended when the

child of a parent with panic or

anxiety disorder presents with a significant reluctance to engage in new.
challenging situations and exhibits a marked difficulty separating from his
or her caregivers.

Few

investigations have considered factors that

may

mitigate the

negative aspects of behavioral inhibition on the development of the

child.

There are suggestions that promoting autonomy (Gersen. 1989) and
facilitating contact

with peers

at the preschool level (Gersen,

The underlying principle

helpful.

is

to facilitate gradual

mastery of a wide range of challenging
disorder

whose

child

is

situations.

inhibited, especially

if it is

1989) are

exposure and

A parent with
a girl,

panic

may be helped

with specific directions in that regard. Fostering an awareness of how the

gender

of the child

may

influence the parent's attitude and response to the
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child's cautious style

indicated in

may

some cases

also be important. Couples treatment

since marital quarrels have

been

may be

cited as a relevant

stressor in the evolution of behavioral inhibition
(Kagan, 1988), Probably

one of the most useful interventions

symptomatology.

is

the lessening of the parent's

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY

Extrapolation from epidemiological data (Weissman, 1988) suggest
that about two million individuals in the United States suffer from panic

disorder and between 4 and 20 million from agoraphobia. The rates in

Canada seem
the disorder

fairly similar
is

(Thompson. Bland k Orn, 1989). The impact

of

not only significant in terms of the numbers of individuals

affected but also in relation to the quality of their lives. One study

IMarkowitz, Weissman, Ouellet, Lish
diagnosis of panic disorder

was

k

Klerman, 1989) found that the

associated with social and health risks of

similar or greater magnitude than those found in depression.

Individuals

with panic disorder also exhibit rates of suicide attempts as high

found

in

depressed individuals (Johnson, Weisman

Markowitz

et

al.,

1989).

Women seem

disorder: rates are found to be

men

in the case of

two

1990;

to be predominantly affected

to four times higher for

agoraphobia (Thompson et

and two times higher

& Klerman,

as the ones

al.,

women

by

this

than

1989; Weissman, 1988)

in the case of panic disorder

(Thompson

et

al.,

1989).

Studies of patients coming for treatment report a similar disproportion in
the sex ratio (Barlow, 1988). The identification of a precursor to panic

disorder could lead to the development of preventive strategies.

Attempts

have focussed
results have

disorder
at identifying a childhood precursor to adult panic

traditionally

on school phobia and separation anxiety. The

been mixed. Berg (1976) found

a greater incidence of school

among
phobia (14%) than would be expected in the general population
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Children aged 11 to 15
this

was due

who had an agoraphobic

to psychiatric illness rather

mother. The possibility that

than agoraphobia could not be

excluded. Similarly, two retrospective
studies iBerg. Marks, McGuire
Lipsedge. 1974; Tyrer

k

&c

Tyrer, 1974) found childhood school phobia

more

related to adult neurotic illness than to
agoraphobia specifically. These

must be considered with caution because

results

weaknesses

of the methodological

of the studies but they are consistent with the

view that both

school phobia and agoraphobia are heterogeneous disorders.

Klein (1964)

was the

first to investigate a relationship

between

separation anxiety in childhood and panic disorder in adult years.

Subsequent retrospective studies
(Gittelman

6c

Klein, 1984;

of agoraphobics with panic attacks

Van der Molen, Van den

1989) have reported contradictory
for the differences

appear

to

is

results.

One

Hout,

factor

Van Dieren k

which could account

that greater rates of separation anxiety in childhood

be more true

sex ratio of the samples

for

agoraphobic

may

women

than men. Therefore, the

affect the outcome.

Data on medication are also mixed. One study (Gittelman -Klein
Klein,

Griez,

k

1973) found that medication helpful in the treatment of adult panic

disorder

was

successful in the treatment of school phobia and childhood

separation anxiety symptoms. These results were not replicated in

subsequent investigations (Berney et

al.,

Borchardt, 1990). Differences in dosages

1981; Bernstein, Garfinkel

may

account for these

contradictory data as well as the fact that Gittelman-Klein and Klein

sample was composed

of

youngsters

interventions. As a group, children

who had

who

are

k

s

not responded to prior

newcomers

to

therapy

may
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respond

to a

wider range

them may experience
medication

may

of interventions

because

a significant

difficulties that are less severe.

be more dramatic

The

number

of

effect of

in a treatment-resistant

group and

this

could be due to physiological charaaenstics
unique to that group.

One family study (Weissman, Lechman. Merikangas, Gammon
&
Prusoff, 1984) found that children of individuals with
depression and panic

disorder exhibited higher rates of separation anxiety

when compared

children of depressed individuals or never psychiatrically

another study with a smaller sample (Turner, Beidel
not distinguish whether the difference

panic disorder per

se.

Last,

k Mannuzza.

1989) report a greater rate

those adults

who

parents. But

Costello.

1987) could

to psychiatric illness or

Prehminary results from a 20 year follow up

school phobic children (Klein

&

was due

&

ill

of

to

of

unpublished, summarized in Klein

agoraphobia and panic disorder among

suffered from separation anxiety as children. The lack of

information about the control group makes

it

difficult to assess the

value of

those data.

Until recently, children

were not thought

to

have panic disorder even

though retrospective studies of adults with panic disorder have reported
onsets in childhood and adolescence (Sheehan, Sheehan
This point of
of a

number

view was challenged

in the last

& Magen,

1989;

Vitiello,

epidemiological data has

among

k

Behar, Wolf son

made

it

1981

).

publication

children and

1988; Ballenger, Carek, Steele

McTighe, 1989; Biederman, 1987; Black

k Warner,

Minichieili,

few years with the

of clinical reports of panic disorder

adolescents (Alessi

k

&

Cornish-

Robbins, 1990; Moreau, Weissman

k McLeer,

difficult to assess

1990). The lack of

the importance of the

IZ4

phenomenon and

Chapman k

it

has been dismissed by some as a rarity (Klein.
Manuzza.

Fyer. 1992).

The model according

to

which separation anxiety and school phobia

(with or without panic attacks) are the expression
in children of the adult

panic/agoraphobia spectrum disorder (Abelson k
further expanded by

Rosenbaum

et

al. s

Alessi, 1992, p.l 15)

is

(1988) suggestion that a lower

threshold for separation anxiety could be part of a more encompassing

behavioral inhibition factor. Behavioral inhibition
'

is

a

term introduced by

FCagan and his colleagues at the Harvard Infant Study Laboratory to describe

children

who

tend to withdraw

when

challenging stimuli. Their attitude

is

confronted with
characterized

by

new and midly
vigilance, decrease of

exploratory activity and, in the younger ones, even crying. They tend to

seek comfort from the caregiver in those situations. On the other end of the
spectrum, uninhibited children tend to engage spontaneously with
unfamiliar stimuli.

After following
3

1

two independent groups

of children

from age

2

1

and

months, Kagan and his colleagues have found that behavioral inhibition

moderately stable
also

seems

at least

till

the age of 7

1

is

/2 years. This behavioral style

to generalize to the school setting, at least at the preschool

(Hinde, Stevenson-Hinde

1989) levels

.

Kagan and

physiologically unique.

& Tamplin, 1985) and
his colleagues

More

the kindergarten (Gersten,

view inhibited children

specifically,

as

they suggest that inhibited

children have lower thresholds of reactivity in the limbic system, especially
the amygdala and the hypothalamus (Kagan. 1989).
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Family studies show that children of individuals
with panic disorder
are at increased risk for developing the
disorder

Slymen. 1983; Harris, Noyes, Crowe

& Chaudhry.

(

Crowe, Noyes, Pauls

k

1983; Lechman, Weissman.

Merikangas, Pauls & Prusoff. 1983; Weissman, Leckman.
Merikangas.

Gammon k
this

is

As indicated by twin studies (Torgensen. 1983).

probably the result of genetic as well as environmental factors.

If

of this

Prusoff, 1984).

behavioral inhibition

temperamental

trait

is

a precursor to panic disorder, higher rates

would be expected among the children

individuals with panic disorder. This

when they compared

is

what Rosenbaum

the rates of behavioral inhibition

et

al.

among

of

(1988) found
children of

parents with panic disorder and agoraphobia (PDAG, n=13). parents with an
affective disorder (MDD, n=10), parents with both a panic and affective

disorder (PDAG/MDD, n=20) and parents with neither an affective disorder

nor an anxiety disorder (non-MDD. n=13). The rates of inhibition exhibited

by children

of parents

with

PDAG

(84.6%) and

PDAG/MDD

(70 %) were very

high and significantly different from the one found among the non-MDD

group (15.4%) whereas the rate of inhibition

in the

MDD

group (50%) was

not different from any other. Finally, children of parents with any

PDAG had

higher rates of inhibition (75.8%) than children whose parents did not have

PDAG (MDD and non-MDD)

(30.4%).

Subsequent studies found that inhibited children presented higher
rates of childhood anxiety disorders (Biederman et al.,1990) and that

parents from a non-clinical sample of inhibited children had higher rates of
anxiety disorders as adults and as children (Rosenbaum et

al.,

reevalualion of the data from these two studies (Hirshleld el

1991).

al..

A

1992)
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found that children consistently inhibited

(i.e.

inhibited at the 21 month. 4

year, 5 1/2 year and 7 1/2 year
assessments) could account for most of the

elevated rates of psychopathology in the
children and increased rates of
anxiety disorders in the parents. This led to the
hypothesis of two forms of

behavioral inhibition. In the
inhibition

would be

stable

disorder in the child and

the tendency towards behavioral

first case,

and more Ukely accompanied by an anxiety

at least

one of the parents. In the second case,

there would be more variations in the course of the inhibition,
no increased
risk for anxiety disorders in childhood

and only

a slightly

greater chance

that one of the parents would suffer from an anxiety disorder.

Taken
Hirshfeld et

as a whole, these four studies

al..

1992;

Rosenbaum

et al.

(Biederman

1988

at

al..

& Rosenbaum

1990;

et

al..

1991)

suggest that children of individuals with panic disorder are at increased risk
for the first

form

of behavioral inhibition, the

rates of anxiety disorders in childhood.

development

Whether

of panic disorder in adulthood

this point but the evidence so far obtained
is

one associated with increased

is

this

would lead

of course

to the

undetermined

by Rosenbaum and

at

his colleagues

consistent with that scenario.

The studies
need

linking behavioral inhibition and anxiety disorders are in

of replication because of their small

by Rosenbaum
inhibition

number

et

among

al.

sizes.

The

original study

(1988), which found higher rates of behavioral

children of individuals with panic disorder, also presents a

of limitations.

non-MDD comparison
group were

sample

The most important one

group.

A majority

siblings of children

is

the composition of the

of the children included in that

with an attention

deficit

disorder (ADD).
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Given the literature showing increased rates

of

ADD among

siblings

(Willerman, 1973; Safer. 1973,1 as well as the influence of
parenting style on
the development of the disorder (Jacobvitz
that there

was an increased

k

Sroufe, 1987), the possibility

risk for the children in the

exhibit uninhibition cannot be excluded. This

differences

may have

to

accentuated the

between the groups.

The present study was

Rosenbaum

comparison group

et

compared the

al.'s

initiated to

extend and replicate the

overcome

results as well as

rates of behavioral inhibition

panic disorder to the one found
psychiatric diagnosis.

A higher

be found among children of the

among

its

major weakness.

among

children of parents with

children whose parents had no

rate of behavioral inhibition
first

It

was expected

to

group.

Method

Subjects

Two groups

of

20 White children whose ages ranged from two to four

years were compared. Subjects were matched for age,
level

and ordinal

position.

All children

1

socioeconomic

from the comparison group lived on

the North Shore of Boston, mostly the Cape
1

sex,

Ann

area. While this

was

true of

children from the clinical sample, 4 youngsters in that group lived in

Southern

New

Hampshire, 3

in the

Boston area and 1 in Western

Massachusetts. The group assignment of the child depended on the parents'
lifetime

and current (within the

last

two years)

diagnosis.
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The

first

group was composed of children
whose parents mother,
I

father or both) had been diagnosed
as suffering from panic disorder
with or

without agoraphobia. Because disorders
such as depression, alcohol abuse
and other anxiety disorders (i.e.
somatization disorder, obsessive-

compulsive disorder and generalized anxiety
disorder) are often found
conjunction with panic disorder (Sanderson.
Rapee

& Sheehan.

&

in

Barlow. 1987; Sheehan

1982; Weissman. 1988). they did not lead to
exclusion from this

study as long as panic disorder remained
the focus

The names

of treatment.

of children of individuals with panic disorder

obtained from the

files of a psychiatric

treatment of panic disorder.

were

private practice specializing in the

All parents

who had

children of the designated

ages and had been diagnosed as suffering from panic disorder
were
contacted. All but 3 of the 20 patients contacted agreed to take
part in the

study.

Neither parent of the children in the comparison group was assigned
a current or lifetime diagnosis on the Psychiatric Diagnostic Interview

Revised (PDI-R). Those children were found using opportunity samples such
as nursery schools,

private practice
in the study,

day care centers and preschools

was

located. Of the

of the area

where the

78 families who expressed an interest

64 couples were interviewed because

their child offered a

possible match for one of the children in the clinical sample. In only 22 of

these 64 cases, neither partner in the couple met the criteria for a diagnosis
(lifetime or current)

on the PDI-R. Three parents who had originally been

considered for the comparison group were diagnosed as suffering from panic

1Z9
disorder during the diagnostic
interview and their children were
included in
the first group.

Instruments

The Psychiatric Diagnostic Interview-Revised
(PDI-R) was used
confirm the diagnosis of panic disorder by the
psychiatrist

or. in

to

the case of

the comparison group, rule out the
presence of a psychiatric disorder. The

PDI-R

is

a semi-structured interview based on
DSM-III and DSM-III-R

diagnostic criteria. The individuals

were evaluated

for the presence of

alcohol and drug abuse, depression, mania,
antisocial personality disorder,

schizophrenia, somatization disorders, anorexia nervosa,
bulimia, post

traumatic stress disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, phobic
disorders,
panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder and adjustment disorder.

The PDI-R was chosen over the Diagnostic Interview Schedule
because of

its

shorter length of administration. Both instruments provide

comparable information. A kappa
rate of

79% was obtained between

(Weller et

al..

(DIS)

of .72 (p<.001

)

and an overall agreement

the DIS and the PDI in validation studies

1985).

The Four Factor Index

of Social Status (1975),

used for the determination of the socioeconomic
the PDI-R were administered
scoring of the child.

by the

author,

by Hollingshead

level.

who was

A.

was

Both that scale and
not involved in the
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Assessment

of the Chj lfirpn

The assessment

of behavioral inhibition

author's office. The procedure used

was

carried out in the

by Rosenbaum

et

(1988) was

al.

modified to include two play situations found
to be sensitive to behavioral
inhibition at the Harvard Infant Laboratory
Study (Kagan. 1991. personal

communication). The evaluation was done in the presence
of the parent

accompanying the

child to the session. That parent

was

usually the mother

except for one child in each group, accompanied by the
father. Scoring of
the children

was done by my

assistant,

who was bUnd

to the diagnosis of the

parents.

In the first part of the assessment, each child
for eight minutes in

what was

was seen

called the 'risk room". This

individually

room contained

mildly challenging stimuh such as the mask of a threatening face, a loud
bell,

a big black box with a hole, a 2x4

beam

four inches off the floor, a two-

step stool and a chest from which the child can

purpose of the

first five

objects the child

jump on

a mattress.

The

minutes of the procedure was to see how many

would touch and how long s/he remained within physical

proximity of the parent (within arm's length). After five minutes, the

examiner (my assistant) entered the room and asked the

number
room:

of tasks. Three

( 1 )

number

child to imitate a

outcome variables were considered

of tasks initiated

by the

child. (2)

in the risk

number

of tasks

imitated by the child and. (3) proportion of time proximal to the parent.

In the second part of the evaluation, called the 'peer play

children of the same sex and age played in a room filled with a

".

two

number

of
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The peer play session lasted
25 minutes and was videotaped.
Scoring
was done live except for three children
where it had to be done from the
toys.

videotape because of technical

difficulties.

Latencies to

first

comment,

to

touch toys and to approach the other
child were recorded. The rest of
the
scoring occurred every ten seconds
and involved three outcome variables:
( 1
)

proportion of time proximal to the parent.
(2) proportion of time spent

staring at the other child. (3) proportion
of time vocalizing or verbalizing.

Reliabilitv

Interrater reliability

my

the children by

computed

was determined by comparing

assisstant with the ones

for the risk

room and

six for

and

my

scores

gave.

Two

reliabilities

were

the peer play.

Because no videotaping was done
assistant's

I

scores assigned to

in the risk

were based on

room, both

live observation.

my

Rehability

was

perfect (1.00) for tasks initiated by the child and .91 for the tasks imitated.

Due

to logistical difficulties,

no

reliability score

was computed

for the time

proximal to the parent.

Reliability for the peer play

awarded by my

was determined by comparing

assistant with the ones

I

assigned

the scores

when reviewing

all

the

videotapes. The first reliabilities concerned latencies and following the

procedure adopted by Reznick et

al.

(1989), a disagreement had to be

greater than 7 seconds to be counted as such. The agreement rate was .85
for latency to first
to

comment,

approach the other

child.

.90 for latency to touch toys

and

The few disagreements were

easily solved with

.90 for latency
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discussion. Reliability

seconds

be scored as such.

to

this reliabihty

of .82

computed

also

for the behaviors scored

every ten

proximal to parent, staring and
vocalization). Agreement had to

(i.e.

be perfect

was

Two

because of technical

children could not be considered for

difficulties.

A median

of

.8

1

and

agreement rales were obtained, with the scores
ranging from

a

mean

.67 to

.97.

Data Analv<?is

To ascertain that the two groups were well matched,
a chi-square
comparison

from

all

test

was

used. Because the children

were well matched, data

age groups were collapsed together for the analysis of the
outcome

variables from the risk room and the peer play. There were two
pairs of
siblings in each

group and they were treated as independent variables.

In the first analysis,
(i.e.,

number

l

tests

of tasks initiated

time proximal to the parent

were conducted on

and imitated

in the risk

in the risk

peer play). Given the small

Rank sum

tests

were

nine variables

room, proportion of

room, latencies to vocalize, touch toys

and approach the other child during the peer
proximal to the parent, staring

all

play, proportion of time

at the other child

size samples, the

and vocalizing during the

Mann-Whitney U- Wicoxon

also used.

For the second analysis, each child

was awarded

a point for

each

variable s/he had scored above the median of the entire sample (except for

amount

of verbalization

where the

child got a point for less utterances than

the median). Therefore, each child had nine opportunities to be awarded a
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point towards an "inhibition
index'

A

.

was then conducted

test

t

to see

children of individuals with panic
disorder tended to have a higher
of points than children of
individuals with

This inhibition index
All the children

The number

who

was

number

no diagnosis.

also used for

comparison of categorical

data.

scored seven points and above were labeled
inhibited.

of inhibited children

among

disorder was then compared to the
in the

if

those

number

whose parents had panic

of inhibited youngsters

found

group of children whose parents had no diagnosis.

Results

Demographic Characteristi cs

As Table

matched
in

1

of the

Samp le

(p.95) indicates, the

two groups

for age, sex. socioeconomic level

each group was 2:3

in favor of males.

of children

and ordinal
It is

were well

position.

The sex

noteworthy that these children

came from advantaged socioeconomic backgrounds. The parents
three of them were assigned to the

and the remaining three

from two-parent

number

two

levels

of all

The only

but

on the Hollingshead

to the third level. Except for one. all children

families.

significant difference

was found

of children per family. Families with only one child

common when one
when

first

ratio

scale

came

in the

were more

parent had panic disorder and families of two children

parents had no diagnosis

(X^

(2.

N=

40,

n

significant differences in the ages of the parents.

<.05).

There were no

In both groups, half the

children were attending day care or nursery school.
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Description of the

C]\u\c.^\ <^^r^p\^

All the parents in the clinical

sample qualified for a current (within

the last two years) diagnosis of panic disorder
on the PDI-R. Nine (45%) of

them

also presented with current

of these parents

the

symptoms

of agoraphobia.

were on medication and the same number

same ones) had experienced only minimal symptoms
The mother was symptomatic

years.

in

Twelve (60%)

(but not always

in the last

two

twelve of the twenty cases and

father in the remaining eight.

Following a suggestion from Barlow (1988), an additional diagnosis

was given each time an

individual met the criteria for a diagnostic category

without consideration for a hierarchical system where a disorder takes

precedence over another.

When

current diagnoses were considered, two of

the parents presented with panic disorder only and two with panic disorder

and agoraphobia only. Depression was the most common
diagnoses: half of the parents reported

and number

to

meet the

symptoms

criteria of depression,

of the additional

of sufficient

whether

it

magnitude

was major

depression or dysthymic disorder. Generalized anxiety disorder was

diagnosed in seven parents (35%) and obsessive compulsive disorder
of

them

in five

(25%). Seven parents (35%) fulfilled the criteria for simple phobia

and four (20%) for

social phobia.

Alcohol and drug abuse

was diagnosed

in

only one of the parents. These numbers are consistent with previous
studies (Sanderson. Rapee

&

Barlow, 1987; Sheehan

& Sheehan,

1982;

Weissman, 1988) showing that individuals with panic disorder tend
present with a

number

or alcohol abuse.

of concurrent anxiety

The picture

to

and depressive disorders and/

for lifetime diagnoses

remains essentially the
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same, with 50% of the parents having
experienced symptoms

45% generahzed anxiety

disorder,

25% obsessive compulsive

of depression.

disorder, 10%

alcohol abuse and a similar percentage
drug abuse.

Nineteen of the spouses were interviewed
and ten of them never met
criteria for psychiatric illness

on the PDI-R. Five

criteria for a current diagnosis,

been

a lifetime

spouses.

Two

but not in the

which was depression. Depression had

problem for three of these five spouses

also

as well as four other

spouses had had symptoms of panic disorder in the
past.

two had met

Finally,

of the spouses fulfilled the

last

criteria for obsessive

compulsive disorder

in the past

two years.

Analysis of the Outcome Variables

When
difference

each variable was considered individually, no

was found between

the

the parent in the risk room. The

t

two groups except
test

the the
(

Mann Whitney U

Or .0530). The second

test

would be considered

analysis,

for time proximal to

found that children

comparison group stayed close to the parent longer

(

signil'icant

in the

t (38) = 2.09. q. <.05) but

at best

borderhne

which considered an overall

inhibition

index" did not find a significant difference between the two groups either.

Looking

and above
children

is

at categorical

data and assuming that scoring seven points

indicative of inhibition, one finds that five (25%) of the

whose parent had panic disorder and seven (35%)

comparison group are inhibited. Once again,
difference.

this

is

of the

ones

not a significant

in the
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Children whose mother had panic
disorder tended to be more
inhibited than the ones

was

whose father had the disorder but

the difference

not statistically significant.

Gender differences were investigated by looking

at

outcome variables

individually as well as the score on the
inhibition index. The overall sample

was

considered. There

was

a trend

towards

girls

being more inhibited but

only one significant difference was found.
On tasks initiated

room,

girls

Whitney U
that girls
(

t

performed fewer tasks than boys
test.

were

£

<

.05).

On tasks imitated

significantly

(38) = 2.04. £<.05;

(

t

(38) = 2.12.

in the risk

in the risk

n

<.05;

Mann

room, the probability

more inhibited than boys was borderline

Mann Whitney U

test.

£=

.0538)

Discussion

Data from the present research are not consistent with those obtained
in the original

study conducted by Rosenbaum et

of a higher rate of behavioral inhibition

panic disorder

when compared

psychiatric diagnosis

is

among

to children

rejected.

A

al.

(1988). The hypothesis

children of individuals with

whose parents have no

closer examination of the differences

between the two studies might help understand why such
outcomes occurred. Table 7

(p.

different

109) summarizes the essential components of

both investigations.

There were differences in the experimental tasks facing the children

and the outcome variables considered. In the Rosenbaum

et

al. s

study.
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Children were presented with
a series of age-appropriate
cognitive tasks by
an unfamihar examiner. The
cognitive tasks included
perceptual and
recognition
of

memory

and the

tests

ability to face a challenge
in the presence

an unknown adult was the main
dimension investigated. The only two

outcome variables considered were the
latency

to

speak spontaneously

the examiner and the total frequency
of spontaneous

comments

to

to the

examiner

In the present study, two play situations
were presented and a total
of nine

outcome variables considered. At

first,

the child faced mildly

challenging stimuli in the presence of the
parent. The ability to relate to an

unknown

adult

was challenged when

the child

was asked

to imitate tasks

performed by an unfamiliar examiner. The peer play
introduced another
kind of

study
less

social stimulus.

(>7

All the children

on the inhibition index) had

who were

inhibited in the present

a longer latency to

speak and spent

time verbalizing in the peer play. Assuming that these variables
are

somewhat analogous
colleagues,

it is

to the ones considered

noteworthy that these children would

considered inhibited in the Rosenbaum et
children, however,

Rosenbaum and

would

It

his colleagues

may mean

al.'s

all

and were not
six

his

have been

investigation. Three

have been assigned the label

also

they were awarded respectively two.
index.

by Rosenbaum and

more

of inhibition

in the current study

by

because

and five points on the inhibition

that the experimental situation in the present situation

was more discriminant and

better able to reject false positives

case, lower rates of inhibition

'

would be expected

".

If this

in the current study.

the
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One

particularity of the PDl-R

is

that

it

allows a diagnosis of panic

disorder without the use of
the DSM-III-R frequency
criterion. According to
that criterion, an individual
must have experienced at least four
panic
attacks within a four-week
period or dreaded the recurrence
of a panic
attack during a period of at
least

one month. Three parents

in this

study did

not meet that criterion, raising
questions about the severity of their
pathology. Arguing against the
impact of that factor

is

the fact that one of

the three children involved scored
the highest on the inhibition index

Two
symptoms

of the parents in the

(9).

no diagnosis group had experienced

of depression years ago.

One

of

them even had some agoraphobic

concerns. She did not like tunnels, small places
and elevators. These

concerns made her avoid these places

if

possible but she denied ever

panicking in the presence of the stimuli and did not
consider that
interfered in her

symptoms
R.

life at

significant

home

enough

or at work.
to

In neither case

ever

were the

warrant a psychiatric diagnosis on the PDI-

One might wonder, however, about

possible genetic vulnerability towards

depression or even agoraphobia and the possible effect
the rate of behavioral inhibition. Such a concern
fact thai the children of those

it

is

it

might have had on

further reinforced by the

two parents were more inhibited

in this

study

(scores of 9 and 7 respectively on the inhibition index). Statistical analyses
of the nine

outcome variables

as well as the behavioral index

were repeated

following the exclusion of these two youngsters scores. Once again, no
difference

was found between

the groups.

The core difference between Rosenbaum
study can be found

in the

sample composition.

(1988) and the present

et

al.

It

may be

that

Rosenbaum

et
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(1988) found significant differences
between children whose parents had
panic disorder and the ones
from the non-MDD group because
that later
group was composed of a majority
al.

of siblings of attention-deficit
disorder

children.

As mentioned previously, due

factors, this

differences

group was more likely

to exhibit ^inhibition, thus
inflating the

utilized for the

assessment of the children which may

to the overdiagnosis of inhibition.

of higher rates

compared

and/or environmental

between the groups. This problem may have
been compounded

by the procedure they
have led

to genetic

among

The rejection

of the hypothesis

children of individuals with panic disorder

to children of parents

who have never been

psychiatrically

could therefore be explained by an improved
comparison group.
serious doubts on the hypothesis advanced by

colleagues that children

when

Rosenbaum and

whose parents have panic disorder

It

ill

casts

his

are at increased

risk for behavioral inhibition. Ultimately, the idea
that behavioral inhibition
is

a precursor to panic disorder

An

alternate conclusion

is

is

also put into question.

possible,

however,

in

which the

original

hypothesis remains valid with some modifications. According to Hirshfeld et
al.'s

(1992) hypothesis of two forms of behavioral inhibition, consistently

inhibited children are the ones

who

present with increased rates of

childhood anxiety disorders and a parent with anxiety disorders. In their
sample, a majority of these children were
the

Rosenbaum

et

al.'s

girls.

The youngsters involved

in

study (1988) tended to be older than the ones

included in the present study, thus they had more opportunity to change
their behavioral style.

Rosenbaum and

the sex ratio of their sample except to

matched. According

to

his colleagues

comment

make no mention

that their groups

of

were well

Kagan (1992, personal communication), they were
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predominantly composed of
disorder

may have had

inhibition because they

girls.

Therefore, children of parents with
panic

an increased chance of exhibiting
behavioral

had a higher number

of girls

with a parent

who had

an anxiety disorder. This was not
the case in the present study,
where a
majority of the children were boys.

This observation about the sex ratio of
the children involved in the
dilTerent studies

is

of special significance in light of
Gittelman

investigation (1984)

where the

association

panic disorder applied mostly to
that
It

women

may be

disorder
It

may

women

and epidemiological data reporting

are predominantly affected

by panic disorder and agoraphobia.

more

also

s

between separation anxiety and

that behavioral inhibition in a child

is

and Klein

of a risk factor for girls. This

be that

whose parent has panic

may be due

this increased risk for girls in families

has panic disorder only reflects the tendency for
in the general population. Psychological

girls to

to genetic factors.

where

be more inhibited

dynamics particular

where one parent has panic disorder and

a parent

to families

socialization factors could then

affect the course of this trait.

The

clinical status of the

raises interesting questions.

mention that the parents

MDD) were

parents involved in the two studies also

In their article.

in the three clinical

either in treatment or

new

Rosenbaum

of the child. Except for one

new

al.

(1988)

groups (PDAG. PDAG/MDD,

referrals.

the length of treatment or whether the parent
life

et

No data are provided on

was symptomatic during

referral, the parents

the

with panic

disorder in the present study had been involved in treatment for a

number

Ml
Of years.

Some had even

terminated. No systematic checklist
was used, but

the PDI-R inquires about the first
and last time the individual had a
panic
attack and

when

the most difficult period occurred.
Therefore,

became

it

possible to sketch a picture of the course
of the disorder and see whether

the parent had been symptomatic during
the child

In the present study, the

controlled

by medication

or

symptoms

s

lifetime.

of panic disorder

were minimal during the

were

either

child's liletime for

twelve of the parents. The parents of the most inhibited
children (score
equal to or above seven on the inhibition index) in the
all

been more severely symptomatic during the

child

sample had

clinical

s

lifetime.

This

suggests that the severity of the parent's symptomatology during
the child
lifetime

may have an impact on

holds true and

if

behavioral inhibition.

the parents in the

very symptomatic during the

Rosenbaum

If this

assumption

et al s investigation

of their child, this could

life

s

were

have contributed

to the higher rate of behavioral inhibition in that investigation.

This information about the severity of the parent's illness during the
child

s

lifetime

on the course

is

consistent with the hypothesis of environmental influence

of a

temperamental

trait.

It is

influence would have been through exposure to the parent
to the overall increase in stress

There was

a trend for children of

inhibited than children

difference

was not

were involved

and lessened

ability to

s

respond

to the child.

to

whose father was symptomatic although

Rosenbaum

et

al. s

this

fear or related

symptomatic mothers

statistically significant.

in the

whether

unclear, however,

be more
the

One wonders how many mothers

study (1988) since no mention of

that factor

is

made.

If

there were mostly mothers (which
would not be

unusual given the higher ratio
of females
(Barlow. 1988)) and

symptomatic tend

if

who

consult for panic disorder

the hypothesis that children

whose mother

is

be more inhibited holds true,
higher rates of

to

behavioral inhibition would be expected
in the Rosenbaum

et

al. s

investigation.

Given that the severity of the parent
child's

s

symptomatology during the

etime was not systematically investigated

lif

given the small sample

three issues

sizes, all

parent, seventy of the parent

s

(

in the

present study and

gender of the child and of the

symptomatology) are best considered

as

questions to be addressed in future research. They
suggest pathways for
the environment to influence the course of behavioral
inhibition in families

where one

of the parents

summary,

In

ones obtained

in the

is

diagnosed with panic disorder.

this investigation did not find data consistent

Rosenbaum

rales of behavioral inhibition

disorder

when compared

diagnosis.
first

Two

et

al. s

among

to children

conclusions can be

study (1988).

It

with the

did not find higher

children of individuals with panic

whose parents had no

drawn from such

psychiatric

different outcomes. The

one leads to the rejection of the hypothesis and casts doubts on the

proposal that children of individuals with panic disorder are al increased
risk for behavioral inhibition.

Ultimately,

it

calls into

question the idea that

behavioral inhibition would be a precursor to panic disorder.

An

alternate conclusion

is

possible, in

remains valid with some modifications.

It

which the

may be

original hypothesis

that behavioral inhibition
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is

more

of a risk factor for girls
in families

where one

of the parents has

panic disorder. The severity
of the symptomatology of
the parent during
the child's lifetime and the
gender of the parent affected may also
be
influential factors.

The impact
inhibition

may

of the child's

and the parent's gender on behavioral

be due in part to genetics. But the
gender

with the impact of the severity of the
parent
child's lifetime, also bring into light

coupled

symptomatology during the

s

pathways

effect,

for the

environment

to

influence the course of behavioral inhibition
in families where one of the

parent

is

diagnosed with panic disorder.

Finally,

Rosenbaum

it is

worth noting that

this

study

et al.s investigation to distinguish

for inhibition

would be due

is

no more able than the

whether

to the presence of a psychiatric disorder rather

than the specificity of the panic disorder diagnosis

What

this increased risk

are the implications for clinicians?

A

itself.

cautious attitude

regarding the relationship between behavioral inhibition and panic disorder

needs to be adopted since no definitive statement can be made
Because inhibition

may be

behavioral inhibition in
difficulties,

intervention

a precursor to adult panic disorder,

itself
is

may be

at this point.

and because

associated with social or academic

recommended when

the child of a parent with

panic or anxiety disorder presents with a significant reluctance to engage in

new, challenging situations and exhibits
his or her caregivers.

a

marked

difficulty separating

from

144

Few

investigations have considered
factors that

may

mitigate the

negative aspects of behavioral
inhibition on the development
of the
There are suggestions that promoting
autonomy (Gersen. 1989) and
facilitating contact

with peers

at the preschool level (Gersen.

important. The underlying principle

mastery

of a

wide range

disorder whose child

is

with specific directions

is

to facilitate

of challenging situations,

inhibited, especially
in that regard.

if it is

child's cautious style

indicated in

may

some cases

also

1989) are

gradual exposure and

A

parent with panic

a girl,

may be helped

Fostering an awareness of

gender of the child may influence the parent

s

child.

how

the

attitude and response to the

be of value. Couples treatment may be

since marital quarrels have

been

cited as a relevant

stressor in the evolution of behavioral inhibition
(Kagan, 1988). Possibly

one of the most useful interventions
symptomatology.

is

the lessening of the parent

s

APPENDIX A
LETTER AND CONSENT FORM FOR PARENTS
WITH PANIC DISORDER

Heiene Dionne, M. Ps.
31 Shore Road
Magnolia, Mfl 01930

L.

Tel.:

(508) 525-3506

Dear parent,

As a psychotherapist speciaUzed in the treatment
of children and
adolescents, I have been practicing for twelve
years in the Boston and North
Shore areas. I am currently working on my doctoral
dissertation in
Counseling Psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
Amherst
collaboration with Dr. Kagan from the Infant Laboratory
Study at

In

Harvard

University,

am

conducting a research project on the social and
psychological development of children whose parents have panic
disorder.
I

you or your spouse have been diagnosed as suffering from panic
disorder, with or without agoraphobia, and you have a child aged
2, 3 or 4
years old, you probably meet the criteria to take part in this study. Your
If

participation could help us understand the impact of having a parent
suffering from such a disorder as well as increase our knowledge of the

development of panic disorder. At the end of the project. I will be glad to
meet with you to share the results of the study and provide you the
opportunity of asking questions about any child development issue of
interest (ex. siblings' quarrels, bed time schedule, behavior with friends...)
There will also be a $20. compensation for your time.
Participation in the study will require:

An

interview with the parents to obtain demographic information
and confirm that you fulfill all the criteria necessary to be part of the study.
That interview usually lasts about an hour and can be conducted on the
1

-

phone, at

home or in my
A play session

office,

according to your preference.

your child in my office in Magnoha. This will
include both individual play and play with another youngster, all in the
presence of the parent who has brought the child to the office. The play of
the child will be videotaped for scoring purposes. Children usually enjoy the
2-

session thoroughly.

for
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participation in the study at any
time
will be kept confidential.

do so anT.innr^
and all information

if

you wish

to

you are interested in taking part in
the study, sign the enclosed
consent form and mail it with the
pre-addressed envelope
wi
you by phone as soon as possible.
If

I

i™

you need further information before
deciding to take part
study, you can indicate it on the
consent form and will be pleased
you to answer all the questions you might
have
If

I

in the
to call

Thank You

L.

Helene Dionne, M.

Ps,

CONSENT FORM

I

like for

have read the

letter describing the

our family to take part in

Name:
Address:

Phone number:

it.

study and

its

purpose and would

APPENDIX B
LETTER AND CONSENT FORM FOR
PARENTS
OF COMPARISON GROUP CHILDREN

Helene Dionne, M. Ps.
31 Shore Road
Magnolia, Mfl 01930

L.

Tel.:

(508) 525-3506

Dear parent,

As a psychotherapist speciahzed in the treatment
of children and
adolescents. I have been practicing for twelve
years in the Boston and North
Shore areas. I am currently working on my doctoral
dissertation in
Counseling Psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
Amherst
collaboration with Dr. Kagan from the Infant Laboratory
Study at

In

Harvard

University,

I

am

conducting a research project on the social and

psychological development of children. More specifically,
I am interested
children aged 2, 3 or 4 years old from emotionally well
adjusted famihes.

in

Your participation in this project will help increase our understanding
of children and this will hopefully lead to the development of
measures for
the prevention of emotional problems. At the end of the project, I will
be
glad to meet with you to share the results of the study and provide you the
opportunity of asking questions about any child development issue of
interest

There

bed time schedule, behavior with
also be a $20. compensation for your time.

(ex.: siblings'

will

quarrels,

friends...).

Participation in the study will require:

An

interview with the parents to obtain demographic information
and confirm that you fulfill all the criteria necessary to be part of the study.
That interview usually lasts about an hour and can be conducted on the
1

phone,

-

at

home or in my
A play session

office,

according to your preference.

your child in my office in Magnolia. This will
include both individual play and play with another youngster, all in the
presence of the parent who has brought the child to the office. The play of
the child will be videotaped for scoring purposes. Children usually enjoy the
2-

session thoroughly.

for
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You can end your
do so and

ail

participation in the study at any time
information will be kept confidential.

if

vou

wi<^h tn

are interested in taking part in
the study, sign the enclosed
cnn.J!/''''
consent
form and send it to me or contact me by
phone.

you need further information before
deciding to take part
study, you can indicate it on the
consent form and 1 will be pleased
you to answer all the questions you might
have
If

in the
to call

Thank You!

L.

Helene Dionne, M.

Ps.

CONSENT FORM

I

have read the

letter describing the

like for our family to take part in

Name:
Address:

Phone number:

study and

it.

^

its

purpose and would
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